OUR CORE VALUES

The Immune Deficiency Foundation (IDF) improves the diagnosis, treatment, and quality of life of people affected by primary immunodeficiency (PI) through fostering a community empowered by advocacy, education, and research.

Our core values are inclusion, integrity, and innovation. Inclusion can only occur when everyone within our community and beyond has the opportunity to belong, to be heard, to be valued. To uphold integrity, it’s critically important that we are trustworthy stewards for the PI community, putting their livelihood first. We will embrace challenges head-on with new solutions and ways to strengthen the PI community through innovation. In addition, we commit to serving our constituents with transparency, trust, and compassion. The Immune Deficiency Foundation is proud to be an equal opportunity employer. We are rare and we are powerful. Like the stripes of a zebra, no two people are the same, and at IDF, we celebrate this uniqueness every day. An inclusive, diverse, and fair workplace makes our community more powerful.

At IDF, we build communities and programs for people living with PI. It’s through these services, that they can connect with other individuals, families, and healthcare professionals who are living and working with PI. In 2019, we implemented initiatives to foster relationships within the community, and provide rich and accurate information and resources to thousands.

We helped advance research and worked collaboratively with expert clinicians from across the country to better understand patient experiences and improve outcomes. All those living with PI continue to rely on IDF for information and support, which is why we’ve made the commitment to ensure a better future for generations to come.
EDUCATION

Each year, IDF holds informative gatherings throughout the country to educate those living with PI about their rare, chronic disorder. In 2019, IDF Education Meetings grew in scope and depth — reaching more people through enhanced topics. Our greatest efforts have been made to partner with top physicians nationwide to reach more individuals and families and to enrich the content available to attendees.

16,959
patients and healthcare professionals reached with 230 presentations in 112 cities, 36 states, and 2 countries.

112 healthcare professionals volunteered at education meetings attended by 1,877 individuals.

298,377
education materials distributed at no cost to patients and families.

WORKING TOGETHER

Volunteers are the heart of what we do.

IDF Volunteer Network
We had 506 active volunteers; creating a dedicated national network that advances the reach and serves IDF in areas of strategic importance to the PI community.

IDF Plasma Partner Program
186 individuals volunteered their time as plasma awareness coordinators, visiting numerous plasma centers across the country. Each of these coordinators shared their stories with donors, adding a face and humanizing the experience of plasma donation.

IDF Get Connected Groups
are designed to connect individuals and family members living with PI in their local communities.

31 Get Connected Groups with
57 Get Connected Leaders
coordinated 79 get-togethers in
17 states attended by 650 individuals.

IDF Peer Support Program
connects people and patients who share similar relationships to PI.

96 trained individuals with a personal experience living with a PI volunteered to offer one-to-one peer support.
UNITING THE COMMUNITY

We strive to connect families with each other and with healthcare professionals.

The **IDF 2019 National Conference** was held at National Harbor, MD (just outside of Washington, DC) from June 20-22, 2019. The IDF National Conference is IDF’s preeminent event, held biennially in varied and diverse locations throughout the United States, and serves as a platform for all facets of the PI community. From physicians to nurses to specialized life management experts, patients and families are presented with an unsurpassed opportunity to network with those on the cutting edge of research and treatment. The conference brings together all sectors of the PI community, and is the world’s largest gathering of families living with PI.

**IDF Walk for Primary Immunodeficiency** unites the PI community to help create better lives and find cures for individuals living with these rare, chronic disorders. IDF Walk for PI is IDF’s largest fundraising event, and funds raised through this event help award grants for patient-focused research in the field of PI. Individuals with PI, their families, and their friends come together to raise awareness and funds. In 2019, more than 3,900 walkers from 26 cities and 512 teams came together and raised more than $965,000.

**IDF Teen Escapes** bring together teens (aged 12-18) to meet face-to-face to learn from healthcare and life management experts. Teens tackle age and disease related issues while gaining confidence through peer support. Meanwhile, parents participate in sessions geared toward their own issues and concerns. In 2019, IDF Teen Escapes were held in Phoenix, AZ (July 13-14) and Orlando, FL (July 27-28) with more than 200 attendees, with 60% being first-time attendees.

OPTIMIZING THE ONLINE USER EXPERIENCE

Expanding the content and functionality of the IDF website.

**Website**

More than 973,097 users accessed primaryimmune.org. This go-to resource for the PI community offers a streamlined and intuitive experience for the user.

**Physician Finder**

Users can log into their account and find a specialist right in their area. The service includes more than 2,600 clinicians.

460 requests were submitted by patients and families who needed help locating specialists.
ADVANCING RESEARCH

We have leveraged technology to help give researchers insight into the patient experience as well as give patients tools to better track their health.

IDF PI CONNECT & IDF ePHR
empowers patients to participate and help transform research by consenting to share their data and their individual experiences. Individuals become a part of IDF PI CONNECT through IDF ePHR, an electronic personal health record, providing users with the latest advancements in health record system management.

IDF ePHR increased to
4,420 health records with 2,679 IDF PI CONNECT participants.

United State Immunodeficiency Network (USIDNET)
was established to advance scientific research of PI and provide resources for work on PI, including the establishment and expansion of a patient registry, a program for the education and mentoring of young investigators, and the maintenance of a cell repository for use in research.

In 2019, there were 7,487 registered participants in USIDNET.

IDF Research Grant Program
Since 2013, the dollars raised by IDF Walk for Primary Immunodeficiency have been used to establish the IDF Research Grant Program, awarding grants to help improve the diagnosis, treatment, and quality of life of people affected by PI.

In 2019, IDF Research Grant Program awarded 4 research grants.

MEDICAL OUTREACH

IDF actively promotes and develops medical education and resources to improve the diagnosis, treatment, and care of PI.

Consulting Immunologist Program
2,600 medical professionals in the U.S. and Puerto Rico were contacted by IDF, and exhibited at 11 medical conferences.

91 physicians were provided with the opportunity to consult with expert clinical immunologists about patient-specific questions and obtain valuable diagnostic, treatment, and disease management information.
COMMUNICATIONS
Connecting in person, through screens, and beyond.

National Primary Immunodeficiency Awareness Month & World PI Week (April 22-29)
IDF conducted an active social media campaign throughout April, asking followers to share facts and submit their own photos and experiences, using campaign hashtags #piawareness, #THINKZEBRA, and #worldpiweek.

IDF Resource Center
Videos housed on the IDF Resource Center were watched more than 142,572 times. IDF uploaded 117 new videos to our YouTube channels circulating more than 91,613 views. One new episode on our podcast, Primary Immunodeficiency Q&A, launched and was played more than 1,100 times.

IDF Social Media Stats
- Facebook: 18,274 IDF followers & 3,496 Walk for PI followers
- Twitter: 3,206 IDF followers
- Instagram: 2,995 IDF followers
- LinkedIn: 1,569 Followers
- IDF: 7,247 Members

Newsletter and E-newsletter
- 32,500 Individuals received the newsletter IDF ADVOCATE
- 29,426 Individuals received monthly e-Newsletters Primary Immune Tribune

PUBLIC POLICY
The voice of the PI community

Advocacy Day 2019
IDF Advocacy Day, held annually on Capitol Hill, focuses on garnering legislative support for issues important to the PI community. Participants met face-to-face with legislators and sat in on Congressional meetings. In 2019, 161 patients and family members participated in 149 legislative meetings.

State Advocacy Workshops
22 patients and family members participated in 29 legislative meetings to advocate for access to care, screening and diagnosis, and support for all of those affected by PI.

SCID Compass
In 2019, IDF continued to actively support and educate families affected by launching an innovative new website (scidcompass.org) dedicated to individuals and families affected by SCID.
## REVENUE

FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2019.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Revenue</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industry* Contributions and Grants (includes walk funding)</td>
<td>$5,929,447</td>
<td>56.31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributions - Individuals</td>
<td>$375,035</td>
<td>3.56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Grants</td>
<td>$1,928,911</td>
<td>18.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract Revenue</td>
<td>$30,434</td>
<td>0.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment Income</td>
<td>$1,398,590</td>
<td>13.28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Events - Walks - Individuals (industries reflected above)</td>
<td>$382,503</td>
<td>3.63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Events - Other</td>
<td>$447,411</td>
<td>4.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Miscellaneous</td>
<td>$37,061</td>
<td>0.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$10,529,392</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This consists of contributions for our programs, patient education and events from pharmaceutical, biotechnology and medical device companies.
# Statement of Functional Expenses

For the year ending December 31, 2019.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Program Services</th>
<th>Supporting Services</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medical &amp; Scientific</td>
<td>Services to Patients &amp; Families</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salaries</td>
<td>$452,241</td>
<td>$1,482,859</td>
<td>$2,700,146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee Benefits</td>
<td>$73,533</td>
<td>$258,221</td>
<td>$477,481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payroll Taxes, etc.</td>
<td>$34,823</td>
<td>$116,107</td>
<td>$209,323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$560,597</strong></td>
<td><strong>$1,857,187</strong></td>
<td><strong>$3,386,950</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Fees</td>
<td>$466,405</td>
<td>$1,549,751</td>
<td>$2,241,049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training, Conference, Conventions &amp; Meetings</td>
<td>$53,589</td>
<td>$1,326,996</td>
<td>$1,533,190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel</td>
<td>$27,072</td>
<td>$138,746</td>
<td>$191,307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awards and Grants</td>
<td>$177,596</td>
<td>$41,295</td>
<td>$218,891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupancy</td>
<td>$42,832</td>
<td>$173,949</td>
<td>$216,781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>$10,091</td>
<td>$19,050</td>
<td>$36,855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printing and Publications</td>
<td>$4,256</td>
<td>$137,970</td>
<td>$142,226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone</td>
<td>$7,872</td>
<td>$25,756</td>
<td>$33,628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postage and Shipping</td>
<td>$10,540</td>
<td>$109,531</td>
<td>$202,541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplies</td>
<td>$10,024</td>
<td>$56,273</td>
<td>$66,297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rental and Maintenance of Equipment</td>
<td>$5,765</td>
<td>$45,041</td>
<td>$50,806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>$780</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising</td>
<td>$1,581</td>
<td>$16,682</td>
<td>$18,263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dues and Subscriptions</td>
<td>$13,825</td>
<td>$14,583</td>
<td>$28,408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$1,392,825</strong></td>
<td><strong>$5,512,810</strong></td>
<td><strong>$8,541,076</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depreciation Amortization</td>
<td>$9,292</td>
<td>$37,738</td>
<td>$47,030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grand Totals</strong></td>
<td><strong>$1,402,117</strong></td>
<td><strong>$5,550,548</strong></td>
<td><strong>$8,601,612</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# STATEMENT OF FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES

FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2019.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expense</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medical and Scientific</td>
<td>$1,402,117</td>
<td>16.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services to Patients and Families</td>
<td>$5,550,548</td>
<td>64.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Operations</td>
<td>$718,401</td>
<td>8.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing and Fundraising</td>
<td>$930,546</td>
<td>10.82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$8,601,612</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Medical and Scientific**: 16.30%
- **Services to Patients and Families**: 64.53%
- **Business Operations**: 8.35%
- **Marketing and Fundraising**: 10.82%

64.53% of the total expenses are allocated to **Services to Patients and Families**.
### STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES AND CHANGES IN NET ASSETS

**FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2019.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>without donor restrictions</th>
<th>with donor restrictions</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PUBLIC SUPPORT AND REVENUE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Support</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributions and Grants</td>
<td>$6,086,368</td>
<td>$248,548</td>
<td>$6,334,916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net assets released from restrictions</td>
<td>$200,356</td>
<td>($200,356)</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total public support</strong></td>
<td>$6,286,724</td>
<td>$48,192</td>
<td>$6,334,916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Grants and Other Contract Revenue</td>
<td>$1,928,911</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$1,928,911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Revenue</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment Income, Net</td>
<td>$1,398,590</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$1,398,590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Income</td>
<td>$37,061</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$37,061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Events</td>
<td>$829,914</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$829,914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Revenue</strong></td>
<td>$2,265,565</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$2,265,565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Public Support and Revenue</strong></td>
<td>$10,481,200</td>
<td>$48,192</td>
<td>$10,529,392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXPENSES</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Program Services</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical and Scientific</td>
<td>$1,402,117</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$1,402,117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services to Patients and Families</td>
<td>$5,550,548</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$5,550,548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Program Services</strong></td>
<td>$6,952,665</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$6,952,665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Supporting Services</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration and Finance</td>
<td>$718,401</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$718,401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing and Fundraising</td>
<td>$930,546</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$930,546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Supporting Services</strong></td>
<td>$1,648,947</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$1,648,947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Expenses</strong></td>
<td>$8,601,612</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$8,601,612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Net Assets</strong></td>
<td>$1,879,588</td>
<td>$48,192</td>
<td>$1,927,780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Assets, Beginning of the Year</td>
<td>$8,182,591</td>
<td>$493,079</td>
<td>$8,675,670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Assets, End of Year</td>
<td>$10,062,179</td>
<td>$541,271</td>
<td>$10,603,450</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Because primary immunodeficiencies are rare, chronic conditions, continuity in our programs is one of the most important aspects of the services provided by IDF. Thanks to the Core Service Program, IDF is able to provide the educational materials and local programming to patients, families, and healthcare professionals free of charge. IDF greatly appreciates these supporters and all others who make our mission possible.

**IDF Core Service Leaders**
- CSL Behring
- Grifols
- Takeda

**IDF Core Service Sponsors**
- Leadiant Biosciences
- Octapharma

**IDF Core Service Contributors**
- ADMA Biologics Inc.
- Bio Product Laboratory (BPL)
- Horizon Therapeutics
- Kedrion Biopharma

**IDF Sustaining Contributors**
- Accredo Healthcare
- CVS Specialty / Coram CVS Specialty Infusion Services

**IDF Sponsors**
- Diplomat Specialty Infusion Group
- Kroger Specialty Infusion
- RMS Medical Products

**IDF Regional Sponsors**
- EMED Technologies
- Soleo Health

**National Presenting Walk Sponsor**
- Takeda

**National Walk Sponsors**
- CSL Behring
- Grifols
- Horizon Therapeutics
- Octapharma

**Local Walk Sponsors**

**Platinum Sponsors**
- ADMA Biologics
- Haemonetics

**Gold Sponsors**
- Accredo (Express Scripts)
- Children’s Hospital of Michigan
- CVS Specialty / Coram CVS Specialty Infusion Services
- Ironmark
- Jason Angelos
- Kedrion Biopharma
- KORU Medical Systems
  *(Formerly known as RMS Medical Products)*
- Simple IT Care

**Silver Sponsors**
- KEDPLASMA
- X4 Pharmaceuticals

**Bronze Sponsors**
- BioTek reMEDys
# 2019 DONORS

Thank you to the following organizations and individuals for supporting IDF!

## $500,000 And Above
- CSL Behring
- Grifols
- Takeda

## $100,000 - $499,999
- Bio Products Laboratory
- Horizon Therapeutics
- Leadiant Biosciences
- Octapharma
- Orchard Therapeutics

## $50,000 - $99,999
- Bio Products Laboratory
- Horizon Therapeutics
- Leadiant Biosciences
- Octapharma
- Orchard Therapeutics

## $25,000 - $49,999
- BioRx
- Biotest Pharmaceuticals Corporation
- Lynn Haass
- Mary Kirsch
- KORU Medical Systems
- Partners Healthcare
- Soleo Health

## $10,000 - $24,999
- Anonymous (1)
- ADMA Biologics
- Jason Angelos
- M. Booth & Associates, LLC
- Lisa and Douglas Goldman Fund
- The Guetz Foundation
- Haemonetics
- Heather Hayes
- Nicole and John Hill
- Rebecca and William Hutshell - The Hutshell Family Fund
- Kroger Specialty Infusion
- Mourkakos Family
- Pfizer
- Van Baal Families
- X4 Pharmaceuticals

## $5,000 - $9,999
- Anonymous (1)
- ADIVO Associates
- Lyona and Dwight L. Allison, Jr.
- American Outcomes Management
- Mark Berndt
- Biotechnology Innovation Organization
- BioTek ReMEDys, Inc.
- Stephanie and Alphonse Calvano
- Suzanne and Donald Dally
- Alex Cefalu Memorial Foundation
- Clinical Immunology Society
- COPD Foundation
- Dahl Pharmacies, Inc.
- Duke University
- Ethical Factor Rx, Inc.
- Express Scripts, Inc.
- Folio Health, Inc.
- IntraPump Infusion Systems
- KEDPLASMA, LLC
- Magnolia Innovation, LLC
- Quint Family Foundation
- Debbie Rivard
- Teresa and Gary Stewart
- Peter and Joan Stogis
- Vyera Pharmaceuticals

## $2,500 - $4,999
- Anonymous (2)
- American Academy of Allergy Asthma & Immunology
- *Tara and John Boyle
- Rebecca Buckley, MD
- Ashley Capitan
- David Connors
- Thomas Kuharcik
- Memorial Health Care System
- Bernadette and Dominick Passalacqua
- Leeann Pounds
- PPD Development
- Nikita Raje, MD
- Susan Rosenthal and Michael Hershfield
- Barnett Rukin
- Kathleen Sullivan, MD, PhD and Bob D’Zuro

## $1,000 - $2,499
- Anonymous (33)
- Advanced Infusion Care
- Allergy Partners of Texas
- Barbara Amato
- Jonathan Anderson
- Koryn and Curtis Anderson
- Stacey and Ronald Anderson
- Amber’s Angels
- Angiulli, Inc.
- Katherine and Dan Antilla
- Karen Aspinwall
- Augustine Insurance Agency
- Kathie and Arthur Baldadian
- Baranay Family Foundation
- Laura and Burns Blackwell
- Mary and Walter Blackwell
- Marcia and John M. Boyle
- Monica Bradford
- Patti and Stuart Bressman
- BriovaRx Infusion Services
- Andrew Calcagno
- Kellye Caton
- Laura Christy
- Jenny K. Cleaners
- Creamer Insurance Agency, LLC
- Lisa and Sean Creamer
- Lois Crudden
- Charles Daggett
- RF Davis
- Kim DiGangi
- Dracott Family Fund
- Debbie Duhe and David Martinez
- Bruce Everett
- Constance Farrar
- Ed Fitch
- James Fuerholzer
- Elizabeth Garabedian, RN, MSLS
- Geico Philanthropic Foundation
- Greenwich Bay Womens Club
- Jane Haylor
- Susan Hershey and Philip Annis
- Mary Elizabeth and Michael Holland, MD
- Debi Hoyt
- Doug Hoyt
- Ironmark
- KabaFusion, LLC
- Kirsten Kallies
- Rhonda Karas
- Denise Kelly
- Michael Kennedy
- Stanley Lane, MD, FAAAAI
- The MathWorks, Inc.
- Patricia Mazzone
- Kerry McMahon
- National Financial Services
- NuCare Pharmacy
- Mary Nunnally
- Michelle and Brian Osborne
- Prakash and Anitha Patel, MD
- Adrian M. and Doris K. Pearsall Family Foundation

*These donors are proud members of the IDF community who contribute monthly to the IDF President's Club.
2019 DONORS

$1,000 - $2,499 (cont.)
Pinehurst Sertoma Club
The Play School at Saxony
Tonya Ponder
Quascacunquen Lodge #39 IOOF
Lupe and Ricardo Ramirez
Redline Pharmacy
The Riddle Family
Sarah Riddle
Becki and Dennis Rion
Ritter Family Fund
John Routes, MD
RTI Health Solutions
Doris and Thomas Schleigh
Harry Schroeder, Jr., MD, PhD
Joan and Greg Schwarz
Larry Searle
Tracy Shaw
Eric Cooper and Laura Sievert, MD
Tom and Lola Sinelli
Darrell Skantz
Kelly and Brian Spinelli
Eileen and Mark Steiner, MD
Brian Stewart
Amy Sumner
Laura Jane Swezey
Katrina Taylor, MD
Shawn Vaughn
Elishia Vazquez
Wagman-Lee Philanthropic Fund
Ruth and Time Ware
Susan Brecher-Weintraub and Michael Weintraub
David Wilson
Jeri Wilson
Andrea Witlin, MD, PhD

$500 - $999
Anonymous (80)
AIR Care, PA
Cynthia Alfano-Banker
Allergy Asthma Specialist
Allied Trust Insurance Company
Linda Angelos
Jeanne Arseneau
Baird Foundation
The Balkhi Family
Molly and Mark Ballow, MD
Penny Bank
Autry Beamon
Alan Becker
Benevolent Society of Maria
Best Family Fund
Hugh Bethell
Greg Biggs
Brady Boy
Joie Brady
James Paul Burson
*Gloria Caligiuri-Perdue
Calvanico Associates
William Carroll
Wayne Case
Cee Jay Real Estate Development Corp.
Kathleen Chaloux
Winston Chan
Rebecca Chao
Mary Christopher
Christopher Meddaugh Foundation Inc.
Aubrey Conley
Betty Creamer
Pat and Margi Creamer
Peter Crudden
Robert Crudden
Custom Ink, LLC
Cynthia and William Key
D&H Cares
Melissa Deal
Paul Delo
Sean Delong
Angela Dixon
Eight Days Production, Inc.
Irene Eisenberg
Samuel Emrich
Amanda Fielder-Lembke
Christopha Fitzmaurice
Michael Foster
Brian Gaffud
Lizanne Galbreath
Michele Garren
Betty Goddard
Susan and David Gough
Nancy Green
James Griffith
Adi Gundlapalli, MD, PhD
Sharon and Robert Halva
Karen and Bob Hamilton
HarborLight Holdings, LLC
E. Sylvia Harrison
*Jeanne and Gary Haslip
Dan Hensler
Bob Higgins
Highland Chiropractic
Richard Hong, MD
*Evan Hudspeth
Melissa Hughes & John Baumbusch
Valerie Huttle
Institute For Regenerative Medicine
Gina Jacobsen
Tom Jacobson
John Hoskins
Jose Arias, Jr. MD
Elaine Kaiser
Chris and Paula Kavolusy
Carol Kehoe-Breitenbach
Brandon Kelly
Jennifer and Stephan Koehler
Kroger
Dana Kuhn, PhD
Chuck Lage
Charles Larsen, Esq.
Greg and Terrie Larson
Brenda and Gary LaVigna
Steve and Linda Lazzareschi
Jessica Leonard
Christina and Kenneth Lingen
Shanna Low-Fisher
Jennifer Luque
Christina Makowsky
Dan Mandel
Ron and Carol Marks
Marnie and William Rukin
Megan Maronski
Gayla Martin
Nancy Martin
*Jean Marie Matagne
Ruth and Corey McCollister
Holly McGill
Deirdra and Collin McGregor
Irma Jean (I.J.) McNelia
Agatha Melamed
Amanda Mele
Sara Middleton
Josette Miller
Joyce and Gregory Miller
Joe and Edna Moore
MyAir Mask - Ellessco LLC
Chris Kelly and Denise Neary
New Open World Academy
Nu-Smile Family Dentistry
Onehope
Gilmore O’Neill
Jacob Owens
Michael Pagliaicetti
Chris and Michael Pappas and Shone
Thomas K. Penett
2019 DONORS

$500 - $999 (cont.)
Paola Pinkert
Patricia Pixler
Kristin Preyss
Holly Rackham
Elizabeth and Greg Raetz
Ricardo Ramirez
Jason Reddish
Barb Roberts
The Rick and Phyllis Rogers Fund
Rogers Surveying, PLLC
Joy Rolli
Shelley Romeo
Jenny Romero Sagastume
Carolina Rubiano and Mauricio Naranjo
The David and Eleanore Rukin Philanthropic Foundation
Patricia Sauer
Patrick Scheper
Cody Seaber
Elizabeth Secord, MD, FAAAAI
Chelsee and Troy Self
Maryellen Sievert
Simple IT
William Sollecito
Judy Sparrow
Sprint Business
Stefanie Steele
Judith and E. Richard Stiehm, MD
Alyson Sugar
Kristine Surratt
Lynne and Richard Szott
Tactus Consulting Corp
Herb Tate
Nancy Tessman
Tivo Corporation
Elizabeth and David Turner
Jeff Uecker
William Van Buren
Lupe Velez-Ramirez
Linda Wachter
*Amy and Shawn Walsh
Lawrence and Irene Walsh
Amy Weiss
*Steve Welker
William Barr
Brittany Wright-Graves
The Yellow Bear Foundation
Sharol Zambukos
Ted Zambukos
Demo Zeppos

$250 - $499
Anonymous (52)
The Ashbury Family
Drs. Ashkins & Gervey Health Coaching
Mark Abernathy
Jason Abramson
Janeth Agapito
AJK Giving Fund
Kristen Albers-Strack
Christopher Albert
Alison and Tim Anderson
Andrew Harper MacDonald Memorial Fund
Susan Apostol
Arkes Family Foundation
Richard Balue
William Barr
Nancy Bartholomew and Ben Drench
Glen Bartlett, MD, PhD
Linda Bartlett
Lincoln and Angie Baylis
Berkelhammer Basic Science Fund
Neely Berner
Allie Bertocchini
*James Betsworth
Warren Blanchard
Judy Bodrock
David Bohline
Pamela Booth
Catherine Bour
Lillian Bow
Lisa Bowman
Bowie Allergy Specialists
Bill Boyd
*Patsy and Michael Broge
Erika Brown
Brent Bruun
Andrea Bucklar
Robert Burns
Alan Bushbaum
*Fernando Cardoza
*Brenda Carrera
Patricia Carroll
Thomas Carroll
Caton Farms
Barbara and Toby Cavallari
Dora Chan
Chandler Elks Lodge #2429
Janice Chandler, PhD
Chas Tamburo - State Farm
Chipotle
Michael and Lisa Ciarrocchi
Sean Clarkin
Janice Colaruotolo
Martha Coleman
Shannon Connell
Copps Island Oysters
Kathy Courtright
Susan Crader
Mark Craun
Jennifer Craycraft
Holly and Ken Crombie
Custom Home Health & Hospice
*Talbert Cypress
D-A Specialty Co., Inc.
Andrew Davis
Philip Davis
DBA Servpro of Decatur Forsyth
Jerry De Groot
Annemarie DeLessio-Matta
Lee and Bethany Derrough
Catherine Desantis
Kathleen DiStefano
Distinctive Meetings, Inc.
Amanda Dixon
DynCorp International
Michelle Effron
Eileen Tankersley
Nivin El-Gamal
Shawn Everts
Brian Felchner
Sheryl Fergusson DO
Fit and Firm LLC
Mare Lynn Fitch
Jan Fogg
Victoria and Robert Foster
Elinor Franco
Mde Friends
Daniel and Donna Fuhrman
Karen and Richard Gelber
Sharon Gelfano
Matthew Getz
Michal Getz
Barbara Gilleece
Rachel and Jeff Goddard
Brett Goldman
Good Neighbor Heating & Air Conditioning
Peter Goodman
Ben Gordon
Stephanie Cooper Greenberg
Wendy Guillies
DJ Gunn, Jr. and Family
Jim Hallquist
*Terry Halper
2019 DONORS
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Susan and Edward Harnden
Kenneth Hasseler
The Hayes Family
Mary Kay Hayes
Annette Healey
Helen Arkes
Denise Henley
Dorothy Herbst
Ash Hoden
Thomas Hoden
Jennyfer Holmes
Dan Hooper
Andrew Hornbrook
Charles Hornbrook
Matt Hoskinson
Calleigh Hudrick
The Husic Family
Musa Ishaq
James Perry
Kaye Jensen
Jewish Endowment
Foundation of Western
Massachusetts
Cormac Jonas
Mike Jordan
Elizabeth Julee
Michael Jurewicz
Michael Kaelbling
Gene Kahn
Paul Kane
Amanda Kathryn
Katrina Woodward
Julie Kelly
Debra and Robert Kenney
William Kenney
Christine and Zeus Kerravala
Kerry Landry Insurance
Services
Ed, Wendy and Emma Kessler
William Key, Jr.
Tracy Kimsey
Bob Kinsella
Bill Kules
LaBriola Tax & Estate Planning
Jay Lambke
Sandy Lane
Robert Lanier
Anthony Lapadula
Larry Berkelhammer and Irma Botvin
Joseph Lauer
Laura and William Carroll
Eilene Lawrence
Samantha Levy
David Lichtman
Scott Lieberman
Frank Lippmann
Frederic Little
Susan Mahlmann
Carrie Malfatto
Tricia May
The Mccluskey Family
John and Beverly Mccluskey
Rosalind Mcoy
*Peggy McDonald
Anna McGibbons
Tristrem McGinnity
Kelly McGuire
Jackie and Randy Melin
Janice and Phillip Mengel
Wendy Meoz
Gerald and Donna Marie
Meszaros, PhD
Debra and Paul Miehike
Emma Miller
Ron Miller
Millstone Financial Group
Mlynarek Allstate
Marysusian and Scott Murphy, Sr.
Sammy Musleh
Connie Myjak
Marilyn Nagle
Frank Naso
*Mary Ann Nation-Greenwall
Gail and Sydney Nelson
Mike Nelson
Brittany and TJ Nevin
Gary Newton
Danielle Novak
Stacie Otto
Carol Palaszewski
Lawrence Palumbo
Panda Bear LLC
Jamee Petrarca
Jennifer Pilotte
Rob Piscopo
Fred and Kathy Porter
Pure Spa, LLC
Ann and Kevin Quiring
Pauly Ragan
Rajan Mehta, MD, FAAAAI
Juan Ramirez
Mary and Ranjit Rath
Joan Rayburn
Rhinegeist Brewery
Robin Ricke
Martin Rickler
Marilyn Rifkin
Sherilyn Rodda
Pam Roden
Tara Sakaida Parker
Michael Saunders
Melissa and Christopher
Scalchunes
Joni Schaumburg
Preston Schlesinger
Laura Schneider
Teri Schrock
Schwab Charitable Fund
Nicki Scott
Austin Sears
Virginia Segaloff
Karen Seneff
Diana Shea
Hal and Lisa Shenson
Craig Simpson
Kimberly Sletmoe
*Cathy Slovek
Debra Smith
Roberta Smith
Solo NY Pizza, LLC
Gregory Solomon
Plasma Donors Sparks Biomat
Lisa and Kenneth Steffes
Liana Suantak
Lisa and Bryan Sutton
Linda Tepe
The Goods
Karna Trautman
Gerard Trippitelli
John Tuck
TVI INC.
*Ginny Vietti
Alexander Visser
Denise Weaver
Susie Wee
Jeffrey Weiss
Lynnette Westfall
Tom Wharton
Kelli Williams, MD, MPH
Claudia Winsett
Winters Design LLC
The Wolf Family
Ellen and Roland Wolfe
Sheilah Yarbrough
Trisha Zierer
Joe Zito
Joe Zuraw
$100 - $249
Anonymous (51)
A and B
Marvin and Miriam Aardahl
Dan Abbuehl
Megan Abramopaulos
Monica Abramopaulos
Jim Abrams
Elizabeth Abramson
Morton Abramson
Caitlin Adair
David Adams
Kari Addington
Rhonda Addkison
Brennan Agius
Carlyle Aguren
Edgardo Agustin
Stacy and Dan Ahearn
Beth Aherne
Dorothy Ahrens Herbst
Chris Aiello
Joseph and Mary Ann Akkara
Jean Alamillo
Gary Alcarese
Hesham Ali
Marc Aliotta
All Point Construction
Ralph and Cheryl Aloisio
Gabino Alvarado
Lisa Alvarado
The Alviz Family
Lisa Amundson
Linda Anastasia BSN, RN, CPN, IgCN
Jason Anderson
Kendall Anderson
Lindsey and Taryn Anderson
Ryan Anderson
Stephanie Anderson
Vera Anderson
Tania and Curtis Andresen
Courtney Andrews
Lisa Andy-Hillman
Steven M. Annarelli
Shelley Anne
Annette and Christopher Pic
John Di Anni
William Anstock
Tony Antunes
Marianne Anzabi, RN
David Arbia
Dirk Armbrust
Rachel Arnopolin
Scott Arnopolin
Arnold Aronson
Laurel Arroyo
James Art
Laura and Art
Julie and Todd Asche
Ellyn Ashida, MD
Chris Ashman
Austin Atteberry
Ellen Aubuchon
Ale E. Lino Aviz
Antoine Azar, MD
B&R Alarms
Julia and Olivia Baecker
Andrew Bagg, MD, FAAAAI
David Bailey
Trina Bailey
Jessica and Robert Bailiff
Pug Bainter
Yali Bair
Baird Equity Asset Management
Linnie Baird
Tammy Baker
Rick and Laura Bakosh
Elizabeth Bald
Richard Balsimo
Amy Banda
Sharon and Thomas
Baranowsk
K. Barash
Marguerite and Robert Barr
Tracy Barr and John Bird
Diane Barrington
Michael Barry
Jennifer Bartell
Katie Bartlett
Emanuel Bartolotta
Jake Batchelor
Vicki and Randy Bateman
Todd Bates
Valerie and Al Bates
Bauerle Roofing LLC
Valy Bayer
Susan Beaven, MD
Jon Beck
Michael Beck
Carolyn Becton
Jeff Bednaraski
James Beirne
*Laura Bekier
Janrae Belostock
Andrea Belschner
Christine and Charles Belser
Robin Bencivenga
Amanda Bennett
Michael Bennett
Charles Benoit
Bobbi and Jim Benson
Daniele Berardi
Cara Berg
Deborah Bergeron
George Bernard
Gregg Bernard
Richard Berryhill
Louise Bethell Wisely
Blavin Patel, MD
Taylor Biancone
Kathy and Roy Bickelhaupt
Rachelle Biddles
Susan Bienfang
Gail Biggs
The Bilawa Family
Angela Bina
Thomas Birge
Brittany Bisetti
Mark Bishar
Marion Bishop
Wayne Bissett
Jane Black
Freddie Lloyd Blackwell
Kathryn Blair
Michael Blais
Marilyn Blanchette
Jennifer Blankenship
Marilyn Bloom
Paul Boers
Judith Bogdan
Laura Boldt
Brittany Bollard
Destre Bond
Travis and Angela Bonds
Ellen Bonham
Justin and Breanne Borges
Linda and Gary Bosko
Daniel Bosley
Mary Jo Bott
Carole Bourgeacq-Hardt
Mimi Bourgeault
Mary Bowden
Chad Bowman
Christina Boyle
Meredith Bradbury
BraunAbility
Diana Brawbury, DDS
Ellen Bresky
Charlton Bridges
Lon and Bridget
## 2019 DONORS

$100 - $249 (cont.)

Emerita Brigino-Buenaventura, MD
Tiffany Brissete
Edward Brock
Kathleen Brooker
Timothy Brooks
Nathaniel Brous
Carl Brown
Jd Brown
Lisa Brown
Louise Brown
Melissa Brown
Patricia Brown
Jacquie Brubaker
Sandy Bruckner
Beverly Bryan
Jessica and Bryan
Sue Bryan
Kaitlin Budaniw
Chris Bueler
Toan and Michelle Bui
The Builders Group
Patty Bumgardner
*Elizabeth Bunn
Adam Buntzman
Amanda Burdi
Patricia Burdick
Ann and Dan Burdzinski
Deanna Burghli
John Burke
Heather Burnett Dougherty
Margaret Burns
Barbara Bush
Butler Family Charitable Fund
Elizabeth Butler
Richard Butler
*Sharon Jones Butler
Manish Butte, MD, PhD
Jane Button
Mary Byrnes
Trey Byrnes
Debby Cabrera
The Calhoun Family
Linda Calhoun
Deborah Calk Wainwright
Cindy Calvanico
Lisa Campbell
Wendy and David Campbell
Susan Canary
The Canelly’s Family
William B. Canfield
Tim Cannuli
Canvas and Cork
Maryanne and John Capece
Mary Capurso
Jerry Carle
Lori Carlson
S. Carlson
Jodi Carmignani
Gary Carpenter, MD, FAAAAI
Kelly Carr
Ray Carrera
Mark Carrier
The Carroll Family
Beverly Carroll
Bonnie Carroll
Peg and Jim Carroll
Larry Carroll
Barbara Carter
Reid Carter
Will Carter
Kristal Carty
Heather Cash
James Cassel
Nancy Castleberry
Geraldine Cathcart
Heather Cathcart
Lucinda Cathcart
Vanessa Caton
Debra Catts
Catherine and Frank Cecere
John Celli
Jamie Cerelli
Sean Cervantes
Kay Chaboya
Kelly Chadha
Grace Chalmers
Joshua Chamot
Will Chan
Aranna Chanda
Deanna Chang
Charles Westley, MD
Lucretia Charlson
Janice Charlton
Robert Chatfield DO, MPH, MHA, MGH
Hamilton Chauvin, Esq.
*Karen Chester
Chester Street Elementary School PTO
Alexandra Chipman
Cathy Choi
Mary Chowning
Deborah Chrastil
Betty Christen
Susan Christesson
Debra Christmann
Ronda Chun
Joseph Church, MD
Jacqueline Cialino
Jessica Ciccone-Kahl
Jessica Ciralsky
David and Connie Claes
Caryline Clark
Joan Clark
Kari Clark
Nichole Clark
Lee Clayton Roper
John Cleek Sr.
Dena Clements
E. Glenn Clower
Hal and Cynthia Clower
CNY Flooring
Ellen Codella
Betty and Joseph Codispoti
Suzanne Cohen
Jonathan Cohn
Jennifer Cole
Lori Collins
Shannon Gardiner Collins
Anthony Compton
David Confessore
Carolyn Connolly
Sheila Connolly
Veronica Constantakis
Maureen Constantine
James Continenza
Anna Conway
Cynthia Conway
Lori Conway
Anne Cooper
Lyne Cooper
Megan Cooper, MD, PhD
Peggy and Steve Cooper
Todd and Rebecca Cooper
Tom and Sue Cooper
Jim Copeland
Tresetan Copeland
Michael Corcelli
Chuck Cosby
Cosmos Facility Support, Inc.
Beth and Don Costante
Karen Costante
Cottage Veterinary Hospital, P.C.
Brian Coulter
Country Cowboy Church of Sonora
Jeff Courtright
2019 DONORS
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Marsha Coutin
Kelly Covarrubias
Eva Cox
Donna Coyle
Pamela Craft
Karen Craun
Miren Crawford
Colleen Creamer
Mark Creamer
Ryan Creamer
Michelle Crifasi
June Crowder
Remllee Crowe
Joan Csaposs
Sarah Curtis Henry
John Curtis
Talbert Cypress
John Damato
Kevin and Tami Daniels
Nicolle and Dante
Anna Dardano
Donna Darley
Data Trace
Linda Daugherty
Traci and Kevin Davies
The Davis Family
Carol Davis
Denise Davis
Mandy Davis
Marla and William Davis
M. Teresa De La Morena, MD
Ashley Deal
Emily Deal
Cheryl Deangelo
William Deaver
Allan Decker
Deborah A. DeKarski
Ken Del
Barb and Bill Delach
Ken Delano
Francisco Delgado
Derrick Demeester
Stacy DeNoyior
Dena Deretchin
Michael DeRuvo
Desarli, LLC
Mia Devine
James and Roberta DeWire
Karen and Diane
Wesley Dickinson
J & G DiDomenico
Pu Heiko, Helga and Dietmar
Courtney Digate
Brian Dimmer
Megan Dingus
Sandra Dionne
Daniela DiPonio
Dan Dishroon
Bing Djie
Judy Dobernic
The Dobry Family
Ian Doebber
Lynne and Thomas Doebber
Alissa Doherty
Donald McNeil
Alexis Dopson
Neil Dorfman
Vicki Dorsey
Rob Doss
Cathy and Timothy Downs
Thomas Coleman, MD
Tom and Kim Draude
Karen Drenner
Kim Dubner
Samantha Duffy-Schneider
Mary Duggan
Jackie Dumont
Linda Duncan
Martin Duncan
Brad and Dawn Dunn
Judith Dunn
Nancy Dunn
Donna Duquette
Keith Durna
Julie Durrant
Mark Duss
Judy Duvall
Chris and Jeff Dwyer
Vicki Dyer
The Dzerekaz Family
Maryann Earl
Earlbeck Gases & Technologies
Andrea Earlywine
Kim and Rick Eaton
Tarek Ebrahim
Mitchell Eckley
The Edler Family
Ruth and John Egan, MD
Arthur Eisenson
Henry Eisenstein
Paul Eisenstein
Elite Landscaping
Elizabeth Elley
Nancy Elliott
Charles Elmendorf Sr.
Thomas Empson
Michael and Patricia Epstein
EquiFit
Ellen Erway
Mindy Esparza
Jill Esstman
Misty Evans
Nathaniel Evans
Kim Everett
Tom Evers
William Evers
Andrea Falk
Gary Faltin
Noah Farley
Jocelyn Farmer, MD, PhD
Kathleen Farmer
James Farnham
Michael Farquhar
Kimberly Farrell
Tom Farrell
Elizabeth Farris
The Fastabend Family
Bonnie Faulkner
Debbie Faust
Michael Fazio
Connie Feirer
John Felicciardi
Hilary Felton
The Fennimore Family
Laurie Ferguson
Lucy Ferguson
Bruce Fernandex
Daniel Ferris
Debra Fetzer
Mary Fielder
Judith Fields
Judy Fields
Carol Fiore
Albert Firestone
Cathy Fisher
Donna Fisher, MD
Sarah Fisher
Brian Fitzek
Joanne Fitzsimmons
Karen Flacco
Jackie Fleener
Carol Fleming
Lisa Flesch
Marie Fligsten
Paul and Genelle Flippin
Ellen Flynn Giles
Elizabeth Foley
D. Ann Ford and Christina Purdy
Jaymi and Joe Formaggio
2019 DONORS

$100 - $249 (cont.)
Diana Fortner
Marin Fortune
William Foster
James and Betty Fox
Bridget Franciose
Bonnie Francis
Sheila Frank
Marsha Franke
Chris Frankel
Donna Frecker
Christopher Freer
Patti Frering
Madalyn and Marc Friedman
Janet and Steve Friel
Elizabeth M. Fritz
Johanne Frost
Sue Frydryk
Trevon Fuller
Mozelle and David Funderburk
Marty Furlong
Carolyn Gabor
Katherine Gaboury, RN
James Gades
Peggy Gades
Shan Galloway
Peisong Gao
Maria Garcia
Jennifer Gardner
Pamela Garvey
Suzanne Garza
Patricia Gass
Dan Gasser
Larry Gates
Patricia Gay
Lara Gentille
Jennifer George
Valerie George
Christos Georgountos
Jacqueline Gerena
Don Gerhard
Elaine Germont-Gavette and Richard Gavette
Lorraine Gerretsen
Florence Gersch
GFWC Madison Heights Women’s Club
The Ghandours
Donna Gianino
Carolyn Giannantonio
Charles Gilbert
Candace Gillard
Paul Gilligan
Deborah Gillin
Carol Ginsberg
Gustavo Giske
Matt Glasser
Anita Gleisten
Mary Glick
Gary Gnu
Albert Godfrey
Danielle Godsey Giammanco
Mayer Gold Family Fund
Sally Gold
Jonathan Goldsmith, MD
Alyssa Golub
Agnes Gomes
Jonathan Good
The Goodrich Family
Deborah and Louis Gordon
Peter Gordon
Cynthia Gough Davis
Mary Lee Gourley
Ann Gowen
Nancy Graber
Andrea Graffam
Jim Graffam
Louann Graffam
Nicholas Graffam
Faine Graham
William and Linda Graham
Charlotte Gramling
Dennis Grammont
The Graner Family
Jim and Letha Gray
Pam Grazio
Amanda and Chet Green
Helen Green
Deacon Paul Gregory
Jean Gregory
Melissa Gregory
Debra and Sam Griffith
Jack and Debbie Griffith
Teresa Grignon
Sara Grigsby
Jean Grim
Barb Grisham
Justin Gronbach
Grove Office Machines & Supplies, Inc.
Larry and Janice Gualano
Thomas and Judith Guinan
Don and Margaret Gunn
Joan Catherine Gunn
Peter Gunn
Sharon Gustafson
Judy Habel
Pati Haber
Calvin Haines
Debbie Hall
Deidre Hall
Amy Hamaker
Andrew Hamilton
Julianne Hamlet
Shannon Hammel
Josephine Hand
Dick and Nancy Hankins
Hank’s Refrigeration, Inc.
Lonna Hanan
Anne Haran
Peter and Marie Hardin
Shane Hargreaves
Wendy Harmon
Barbara Harms
Juanita Harp
Marvin Harper
Colleen Hart
Jason Hartbarger
Julia Harum
Harvard Medical Staff
David Harvey
Wendy Haseloff
Karen Hastay
Roberta Haswell
Stephanie and Chris Hatcher
Pamela Hatfield
Jackie Hatherill
Christopher Hatting
Cyndie Hawley
Kathleen Hayes
Kevin Healy
Mary Healy
Janis Heaney
Kristi Heather
Erica Heibel
Elizabeth Heimburger, MD
Louise Held
Trent L. Hemmingsen
Morgan Hendry
Sarah Henrickson
Trisha Heppenstall
Hilda Herbison
Andrea Herin
Jim Herman
Angelica Hermann
Christina Hernandez
Lisette Hernandez
Jenny and Bob Herrick
Joann Herring
David Herzka
Christina Hessing
Diane Hewitt
2019 DONORS
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Paula and Frederick Hewitt
Highland FOP Lodge
Peggy Hill
Sona Hines
Cole Hinman
Susan Hitchcock
Louise Hite
Kim Hixon
Ashley Hoang
Larry Hodges
Angela Hoffman
Philip and Eileen Hoffman
*Barry Hoggard
Joe Holden
Bart Holland, MD
Gail Hollenback
Jessica and Zachary Holliday
Brelyn Honiker
Steven Honma
Mendy Hood
Henry Hoppin
Laura Horwitch
Rob Martin and Rachelle Horwitz-Martin
Ryan Houlahan
Audrey Howard
Sharon and Grant Hrabovsky
Lee Hsu
Janene Huber
Charles Hughes
Teresa Hulseman
Joan and Dale Hulst
Ian Hummer
Brecken Hunt
Hannah Hunt
Jeffery Hunt
Grammy and Pappy Hunter
Jenniffer Hunter
Gerry Huot
Marcia Husband
Richard W. Huss
Jean Hutchinson
Whitney Hyde
Ann Moore, IAA
Lynne Iberg
James and Candice Imlach
Infusion Ventures
Joseph Inglefield, III
Heidi Ingram
Carol Injasoulian
Interworld Highway, LLC
Cheryl and Vince Ippolito
Jack Kent Cooke Foundation
August and Glenn Jackamonis
Joseph Jacko
Anne Jackson
Christine Jackson
Kathryn Jackson
Lyn Jackson
Bruce Jacobsen
Julie Jacobsen
Jacobson Contracting, Inc.
Mark Jafari
Alex Jaffe
Helen Jaffe
Lisa Jaffe
Janie James
Stephen James
Judy Jan
Jayco Electric Co., Inc.
JB Glass
Ellen Jensen
Karen Jirsa
Claudia Johnson
Doug Johnson
Jackie Johnson
Patty Johnson
Janice Johnson-Anderson
Alicia Johnston, MD
*Nicole Johnston
Nancy Johnston
Brandi Jones
Jennifer Jones
L. Parker Jones
Lisa Jones
Sara Jones
Friends at Paul Josephs Salon Josephs
Artemio Jongco, III, MPH, MD, PhD, FACP, FACAAI, FAAAAI
Dan Joss
Tricia Jumonville
John and Cindy Kadlec
Ali Kahle
Sherry and Martin Kallies
Aidas Kalvaitis
Marisa Kamer
Tracy Kamis
Henry Kanarek, MD
John Karafilidis
Amy Karp
Bernard Kassar
Kate and Randy Safford
Dawn Katz
Steven Katzman
Adam Kaufman
Irene Kaufmann Kilgallon
Martin Kay
Michelle Kayser
Mike and Kathy Kaysen
Monica Kayser
Brendan Kearney
Shawna Keel
Keiter Karel
Jeanne Kelleher
Bill and Patti Kellum
Joseph F. Kelly
Samantha Kelly
Colette Kelso, RN, BSN
Pam and Rick Kempert
Faith Kenney
Sherrie Kershaw
Ellen Kessler
Joey, Ari, Cerissa, and Kevin
Aaron Key
Hong Kha
Archana Khokhani
An Khuu
Teri Kidwell
Ed Kim
Joshua Kim
Sherry Kim
Karen Kinder
Joanne Kindley
Danielle King
Donald Kingsley
Carrie Kitcher
Jesse Kittredge
Dariusz Kleba
Sarah Kleeger
Janea Shrader Klein
Philip and Barrett Klein
Rob Klostermeyer
Frank Knautz
Barbara Knezek
Jeanie Knight
William Knight
Laura Knobl
Aaron Knoll
Granville Knowles
Ryan Koehler
Robert Kocyan
William Koehl
Lukas Koehler
Tim and Judie Koeth
Karen Kohler
Wendy and Scott Kohn
Theresa Kollman
Carole Kourgelis
Maria Koutures
Kevin Kozinski
2019 DONORS
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Sue and Dave Kraft
Carey Kramer
The Krasons
Susan Kraten
Barbara Kraus-Blackney
Netia Krieter
Bob and Barb Kroll
David Kruchkow
Mary Kruciak
KSH Real Estate, LLC
Roberta Kuyers
Myka Kuzenski
Kory Kvist
Marilyn La Marca Klubenspies
Marcy Lacross
Kelli Lacy
Lesley Lambert
Jonetta Lancaster
Kayla Lancaster
Jennifer Landry
Mary Landry
Sandy Lane
Clarissa Lang
*Mckenzie Langella
Barbara and Wayne Langham
Amy Langston
Dianne Lannes
Kathleen LaPointe
Sarah Larson
Carol and Jansen Lasley
John Latham
Will Lathrop
Mary Ann Lauber
Maria Lauria
William Lavietes, MD
Mickey Law
Carolyn Lawson
Victor and Susan Lea
Leader Chauffeur Services

Chris League
Denise Leara
Samanatha Leavitt
The Lebsack Family
Sheila Ledford
Harry Lee, MD, FAAAAI
Sandie Lee
Candace Leggett
Adie, Sean and Leif
Ruth Lembke
Marguerite Lemelin
Whitney Leonard
Pepe LePeu
Jennifer Lepine
Jeff LeRoy
Keri Lesinski
Brad Levesque
Harriet Levine
Jason Levine
Bette Levy
Steven Lewalski
Susanna Lewalski
Steve Lewis
Rich and Elaine Lichtman
Jen Lidsky
Tom and Sheila Lieber
Jim Van Der Linden
Emily Lines
Erica Lingen
Melanie Linn
Pauline Linski
Joe Lippa
Dina Lipschultz
Meghan Lisenby
Andy Little
John Livoti
LM Companies, LLC
Local 1308
Nicole Locastro
Volker Loeper

Laurie LoForti
Samantha Loines
*Mandy Lomax
Jimmy Lomonaco
Chris Long
Shawn Long
Matt LoNigro
Dorene Lopez
Reuben Lopez
Nancy Losher
Richard G. Losher
Jason Lott
Helen Louis
Christa Lovins
Shanna Low-Fisher
Victoria Jerry Lublin
Carlo and Luca
Vince Lucido
Barbara Lufter
Richard Luger
Julie Lundquist
The Luziers
Tony Maccabe
Leslie C. MacGregor
The Macmurdo Family
Marcheta Madden
Paul Maglione, MD, PhD
Deborah Maguigan
Jeremy Maher
John and Juliann Majeski
Sasha Mallett
Patrick Malloy
Steve Malloy
Malnove, Inc. of Nebraska
Kerri Maloney
Heather Maltin
Mamma’s Brick Oven Pizza
Kimberly Manche
Dina Mancuso-Halatek
Mandakolathur Murali, MD
Michelle Manke
Cathy Manning
Debbie Manning BSN, RN, IgCN
Jim Manning
Joan Marangone
James Marc-Aurele
Jeffrey Marcinko
Robert Marcus
Agata Marczak
Maria Elena Falcon
Marcy Markes
Ron Markes
Bonnie Markham
Walter Marks
Theresa Maronski
Christian Marquez
Randal Martin
Shannon Martin
Stephanie Martin
Joni Martin-Hendren
Martin-Perez
Mary Susan and Scott Murphy
Kristin Marzarella
Melodie Mason
Cheryl Masone
*Frances Massa
Rebecca Massey
Rasika Mathias
Elizabeth Matosich
Michelle and Todd Matson
Jana Mattheu
Carmen Matthews
Todd Matthews
Cynthia Matulewicz
Stacey Matulewicz
Philip Maultbay
Samantha Maultbay
Kayla May
Gerard Mayorga
Michael Mazzerella
2019 DONORS
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Denise and William McMullen
Jennifer McBrayer
Michael McCarthy
Construction, Inc.
Sean McCarthy
Jenn McCloskey
Paula McCorkle
Leighann McCready
Jennifer McBrayer
Michael McCarthy
Construction, Inc.
Sean McCarthy
Jenn McCloskey
Paula McCorkle
Leighann McCready
Jennifer McBrayer
Michael McCarthy
Construction, Inc.
Sean McCarthy
Jenn McCloskey
Paula McCorkle
Leighann McCready
Jennifer McBrayer
Michael McCarthy
Construction, Inc.
Sean McCarthy
Jenn McCloskey
Paula McCorkle
Leighann McCready
Jennifer McBrayer
Michael McCarthy
Construction, Inc.
Sean McCarthy
Jenn McCloskey
Paula McCorkle
Leighann McCready
Jennifer McBrayer
Michael McCarthy
Construction, Inc.
Sean McCarthy
Jenn McCloskey
Paula McCorkle
Leighann McCready
Jennifer McBrayer
Michael McCarthy
Construction, Inc.
Sean McCarthy
Jenn McCloskey
Paula McCorkle
Leighann McCready
Jennifer McBrayer
Michael McCarthy
Construction, Inc.
Sean McCarthy
Jenn McCloskey
Paula McCorkle
Leighann McCready
Jennifer McBrayer
Michael McCarthy
Construction, Inc.
Sean McCarthy
Jenn McCloskey
Paula McCorkle
Leighann McCready
Jennifer McBrayer
Michael McCarthy
Construction, Inc.
Sean McCarthy
Jenn McCloskey
Paula McCorkle
Leighann McCready
Jennifer McBrayer
Michael McCarthy
Construction, Inc.
Sean McCarthy
Jenn McCloskey
Paula McCorkle
Leighann McCready
Jennifer McBrayer
Michael McCarthy
Construction, Inc.
Sean McCarthy
Jenn McCloskey
Paula McCorkle
Leighann McCready
Jennifer McBrayer
Michael McCarthy
Construction, Inc.
Sean McCarthy
Jenn McCloskey
Paula McCorkle
Leighann McCready
Jennifer McBrayer
Michael McCarthy
Construction, Inc.
Sean McCarthy
Jenn McCloskey
Paula McCorkle
Leighann McCready
Jennifer McBrayer
Michael McCarthy
Construction, Inc.
Sean McCarthy
Jenn McCloskey
Paula McCorkle
Leighann McCready
Jennifer McBrayer
Michael McCarthy
Construction, Inc.
Sean McCarthy
Jenn McCloskey
Paula McCorkle
Leighann McCready
Jennifer McBrayer
Michael McCarthy
Construction, Inc.
Sean McCarthy
Jenn McCloskey
Paula McCorkle
Leighann McCready
Jennifer McBrayer
Michael McCarthy
Construction, Inc.
Sean McCarthy
Jenn McCloskey
Paula McCorkle
Leighann McCready
Jennifer McBrayer
Michael McCarthy
Construction, Inc.
Sean McCarthy
Jenn McCloskey
Paula McCorkle
Leighann McCready
Jennifer McBrayer
Michael McCarthy
Construction, Inc.
Sean McCarthy
Jenn McCloskey
Paula McCorkle
Leighann McCready
Jennifer McBrayer
Michael McCarthy
Construction, Inc.
Sean McCarthy
Jenn McCloskey
Paula McCorkle
Leighann McCready
Jennifer McBrayer
Michael McCarthy
Construction, Inc.
Sean McCarthy
Jenn McCloskey
Paula McCorkle
Leighann McCready
Jennifer McBrayer
Michael McCarthy
Construction, Inc.
Sean McCarthy
Jenn McCloskey
Paula McCorkle
Leighann McCready
Jennifer McBrayer
Michael McCarthy
Construction, Inc.
Sean McCarthy
Jenn McCloskey
Paula McCorkle
Leighann McCready
Jennifer McBrayer
Michael McCarthy
Construction, Inc.
Sean McCarthy
Jenn McCloskey
Paula McCorkle
Leighann McCready
Jennifer McBrayer
Michael McCarthy
Construction, Inc.
Sean McCarthy
Jenn McCloskey
Paula McCorkle
Leighann McCready
Jennifer McBrayer
Michael McCarthy
Construction, Inc.
Sean McCarthy
Jenn McCloskey
Paula McCorkle
Leighann McCready
Jennifer McBrayer
Michael McCarthy
Construction, Inc.
Sean McCarthy
Jenn McCloskey
Paula McCorkle
Leighann McCready
Jennifer McBrayer
Michael McCarthy
Construction, Inc.
Sean McCarthy
Jenn McCloskey
Paula McCorkle
Leighann McCready
Jennifer McBrayer
Michael McCarthy
Construction, Inc.
Sean McCarthy
Jenn McCloskey
Paula McCorkle
Leighann McCready
Jennifer McBrayer
Michael McCarthy
Construction, Inc.
Sean McCarthy
Jenn McCloskey
Paula McCorkle
Leighann McCready
Jennifer McBrayer
Michael McCarthy
Construction, Inc.
Sean McCarthy
Jenn McCloskey
Paula McCorkle
Leighann McCready
Jennifer McBrayer
Michael McCarthy
Construction, Inc.
Sean McCarthy
Jenn McCloskey
Paula McCorkle
Leighann McCready
Jennifer McBrayer
Michael McCarthy
Construction, Inc.
Sean McCarthy
Jenn McCloskey
Paula McCorkle
Leighann McCready
Jennifer McBrayer
Michael McCarthy
Construction, Inc.
Sean McCarthy
Jenn McCloskey
Paula McCorkle
Leighann McCready
Jennifer McBrayer
Michael McCarthy
Construction, Inc.
Sean McCarthy
Jenn McCloskey
Paula McCorkle
Leighann McCready
Jennifer McBrayer
Michael McCarthy
Construction, Inc.
Sean McCarthy
Jenn McCloskey
Paula McCorkle
Leighann McCready
Jennifer McBrayer
Michael McDonald
Patricia and Paul McDonald
Joan McDonough
Suzanne McDonough
Mindy and Scott McDowell
Curt Mcentire
Joseph Mcgee
Mike McGee
Jeffrey McGill
Maureen McGinness
Michele McGinnis Laity
Bob McGoldrick
Bobby McGoldrick
Edward McGowan
Kelly Mcgrady -Cuce
Donna and John McGrath
Luann McGuinness
Linda McGuire
Lisa and Jim Mckeown and Family
Katy McKnight
David McLaanahan
Megan McLanahan
Michael McLanahan
Lori McLane
Randy McLaughlin
Joanne McElleman
Pamela McEllan
Laura McNeice
John McNulty
Michael McNulty
Nancy McNulty
Warren Stout, MD
Meadowdale Learning Centers
Carmen Medina
Leticia Medina
Anita Meffert
Karen Melikian
Juliana and Chris Mellevold
Melody and Mark Medellin
Catherine Melvin
Cathy Melvin
Shelley Mendenhall
Mike Merchant
Tracy Merrill
Kirsty Messer
Carolyn Messner
Diane Metcalf
Frank Meuers
Suzanne Meyer
Sean Meyers
Gene Miceli
Julie and Gary Migdol
Angela Mikolaitis
Amy Miller
Angie Miller
Carolyn Miller
CJ Miller, MD
Jay Miller
John and Virginia Miller
Miller Place Athletic Booster Club
Stephen Miller
Tamara Miller
Linda Millette
Katie Minardi
Jackie and Mike Mindel
Michael Minghenelli
Ismail Mirza
Ernest Mishkin
Barbara and Phillip Mitchell
Lashondra Mitchell
Robert Mitchell
David and Kathleen Mittman
Adam Mlynarek
Alex Mlynarek
Dennis Mlynarek
Gregory Mlynarek
Barbara Monico
Russ Monaco
Julie Moody
Robert and Cynthia Moore
Terre Moore
Brett Moorman
Kara Moran
Kristin Moran
Lt Col William Moran, Jr.
Lucian Morar
Melissa Moriarty
Stacy Morra
Evelyn Morrison
Kimberlea Moser
Ronny Mosston
Michael Motelson
Pam Motsonbocker
Kristine Mullarkey
Chantal Mullins
Teresa Mullins
Susan Munetz
Thomas Munetz
Jose Muniz MD, FAAAAI
Kay Murk
Dottie Murphy
Erin Murphy
Geri Murphy
Sharon Murphy
Therese Murphy
Tom Murphy
Kristin Lennert Murra
James Musser
Natalie Muth
Pat Myron
Danielle Naim
Gregg Najarian
Najam Najmi
Robert Nast
Alia Natafagi Kara
Patricia Naughton
Linda Neil
Taylor and Patrick Neil
Katherine Nelsen
Laura Nelson
Mary Nelson
Joe Nemeth
Lori Neri
The Newhall Family
Ben Newton
Danielle Neydorff
Joan Nickerson
Nico’s Tree
Hana Niebur, MD
Jay Niebur
Karina Nietz
Katie Niland
Teresa Nino
Sharon and Mike Nisengard
David Nixon
The Nlets Family
Leslie A. Noland
Veronica Noria
Bob Novak
Tucker Novak
The Novaks
Myrna Novinsky
 NuFACTOR Specialty Pharmacy
Andy O’Bryan
Melinda O’Leary, MD, FAAP
Elanor and Jeff O’Brien
*Lorraine O’Brien
Candace O’Connell
Cynthia O’Connell
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Mike and Mary O'Day
C. H. O'Donnell
Michael Odusami
Jacob Offenberger, MD, FAAAAI
Rita Offutt
Christie Oliver
Drew and Olivia
Jeff Olshesky
Onehope
Janice Ono
Robert Oppici
Mike Orsillo
Kandi Ortega
OSI Restaurant Partners, LLC.
Susan Ossoff, MD
The Otterbeck Law Firm
Jenn Otto
William Otto, MD, FAAAAI
Our Lady of Mt. Carmel School
Bob and Gail Oust
Eileen Owens
Bruce Pace
Debbie and Charles Pace
Glynda Pace
Jay and Heidi Paddock
Karen Page
Marc Palazzolo
Harvey Palitz
John Papp
Richard Pardue
Sandra Park and John Hamburger
Karen Parker
Robert Parker
Mack Partee
Joseph Pasaturo
PASCO
Nicki Passarella
Jordan Paszczykowski
Ketan and Tejal Patel
Kristen Paternina
Nancy Patsouras
Kelly and Paul
Jessica Paz
Karen Pearson
Wendy Pearson
Mark Pedersen
Allison and Dave Penn
Pat Penn
Marguerite Pennoyer, MD
Sandra and John Perdew, Jr.
Sharon Perdono
Claude Perdriotat
Brutus Perdue
Robert Perdue
Elena Perez, MD
Performance Learning Systems, Inc.
Shannon Perkins
Michael Perling
Gregg Perrett
Pamela Perry
Cory Perugino
Brian and Christine Peters
Susan Peters
The Peters
Karen Petersen
Matthew Petras
Richard Petrelli
Karla Petrick
Rebecca Pettiford
Jill Petty
Ray and Essie Petty
Jeanne Pfander
Johnnie Phares
Jeanne Phelps
Ryan Phipps
Jaciandglen Pierce
Deepsii Pillni
PIMCO Foundation
Kathy Platts
Katie Podmokly
Maureen Polacci
David Pollard
David Porter
Thomas Poston
Gerald Powers
Nancy Price
Gordon Przybyla
Alyx Purr
Joan Qualls
Courtney Quann and John Pederson Quann
Jose Quijada
Sammy Quiles
James Quinn
Ellen Rabb
Mikey Rage
Dennis Rajtora, MD
Grace Rangel
Rebecca Raby, MD, FAAAAI
Nicole Ready
Holly and Bennett Redford
Mary Redieske
Ameed Reed
Donna Reed
Walter Reeves
Referral Auto Group
Melissa Regan
Amy Reid
Margaret Reid
Shakesha Reid
Kathleen Reilly
Linda Reilly
Pamela Reinbold
Lynn Reinmann
David Reisman
Renata Engler, MD, FAAAAI
Barb Resch
Sophia Reyes
Michele Rhee
Ellen Rhodes
Marlon and Sandra Rhodes
Michelle Rice
Lynne and Richard Rice
Miles Rich
Patrick S. Richardson
Wendy Richardson
Catherine Richey
Christopher Richied
Tameron Ricker
Sarah Riddle
Shauna Riddle
Edward Ridenour
Casey Ridley
Rita Rieger
George Rigler
Carla Rincones
Carrie Rinderer
Steve Ripic
Bev and Steve Ritacco
Rlanier Rlanier
Robert Boyd
Roberts Chiropractic
Joel Roberts
Audrey Robertson
Mike and Camille Robinson
Robert Alexandra Rochman
Alizannette Rodriguez
Gary and Kathy Roehrig
Heather Rogers
Peggy Rogers
Sherry Rogers
Karina Romano
Rosemarie Romeo
Ron and Carol Rook
Amanda Roppolo
Christine Rose
Glenda Rose
*Sarah Rose
Michael and Adeline Rosemire
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Linda Rosengard
Mona Rosenstock
Karen Rosenthal Teller
Cindy Ross
Julianna Ross
Karla Roup
Anna Roussou
Bernie Roznovsky
RPB Safety
Larisa Rublev
The Rue Family
Jason Rzutkiewicz
SA Technical Services, Inc.
Ahmad Saadat
Shweta Saini
Nick and Allie Salamon
Adolfo Sanchez
Brad Sanders
Donna Santos
Stephanie Sapp
Chris Saul
Drayton Saunders
Christy Savage
John Savarise
Savo Brothers
Katie Searce
Jerry Schaefer
Anne Schaible
Max Schanzenbach
Marcia Schels
Lisa Schibley
Sarah Schlanker
Kimberlee and Robert Schlatter
Katie Schloegel
Jennifer Schmitt
Debra Schneider Eggleston
Alvin Schneider
Kathleen Schneider
Lynda Schneider, MD
Matthew Schramm
Donald Schrock, Sr.
Kathleen Schroeder
Sara Schroeder
Ryan and Giovanna Schroeter
Linda Schulz
Anne Schwartz
Lilo Schwartz
Steven Schwartz
Arma Scott
Glen Scott
Antoinette Scullion
Sea Girt Community Appeal
Helen Sealy
Mark Searcy
Searle Brothers Nursery
Mandy Searle
Stephanie Seeley
Gary Seiter
Mary-Pat Senatore
Diane Sewing
Mohammad Shadid
Chris Shane
Matt Shapiro
Steven Shapiro
Catherine Sharpe
Brenda Shatoff
Barbara Shaw
Diane Sheridan
Dean Shifflett
William Shifflett
Lisa Shinko
Janet Shoemaker
Thomas Shoemaker
Jennifer Shoenfelt
Diana Shorter
Mary Shrank
Mary Shuckman
Andrew Shull
Scott Siebert
Peter G. Sienkiewicz
Dave Sievers
Don and Maryellen Sievert
Janet Sievert
Geraldine Silber
Liz Silva
Alexandra Simon
Donna Simon
Simple Seafood
Lynn Simpson
Scott Sinelli
Thomas Sinelli
Ira Singer
Dareen Siri MD, FAAAAI, FACAAI
Cara Slattery
Gordon Sletmoe
Kyle Sletmoe
Mark Sheubrooks – Sliders Bar and Grille
David Smentek
Kate Smiley
Betty Smith
Brooke Smith
Connel Smith
David Smith
Janet Olszewski Smith
Joan Smith
Kevin Smith
Nicola Smith
Tanya Khuu Smith
Jeff Smokler
Gary and Carole Sniegowski
The Snyder Family
Karen Solliday
Jeff Solomon
Judith Solomont
Jordan Sommer
Nancy Sopp
Deirdre Soraci
South Jersey Allergy and Asthma Associates, PA
Jan and Bill Southerton
Salvatore Spatula
Beth Spaulding
Connie Spears
Carol and Nick Speliopoulos
Lucas Spencer
Harry Spero
Nicole Spinelli
Tara Spolan
Ellen Spoonley
Sheryl and Scott Spradling
Panida Sriaroon, MD
Kate Stanford
Bridgette Stanley
Marianne Stanley
Linda and Richard Stark
Dana Steel
Brian Steele
Christine Steele
Cindy Steele
Margaret Stefancik
Katie Steinfield
Stengel Chiropractic, Inc.
Stephen Mcgeady
James Stephens
Linda Stephenson
Sandra Stern
Susan Steuben
Merridith Stevens
Kristen Stevenson
Mary Stewart
Whitney Stewart
Niki and Tom Stilwell
Nancy Stine
Janice Stinson
Martha Neustadt Storie
Sean Stotser
Stratford Dental, P.C.
John Streets
$100 - $249 (cont.)
Harriet Strickler
Stringtown Community Church
Terri Stubbs
Cutters Studios
Christine Sturges
Marilee and Peter Sturmer
Daniel Suez MD, FAAAAI
Kim Sullivan
Peggy Sullivan
Mary Jo Sutton
David Swartz
Sylvania Minerals
Charlotte Symonds
John Tabor
Todd J. Taggart
Michael Tankersley
Rima Tarazi
Thomas Tarler
Jayne Tasey
Jodi Taub
Phyllis and Arthur Taub
Sarah Taylor-Black, MD
Steven Tempel
Terry Harville, MD, PhD
Marsha Terry
Nicole Tharaldson
Trudy Tharp
Sandra Thibodeaux
Carol Thomas
Kevin Thomas
Jacob Thompson
James Thompson, MD
Madge Thompson
Mary Thompson
William Thompson
Jennifer Thorn
Del, Debbie and Melanie Thomsbury
*Greta Thurman
Lisa Tilley
Carolyn Timmons
Billy Titcomb
Judy Todd
Lisa Tomcykoski, MD
Andy Tometich
Jon Towles
Christine Townley
Beth Trager
Tranquility Hair and Body
Denise Treichel
Greg Treichel
Jacee Trpik
Jason Tsai
Dwayne Tucker
Holly Tulin
Paulette Tyrrell
Nestor Tzartzanis
Joan Uecker
Benny Umbra
Joan Utvik
Brenna Vachon
Aaron Valleen
Jacquelyn Vandam
Adam and Dani Vanderhaar
Pete and Liz Vanderwerff
Naomi Varga
Sheridan and Salvatore Vecchio
Gregory Veillion
Janet Velez
Michael Venditto
John Venglarick, III, MD
Amy Vercellin
Linda Verkruyse
Vernelle and Parviz
Wali and Jabrila Via
Victory Christian Fellowship
Sandra and Mike Vigilant
Village Boutique
Annie Virgil
Visual Arts Design and Display, Inc
James Vlamis
Joan and Bruce Voss
Karen Vrabel
The VWR Family
Milind Wagle
Jeffrey Walden
Sudarshan Walikar
Andrew Walker
Ben Walker
Dave Walker
Dianna Waller
Andrea Wallis
Elaine Walsh
Andrew Walter
Jolan Walter, MD
Rich Walters
William Walters
Tristan Warburg
Stephen Warner
Amanda Warnick
Laurie Washburne
Linda Washington
Richard L. and Tina D. Wasserman Philanthropic Fund
Susan Watry
Kimberly Weber
Kim Wechling
Carolyn Weed and William Rastetter
Cara Wegener
Les and Linda Weidman
Deborah Weinhaus
Troy Weis
Deborah Weiss
Jeff Weiss
Christopher Weithers
Joshua Wells
Sean and Erin Wells
Keith K. West
Dawn Westerfer
Western Steel Erectors, Inc.
Victoria Weyser Clark
Courtney Wheelock
Kari White
Margaret White
John Wiegand
Linda Wilbanks
Ethel Wilcox
Lysa Wilde
Kim Wiley
Deborah and Howard Willen, D.D.S
Laurie Williams
Patricia Willis
Andrew Wilmott
Carrie Wilson
Elizabeth Wilson
Jean Wilson
Kevin Wilson
Yvonne Wilson
Mae Davis and Brooks
Wimberly
Nicole and Steve Winchip
David Windhorst and Katharine Slonaker
Wingmen V, LLC (WML)
Sara Wise
Kathleen Wittry
Margaret Wojciechowicz
Robert Wolf
Susan Wolf
Daniel Wong
Eric Wong
Johnson Wong, MD
Tony Wong
Mason Woodbury
Sally and Mark Woodbury
Brian Woods
Betty Wray, MD
Amy Wright
Janelle Wrigley
2019 DONORS
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Kevin Wronko
Suh-Yun Wu
Joyce Wynne
Doug Yadon
Jean Yarbrough
Kelly Yaris
Young At Heart Club
Jeff Young
Jacki Younkin
Zazik and Gale Family Charitable Fund
Cynthia Zebelman
Jeanie Zeller
Michelle Zemor
Carolyn Zigmund
Matt Zink

$50 - $99
Anonymous (49)
Melissa Abdullah-Musa
Larry Abrams
Alex Adams
Emily Adams
Julie Adams
Recinda Adams
Susan Adelman
Jon Adler
Hans AdS
Donna Agents
April Agnew
Linda Ahearn
Barbara Aiello
Nicole Aimee
Janet Aji
Elemer Aknay
Amanda Michael and Myles Alden
Cheryl Alessandrini
Thomas and Janice Alessi
Allegra

Jennifer Allen Donsky
Howard Allen
Kimberly Allen
Heaven Allen-Simpkins
Nicole Allison
Kerry Almond
Ilia Gonzalez Alonso
Jessica Altman
Maria Alvarez
Amanda’s Cakery
Jessica Amberg
Janice Ambrose
American Renovations LTD
Laura Ammann
Debra Anderson
Jenn Anderson
Pa Anderson
Phil Anderson
Elizabeth Andrews
Erin Andrews
Michelle Andrus
Steven Angelo
Katelynn Ann
Lisa Ann
Anne Sirois
James Ansay
Anthony and Sally Antolini
Michelle Antonio
Marcella Aquino, MD
Amy Arbogast
Kyle Ard
Susan Argilan
Julie Arinsberg
Jeff Armstrong
Patricia Armstrong
Angela Arnaudo
Anna Arnold
Chris Arnold
Robin Arseneau-Torriero
Cathy Askwith
Becky Atkinson
David Atkinson
Marybeth Atzinger
Ken Auge
Lori Aul
Donna Averill
Tony and Stacy Avilla
Elaine Avinoam
Kelly Azzarelli
Carlos A. Badallo
Patrice and James Bagby
Denise Bahn
Jenny Bailey
Dona Baker
Glenda Baker
Jane Baker
Patricia Martens Balke
Andy Ballard
Bob Ballard
Rina Balsimo
Lisa Bankson
Javier Banos
Andrea Banta-Shoenfelt
Prakash Banthia
Reeti Banthia
Sharon Baragona
Heidi Bardwell
Catherine Barkley
Lois Barksdale
Chris Barletta
Sabine and Peter Barmettler
Sara Barmettler, MD
Ashlyn Barnard
Claudia Barnes
Morgan Barnes
Nancy Barnes
Nicole Barnes
Sarah Barragan
Melissa Barrios
Patricia Barry
Deanna Barton
Cathy Bass
Katherine Batch
Martha Bateman
Mary Lindsey Bateman
Damon Bates
Jim Bates
Bobbian Batteate
Rachel Baumbach
Jennifer-Ann Bayan
Thomas Bays
Victoria Bays
Ron and Betty Beall
Harlee Beam
Kelly Bean Jackson
Kathy Bean
Stacie Beck
Nicole Becker
Michael Beckwith
Daniel Bedbury
Lee Bee
Betsy Beebe
Shelly Beebe-Rajasaari
Laraine Beecher
Joyce and Robert Beelaert
Diane Beers
Sue Begeman
Debbie Beins
Daniel Bekier
Brian Belfiore
Robin Belisle
Jodi Benal
Adrian Benavides
Kelly Bennett Weidner
Leanne Bennett
Veronika M Bennett
Anne and Thomas Benson
Gerald Benson
Anne Berardi
Rosemarie Berardi
$50 - $99  (cont.)
Stephanie Berenson
Monica Berent-Silye
Ed and Becky Berg
Laura Berg
Peter Bergen
Mclean Bergeron
Bill Berman
Bernard Zeffren, MD
Laurie Bernstein
Malayna Bernstein
Susan Berry
Debbie Bert-Shirk
Eli Beshear
Stacy Bestpitch
Randy and Beth
Richard Betheil
Kevin Beyer
Taylor Biancone
Angie Biehl
Marie Bijou Wong
Jodie Billings
Beth Birtwell
Teri Bishop
Chris Bitner
Karen Bjorn
Justin Black
Carla Blackwelder
Steven Blaine
Stephanie Blair
Michael Bland
Jennifer Blizinski
*Tammy Black
Debra Block
Fran Bloomfield
Jeffrey Blum
Rhona Bluman
Joseph-Gabriel Bobadilla
Jennifer Bockman
Traci Bodlak
Erin Boers
Robert Bogg
Jason Boggs
Lauren Boleneus
Stanley and Patricia Bonds
Patti Bonesteel
Annie Bonham
Shawn Boom
Dawn Borst
Andrea Boudreau
Charlie Bouffard
Bill Bour
Randy Bowman
Corrina Bowser, MD
H. Eugene and Rebecca Boyd
David and Diane Brackman
Candice Brady
Shannon Brady
Dorinda Branco
Holly Brannon and Brandon Cooper
Kathleen Braswell
Chris Bratta
Jackie Bravo
Nicky Bravo
Andrew and Kathy Bray
Kevin Breen
Susan Brekelmans
Cooper Brennan
Jimmy Breslin
Brewer Science, Inc.
Jessica Briggs
Laden Briggs
Nancy Brigham
Daniel Briseno
Kyoko Bristow
Kathy Brn
Cheryl Brockmann
Sandra Brodnicki
Wade Brodt
Whitney Brodt
Patricia Brogan
*Mike and Patsy Broge
Richard Brooker
Mike Brooker
Jody Brown
Kristin Brown
Marley Brown
Candy Brown-Migneco
Amy Bruin
Karen Brunridge
Kami Bruner
Helen Bryne
Jennifer Buchheim
Gabrielle Buck
Tracy and Cole Buckner
Garet Bulleer
Sandu Bullock
Paula Bunney
Michelle Burdick
Christian Burgess
Mary Burkey
Len Burman
Jennifer Burrows
Gail Bushong White
Corey Butler
William Butler
Brian Button
Jarnett Byrnes
Britt Byrum
Vivian Cafarella
Angie Cagle
Pat Calafell
Linda Caldwell
Michael Callahan
April Callahan
Margie Callahan
Logan Camp
Alfonso Campanella
Sara Cannavo
Michael Cantwell
Lorine Card
Gillian Cardarelli
Lauren Carender
Virginia Carey
Roxanne Carini
Nikki Carlson Johnson
Carol Carlson
Gillian Carlson
Jason Carlson
Katherine H. Carmichael
Karen Carolan
Tom Carpenter
Jamie Carroll
Kathleen Carroll
Patrice Carroll and Brandon Murphy
Jeanette Carter
Kathy Carter
Stephanie Carver
Elaine Cary
Cristina Cascardo
Marilyn and Thomas Case
Kay Casper
Stacy Cassaday-Ballantyne
Alba Castro
Sadie Cathcart
Janice Cavolt
Carla Cazes
Sandy Cederbaum
Coreen Cellana
Cristina Ceniceros
Grifols Center
Blair Centers
Autumn Chambers
Emily Chand
Glory Chaney
Richard Chaney
Marcy Chang
Mark Chantell
Toboris Chapman
Jimmy Charest
2019 DONORS
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Nanci Chasteen
Judy Chauvin
Mary Chauvin
Chelsea Chen
Mindee Childers-Allchorn
Kurt Chipman
Robert Chism
Janet Christensen, MA
Susan Christy King
Kelly Christy
Mary Ciaramella
Ron Cibulka
Sal Ciccolella
Catherine Ciolfi
Nicolas Ciomyk
Alison Ciosek Ritieni
Loretta Cirkrilfo
Kathy Cirillo
Heather Clack
Dale and Carol Claes
Kelly and Joel Claes
Michelle Clairmont
The Moore and Ross Clan
Heather Clapp
Dorothy Clark
Linda and Joe Clark
Mary Clark
Theresa Clark
Arlene and Carl Clarke
Robert Clarke
Nancy Clausen
Pattie Clawson
Elizabeth Claydon
Sharon Claye
Karen Cleighton
Philip and Annette Clements, MD
Wendy Cloutier
Jennifer Clyburn
Bonnie Cocchiola
Anda Cochran
Robin Cohen
Sharyn Cohl
Ann Coleman
Brett and Colleen
William Collins
Anjonette Colvin-Deares
Kenneth Colwell
Common Grounds Landscape Management, Inc.
Como Pediatric Communication Center
Sheila and Steve Conant
Joanne Condon
Maureen Cones
Dan Congdon
Jay Congrove
Jamie Connelly
Bonnie Conners
Susan Consultants
Victoria Conti
Alice Cooper
Gabriel Cooper
Kimberly Cordoba
Gabriela Correa
Joe and Carol Costante
Darlene Costos
Laura Cotter
Ann Cowell
Diana Cox
Ingrid Cox
Patricia Cox
Janeen Cozart
Jeff Craig
Christina Craun
The Creaves Family
Kim Crawford
Uncle Jack Creamer
Todd Creasy
Laura Creedle
Mary Jo Cristino
Catherine Croft
Thomas P. Crowell, Jr.
Sally Cropp
Bill Cross
Peggy Crusan
Joseph Cruz
Vinny Cullotta
Sheila Cummings
David and Shelli Cunha
Steve Cunningham
Jennifer Curry-Federer
Susan Cutcher
Veronica Cwalina
Denise Czarzasty
Dj Caton Dairy
Peggy Da Silva
Sheryl Daake
Christina DaCunha
Elizabeth Dadamo
Crissy Daggs
Cynthia Dahlke
Alyssa Dahms
The Dalson Family
Ryan Dalton
The Daltons
Paul and Jo Daly
Karen Daniels
Pamela Daniels
Karen Dardinski
Dana Dattola
Ellen Daugherty
Lori Daugherty
Dan David
Jim Davidson
Ronald Davidson
Deborah Davies
Debra Davis
Cristina De La Vara
Judith Deacon
Charlie Dean
Heather Dean-Smith
Derek Debarge
Alfonso Debenedictis
Giovanni Debenedictis
Rina Debenedictis
Lee Debrakeleer
Allan Decker
Jennifer Degner
Jennifer DeHart
Christopher Deitch
Kristen Dejnia
Guy “Deke” Dekin
Marco Del Grosso
Brandy Delaney-Walsh
Sue DeLellis
Bertrand Deleuse
Trish Delgado
Joe Delgrosso
Tammy DeLiberty
Carolyn Dellaratto
Chris Dellinger
Leann Deluna
Nichole Demo
Annie Denoncour
Pete Deri
Rob DeRosia
Christine DeSantis
Caroline DeSheplo
Christa Desiderio
Nanci Deverin
Katherine and Charles DeVore
Betty Dew
Clare DeYonker
Barbara Di Jacklin
Brooke Diamond
The Dicandia Family
Donna Dickinson
Jeff Dickinson
Pam DiDonato
Angelo DiGangi
2019 DONORS
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Brandon Dillon
Nancy DiMenco
Bonnie Dinbokowitz
Katie and Rachel Dinbokowitz
Sharon Dipilla
Mary DiPrima
Letica Dison
Jessica Dizon
Susan Dodd
Mark Dolan
Jason Dolinski
Jacky Dominguez
Sammy Domurat
James Donnelly
Natalie Donnelly
Annemarie Donovan
Lorie Dorazo
Marie Dorazo
Lisa Dorval
Stephen Doty
Betsy Dougherty
Paul Dow
Theresa Doyle
Kathy Dozier
Valerie Driessen
Susannah Dryman
Paul Dube
Jamie Duckworth
Megan Duff
Natalie Duffy
Miriam Dumaine
Lisa Duncan
William Duncan
Vicki Duncombe-Olasky
Linda Dunn
Brandy Durand
Regina Durham
Laura Durso
Luke Dutton
Beth Dwyer
Judith Eardley
Cynthia Easton
Joanne Easton
Jane Ebert
Judi Echterling-Hawkins
Marc Eckhart
Marsha Edelman, MD
Bill Edgar
Lisa Edgar
Alan Effrig
Dawn Eichhorn
Kristina Eliza
Jill Elles
Fred Elliot
Brian Ellis
Patty Ellis
Elizabeth Elmendorf
Mari Ernaus
Laurie Ens
Roger and Linda Epps
Bob Epstein
Dennis Erickson
Sara and Erik
Pamela Escarcega, MD, PhD, MPH
John Escareno
Martha Escareno
Linda Eschbach
Alex Eschenbach
Jane Eschenbacher
Arlin Escobedo
Frances Evangelista
Randy Evans
Barbara Everhart
Julie Everitt
Ryan and Liz Evers
Brittany Ewing
Marion Eyring
Marsha Fabian-Griffith
Maria Falcon-Cantrill
Rebecca Falgie-Altman
Kerry and Mindy Farabee
Dawn (Jessie) Farber
Anthony Farina
Steve Farley
Jessica Farmer
Linsey Farrell
Simie Faskowitz
Regina Fatiga
Karla Faul
Margaret Faul
Vincent Fayette
Stephen and Elizabeth Fearon
Fran Fecske
Karen Feeney
Cindy Fein Guy
Joel Fein
Robin Feinberg
Annette Feith
Horace Feliau
Carlos Felix
Dorothy Felker
Jennifer Feltri-George
John and Valerie Fenchak
Deborah Ferguson
Denise Ferguson
Danny Fernandez
Nikki Fernandez
Douglas Ferreiro
Romy and Dan Ferris
Dena Ferry
Melissa Fetter
Jarob Fetters
Barb Fialkowski
KT Field
Lorraine Fields
Financial Freedom Wealth Advisors
Annette Findlay
Natalie Fish
Emily Fisher
Deborah Fitzher
Arlene and Philip FitzPatrick
Margaret Fitzpatrick
Leo and Keri Fitzsimmons
Dave Flacco Family
Patricia Flanagan Fiedler
Shola Fleming
George Fletcher
Nancy Flick
Christy Flores
Jennifer Flory
Joe Flynn
John Flynn
Terry Fogarty
Jeanne Fogleman
Ellen Foley
Elaine D. Fondiller
Alice Forbes-South
Abby Ford
Kenneth Ford
Kathy Forster
Beth Foster
Crystal Fox
Michelle Fox
Ruth and Sonny Fox
Linda Frabotta-Ramsey
Dakota Francis
Laurie Frank-Greenspan
Jayme Frank
Kevin Frank
Joan and James Franks
Meagan Franks
Taylor Frazee
Karin Freda
Dana Freeman
Patricia Frering
Bill Fried
Ryan Friedman
Marley Friesenhahn
Adam Fritts
2019 DONORS
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Luis Fuentes
Christine Fuhrman
Eileen Fuhrmann
Keiko Fujisaki
Matthew Fulton
Cecilia Fung
Jeff Funk
James Fusco
John Fusco
Rita Futrell
Rick Gacioch
Mckinley Gaddis
Jean Gaeta
Sherry Gaffney
Elizabeth and Steve Gage
Jean Gagne
Nicole Gagne
Pamela Gallagher
Heather Gamble
Tina Gandhi
Bryon Ganson
Herbert Gant
Jose Garcia
Joseph Garcia
Alan Gardebrecht
Janet Gardner
Jenny Gardner
Michael Gargano
Kenny Garrett
Seanna Garrett
Janice and Troy Garriott
Jennie Garrison
Reggie Gatewood
David Gauthier
Jan Gavin
Amy Gebhardt
Joseph Gebhardt
Scott Gedlinske
Alexis Geissler
Cookie Gelardi
Lisa Genn
Donna Gentile
Buck Gently
Dominique Gerard
Erika Germano
Norine Gerson
Sharon Gerweck
Tom and Christie Getz
Donna Geurin
Mike Geurin
Geraldine Ghiglieri
Terrence Giang
Juli Anne Gibson
Lisa Gidaro
The Gijsbers Family
Donna Gilleece-Smith
Amanda Gilpatrick
Mark Giordano
Andrew Gitchel
Richard I Glover
Andy Gluck
Andrea Godwin
Ken Goetz
*Brian Gold
Jill Goldman
Susan Goldman
Adam Goldstein
Ronna Goldstein-Usmani
Susan Golaszewski
Heather and Jesus Gomez
Cheryl Goniewicha
Larissa Gonzales
Christina Gonzalez
Stephen Gooding
Judith Goodman
Goldy Gopher
Betty Gordon
Chris Gordon
Dianne Gordon
Marie Gosdin
Cody and Andrea Gowler
Frank Grabon
Amy Grace
Eddie and Gail Graham
Jennifer Graham
John and Nancy Graham
Margaret Graham
Elizabeth Gralewski
Gina and John Grande
David R. Grant
Kim Gray
Dan Graz
Tim, Denise, Zach and Ziva Greaux
Annette Green
Jacquie Green
Jennifer Green
*Kathy Green, RN
Roger Green
Robin Greene
Teri Greig
Megan Griffin Aylward
Suzanne Griffin
Alicia Griffith
Terrance Griggs
Henia Grimm
The Griswolds
Danielle Grivalsky
Gretchen Gross
Steve and Christy Guadagnino
Steven Guagliardo
Robert Guarnieri
Noradene Guerra
Carolyn Guillen
Gwen Gulick
Cathy Gunn-Fay
Kristin Gunn
Mary Gunn
Mike and Lani Gunn
Tasha Gunter
Barbara Gurule
Pat Gutshall
Larry and Eileen Guttmann
Felicia Guzman
The Guzzone Family
Lory Haack
Georgianne Haas
Reid Habecker
Roseann Hager
Marti Hahn
Linda Hall
Maureen Hall
Raymond Hall
Trevor Hall
Erik Hallquist
Melanie Ham
Kimberly Hamilton
Lauren Hammer
Bobby Hampton, Jr.
Tiffany Hancock
Gayle Hanosh
Bill Hanahan
Diane Hansen
Kathy Harbour
Lulu Harding
*Wanda Hardison
Jennifer Hargis
Brian Harl
Julie Harmon
Sally Harmon
Nancy Harper
Parbatty Harrilal
Michael Harris
Shawna Harrison
Libby Hartter
John Harutunian
Kristen Harvey
Chris Hasvold
Elise Hatchell
Joe Hatcher
$50 - $99 (cont.)

Annie Hauser
Julie Hawkins
Diane Hayes
Cindy Haynes
Kim and Robert Haynes
Guangdian (Sarah) He
Jenna Heady
Rebecca Heatherman
Nick Heddings
Dale Hedges
Katie Heether
Carolyn Hefner
Christy Hegger-Katzfey
Becky and Tom Heidegger
Mark Heidmann
Cheryl Heiland
Stacy Heiman
Laura Helfner
Carol Helmer
Meredith Lee Heltzer
Ashley Henderson
Rachel Henderson
Myrna Hennessy
Pam and Henry
Renee Heraty
Krissy Herb
Marcello Hernandez
Michael and Stephanie Herrera
Cathy Herrman
Michael Herron
Deborah Herzog
Jill Herzog
Marilyn Hess
Jennifer and Greg Heverling
Eric Heydman
Paula and Jeremy Heydman and Family
The Higgins Family
Brandi Higgins
Kandi Higinson
Marty Hill
Phillip Hilliar
Danny Hilliard
Marguerite Hines
Katie Hislope
Nancy Hislope
Harry Hoar
Nancy Hodge
Vickie Hodge
Dorrie Hoffman
Rick and Patty Holaday
Beth Holahan
Judy Holden
Andrea Holdren
Cheryl Holland
Lisa Holliday
Istvan Hollo
Lisa Holmes
Peter Holmes
Margie Hondros
Rosemary Hong
Aundrea and Donald Hood
April Hooper
Keith Hopps
Mike Hopta
Debbie Horton
Anna Horvath
Barbara Horvath
Lisa Hoskinson
Jeremy Hovater
Michele Howard
Beth Howell
Joan Howell
Rebecca Howell
Bernie Hsu
Jenny Huang
Hubcap Connection, LLC
Denise and Joseph Hudrick
Sherry Hudson Blas
Jason Hudson
Marianne Hudson
Milton Kim Hudson
Elina Hue
Donna Huff
Bridget Hugues
Kathleen Hulst
Richard Hung
Nathan Hunstad
Jeff Hunt
Lisa Hunt
Rose Hunter
Charles Huot
Lisa Roberts Hurd
Robin Hurowitz
Sabrina Hurst Nutter
Susan Hurwitch
Joyce Hutchins
Brenda Hutchinson
Tracy Hwangpo, MD, PhD
Lyne Hyman
Barbara Iacono
Laurie Ichniowski
Marie-Elena Inacio-Rosenau
InfucareRX
Mandhagini Inian
Interstate Insp, Inc.
Natasha Irani
Linda and Christopher Iredale
Iredell-Statesville Schools
James and Emily Irwin
Pat Irwin
Olga Isenberg
Melissa Ittner
Linda and Jack
Peggy Jack
Joe Jackosn
Cindy Jackson
Dallas Jackson
Kelly Jackson
Marilyn Jacobs
Gerald Jacquin
Mary Ellen James
Eleanor Jaros
Karin Jawitz
Emma Jeanne
Eliot Jekowsky
Eric Jenkins
Lauren Jenner
Rhonda Jermy
Jodi and Kevin Jesser
Vinod Jetley
Liyuan Ji
Marisela and Adrian Jimenez
Lisa Jirs
Smokn Joe
Anthony Johnson
Dana Johnson, MD
Drue Johnson
Jill Johnson
Justin Johnson
Kelly Johnson
Patti Johnson
Carol Johnston
Suzanne Johnston
Kason Juhot
Alaina Jones
Danielle Jones
James Jones
Jan Jones
*Lainie Jones
Patricia Jones
Rick and Dana Jones
Scott Jones
Nanette and Benny Jongco
Aj Jordan
Ethan Jordan
John Jordan
Rebecca Jordan
Helene Joseph
2019 DONORS
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Kathy Joyce
Alex Juliano
Kathie Jung-Hayes
*Deborah Junk
Junk and Junk, Attorney At Law
Joelle Kahn
Monique Kalachi
Satie Kalicharan
Danielle Kane
Autumn Kapter
Ann Karlin
Karen Kasik, LVN
Kathleen Dawson Enterprises
Debra Kathman
Veronica and Dave Kathmann
Jeff and Susie Katz
Norm Katz
Sheila and Hal Kaufer
Michael Kavic
Michael Kavolus
Karen Kay
Carol Keagle
Dina Keane
Gail Kearney
Amanda Keerbs
Colleen Kehoe-Conn
James Keith
Chris Kelliher
Kimberly Kellum
Bonita Kelly
Julie Kelly
Mary Kay Kelly
Virginia Kelly
Kirsten Kempker
Kyle Kennedy
Kate Kennen
Terri Kerkera
Douglas Kerr
Maureen Kerscher
Any Keys
Skip Keyser
Juliana Khowong
Katherine Kibodeaux Zapalac
Mina Kidd
Rachel Kiely
Terry Kilgallon Palatella
Samuel Kimball
Barbara King
Bill King
Jack King
Jan King
Amany Kirollos
Paige Kisow
Maleewan Kitcharoensakkul, MD
Catherine Kladis
Casey Klein
Tom Kline
Arlene Klinkhammer
Lori Klobucar
Sandra Knight
Jim Knightly
Karen Knipping
Hon-Sum Ko, MD
Judy Kober
Naomi Kochen
Jackie Koehler
Cyndy Koepcke
Arthur and Amanda Kohler
Angelica Koskela
Kristin Kosmides
Sarah Kosobucki
Nancy Kossowsky
Debi Krabach
Rachel and Matt Kramer
Grant Kretchik
Paul Krippendorf
Paula Krogman
Patricia Krolikowski
Ori Kruja
Jeff Kuhn
Linda Kujawski
Steve Kukla
Kulima Montessori
Bridget Kundy
Nancy Kundy
Carol Kurtz
Patrick Kurtz
Charlotte Kuser
Rosemary Kwityn
Sheila LaCavera
Julie Lachowyn
The Lacy Family
Michael and Laura Ladewski
Laura Ladjik
Frank Lafey
Mandy Laforest
Kathy Laginess
Maria LaGreca
Naty Laguardia-Diaz
Joe Lair
Marie Lajoie
Michelle Lamonica
Erin Lamont
Cynthia Lampe
Aaron and Carol Lance
Marilyn Lancette
Laura Djie Lane
Ann Langone
Maria Lapa-Fabiani
Richard Lapp, MD
Robin Largin
Jacqueline Larosa
Barbara Larsen
Haley Larson
Sara Larson
Mary Latham
Zarah Latif
Sarah Laughlin
Ben Laurie
Alexandria Lavin
Erin Lawler
Monica Lawrence, MD
Troy Lawrence
Yvonne Lawson
Melba Layton
Claudia Lazow
Madison LeBlanc
Blake Lee
Christine Lee
Randy Lee
Joe Leech
Emily Leek
Michelle Leger-Tautkus
Debra Lembo
Robin and Mark Lemelin
Sally and Michael Lemelin
Elizabeth Lense
Richard Leonard
Gugg Lerman
Heather Leschinsky
Deeann Leser
Christine Leslie
Vicki Levi
Marilyn Levin
Wendy Levine
Lyn Levy-Caliendo
Rachel Lewallen
Marlene Lewis
Tanya Lewis
Erica Lichtman
Rick Lijana
Zachery Like
David Lincoln
Stacey and David Lincoln
Lindsey, Barrett and Elsie
Michelle Link
*Megan Linski
Adrianne Lipscomb
Michelle Lisek
2019 DONORS
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Janette Liu
Dorothy Locke
The Loducca Family
Stacey Loeffler
Kristen Lombardo
Charles Lonardo
Christian Londino
Cindy Long
Greg Long
Karen Longo
Maria Longo
Anne Loosigian
Jerry Lopatin
Joshua Lopes
Rosemary Lopez
Kelly Loreman
Joseph and Janice Louro
Parrish Lovell
Malia Lowe
Jason Lowman
Ludmila Lurie
Lori Lutz
Sami Luukkonen
Mitzi Lyman
Kathleen Lynch
Terri Lynch
Giselle MacDonald
Kim Machado
Lissett Machado
Don and Ann MacKay
Elaine MacLellan
The MacLeod Family
Vinay Mahajan
Alli Maier
Michele Major
Alan Maldonado
Alissa Maloney
Joseph Mancias
James Mangan
Angelina Mangano
Tom Manger
Nicolle Manning
Spencer Mansfield
Nicole and Mike Manzella
Vicky Mar
Jim Marc-Aurele
Leslie March
Ron Marcissuk, Jr.
Amie Marcott
Jan Marcus
Robert Marenche
Margaret Woods
Berril and Bernard Marglous
Jeanine Marie
Mauricio Marin
Kathy and Joe Marin
Suzanne Marisa
Jen and Joey Marks
Patricia Marney
Staci Maronski
Nicholas Marrangoni
Tommi Marsans
Sarah and Joe Marshall
Amanda Martin
Kim Martin
Tajuana Martin
Tara Martin
Ana Martinez
Jen Martinez
Niki Martinez-Madrigal and Family
The Martirano’s
Louise and Aunt Mary
Greg and Deb Masey
Erika Fratzke Matheson
Vincent Matthews
Patricia Mattison
Eileen Maunus
Norma Mayes
Beth Mayr
Mazlen Medical Arts, P.C.
Roger Mazlen, MD
Laura Mazzlen, MD
Debra Mcalister
Joan McAlister
Barbara McElraine
Merrily McCabe
Marlaine Mccain-Helmick
Nancy McCarthy
Jamie McCarty
Virginia McClure
Brian McCormick
Debra and James McCoy
Robert McCune
Anita McCurley
Rustin McDonald
Devin Mcginn
Robbi Mcgraw
Nancy McKeel
William McKenna, MD, PA
Sara McKenzie-Quirk
Frank McKinney
Todd McKnight
Douglas McLain
McLanahan Corporation
Valerie Mcellan-Rainer
Sarah and Kevin McMahon
Sarah McNabb
Sofia and Kevin Meder
Fidela Medina
Jordyn Mehler
Kathy Meier
Karl Meingossner
Barb Melamed
Chris Melli
Laura Melohn
Robert Mendel
Jennifer Mendez
Lisa Mendez
The Menegio Family
Mandy Mennella
David Merriell
Kim Merrill
Mary Messina
Karen Metz
Robert Metz
Joanna Meyer
Patricia Meyer
Ben Michael
Karen Michael
Kevin George Mick and Lorraine Mick
Kathy Miekley
Kenneth and Mary Miesmer
Elisa Mill
Neil Millendorf
Pam Miller-Brandt
Barbara Miller
Barry Miller
Debi and Emmett Miller
Gary and Kathryn Miller
Hope Miller
Mary Miller
Chris Milner
Auntie Murf, Wes and Milo
Murf, Wes and Milo
Chris Mindel
Daniel Miner
Jan and Palmer Mirkin-Earley
Walter Mistak
The Mistretta Family
Dee Mode
Helen Moffie-Cadwallader
Pam Mohney
Faisal Momen
Michelle Moncrief-Walsh
Meredith Mondon
Bernice Monk
Janell Montag
Jean Montague
Kelly Montague
Kelly Monerosso
2019 DONORS
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Russell Montgomerie
Joseph Montgomery
Patty Moody
Amy Moore
Denise and Bruce Moore
Gail Moore
Stacey Moran
Angela Morey
Alder Morgan
Gianluca Morle
Melanie Morrice
Diana Morris
Sheila Morris
Randy Morrison Baird
Lauren Morrison
Kristi Morrison-Clear
Helen Mortimer
Marcia Morton
Leesa Moss
Melette Moss
Randie Moss
Bonnie Mota
Tammy Motola
Mary Motzko
Kris Moulder Anderson
Christine Moustouka
Yee Moy
Gima Mujovic
Joel Mulder
Donna Mullings
Denise Munch
Daniyar Murataliev
Jaqueline Murgida
C.T. Murphy
Donna Murphy, RN
Jim Murphy
Tanya Murray
Gianna Musa
Kerri Myers

Kevin Myers
Susan Myers
Mary Ann Nagel
Nancy Nagele
Jane Napper
Marisa Naquin
Laurel and Nat
James Naughton
Jayne Naughton
Rex Nealis
Ruth Neff
Aunt Kathy and Uncle Neftali
Jill Negro
Mallory Neidhardt
Lauren Neilson
Jill Nellis
Deanna Nelsen
Meredith Nelson-Daniel
Rhiannon Neuharth
La Donna Neustadt
Michele Nevitt
Chris Newberry
Marcele Newman
Sam Nicoll
Jessica Nilson
Janice Nodvin
Lori Nordlund
Nan Norene
Nicholas Normile
Joyce Norris
Laurie North
Erin Northcutt
David and Evan Novotny
Rita Nunez
Pat O’Neal
Laura Oberkfell
Jackie O’Brien
Rebecca Obyran
Jen Ochsenfeld
Bill Oelklaus

Susan Oldenburg
Barbara Olmstead, RN, NP
Turee Olsen
Eric Olson
Karen Olson
Steve Olson
Mededith Olszewski
Cameron O’Neill
Dana O’Neill
Sarah O’Neill
Francis Opila
Bill Oppenheimer
John Orlando
Nicholas Orphanos
Dana Orsini
Carolyn Ortauls
Whitney Ortauls
Anna Ortega
Karen O’Shea
Angela Osteguin
Diane Osterwise
Michelle Ostroff
Jillian OSullivan
Dennis Ott
Carrie Overton
Hannah Overton
Leslie Oygar
Marianne and Donald Pace
Kerri Pacello
Catherine Pagano
Sue Pagel
Barbara Pagourgis
Samantha Pakech
Joanne Paletta-Jordan
Lisa Palmersheim
Amber Palombo
Timothy Pannell
Laura Panuzzo
Michael Pappas
Paradis Wealth, Inc.

Michael Parham
Nancy Park
Abby Parker
Justin Parker
Chris Parnell
Linda Parnell
Vi Parramore
Charlie Parson
Collyne Partee
Prayer Partners
Niral Patel
Sneha Patel
Lynn Patinkin
Debora Patricelli
Liz Paul
Mary Paul
Monya Paul
Carleen and Dick Payne
Monica Pearson
Cheryl Peckenaugh
Wendy Pedersen
Jim and Jackie Pedro
Lucas Peerman
Kathleen Peet
Mary Pelenis
Loretta Pena
Amy Pence
Sara and Jeremy Penn
Danielle Penna
Terry Penna
Geoffrey Penney
John Pennine
Elizabeth and Robert Penza
Pam Pepper Palileo
Dave Pepping
Debra Perelman
Marie Perelman
Catherine Perkins
Lester Perkins
Susan Perkins
2019 DONORS
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Debra Perlo
Everett Perry
Jolene Peter
Megan Peters
Kathleen Petersen
Gerald Peterson
Nancy Peterson
Roger Peterson
Priscilla Pettway
Sydney Pfluegner
Sidharth Phadke
Jared Phillips
Anita Phipps
Pa No, Nu Kok, Khawm Khawm and Tual Pi
Karyn Pickart
Liz Pielow
Tanya Pierce
Vicki Pierce
Ken Thompson and Melissa Pifko
Sandra Pike
Melissa Pilgrim
Jo Anne Pinney
Pitman Famiy
Sandra Place
Charles and Susan Planck
David and Alicia Plant
Pleasant View Orchard
Mary Plemons
Marianne Plucienik
Matt Plucienik
Jamie Plummer
Lauren Plummer
The PMC Board
Cheryl and Alice Poirier and the St. Louis Family
William Pokorny
Anna M. Polen
Cheryl Pollard
The Polman Family
Garrett Ponciroli
Suzette Pope
Page Poris
Adrienne Potts
James Powell
Mike Powell
Terry Powers
Nancy Pozin
Reba Preston
Joel Pribnow
Andres Prince
Deetia Prince
Eileen Prince
Brett Prochko
Catherine Proctor
Erin Proctor
Marie Przybyl
Socorro Puente
Kaelyn Purfurst
Tammy Purner
Stephanie Putz and Ray Rabbitt
Kris Quan
Larry and Lynn Quigley
Grant Quiles
Henry and Kasey Quiles
Marty Quinn
Elizabeth Rader
*Alicia Rades
Brenda Radford
Apiram Raengpradub
Deb Ragsdill
Tom Rainford
Michele Morgan and Timo Rajasaari
Sabino Ramirez
Melissa Raney Robertson
Victoria Beers Raney
Lisaamarie Raniolo
Natalie Rathbun
Mary Rauch
Gregory Ray
Brandi Ray-Underwood
Apple Del Real
Antonio Reda
Pina Reda
Christy Redieske
Regan Reece
Harry Reed
Susan Reese
Patrick Regan
Pierre Regnier
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Reid
Kathy Reilly Schino
Maria Reilly
Kimberly Reingold
Jeanne Reisman, MD
Douglas Reiss, PhD
Jean Reiss
Karen Reitz
Kris Rennell
Carol Resnick
Patricia Resnick
Alice Retka
Tara Reynolds
Ace Rezai
Jane Rich
Patricia Richards-Dodds
John Richards
Valarie Richman
Brenda Riffey
John Rigoni, Jr.
The Rines Family
Elizabeth Ristich
Nicholas Ritter
Friends at Post Riverside
Melissa Rizzo
Hugh Robbins
Amie Roberts
Dave Roberts
John Roberts
Lisa Roberts
Michael Roberts
Nancy Roberts
Wendy Roberts
Hilary Robertshaw
Laura and Mark Robichek
Randy Robins
Carolyn Robinson
Eric Robinson
Michael and Kathleen Robinson
Pamela Robinson
Valerie Robison
The Roche Family
Gary Rodbell
Victoria Roder
Jackie Rodriguez
Beth Roehl
Thomas Roehl
Sandra Rogers
Eric Rogge
Christopher Rogoz
Kara Rolleri Berghaus
Tony and Ramona Romero
Aurora Romo
Pam Ronald
Laura La Rose
Bruce Rosen
Lauren Rosen
Carol Rosenau
Jessica Rosenau
Robin Rosenstock
Jonathan Rosin
Alison Ross
Crystal Ross
Jackie Ross
Angela Rosselot
Janet Roth
Andy Rovgvie
Lori Rourk
$50 - $99 (cont.)

Alex Schavrien
Joanna Scheipe
Susanna Schick
Kurt Schlanker
Paul Schmaldinst
Cindy Schneichel
Lila and Raymond Schmitt
Mary Anne Schmitt-Carey
Melinda Schmittou
Eleanor Schmitz-Hobbs
Brady Schmuck
Kristine Schneider-Mullarkey
Andrew Schneider
Chuck Schoettle
William Schoor
Nikki Schramm
Margaret Schroeder
Danielle Schroth
Carin Schrum
Tracy Schubert
Liz Schultz
Becky Schunk
Elden Schwarz
Caleb Schwerdtfeger
Lisa Sciacero-Crawford
Robert Sciarrino
Tammy Sciortino
Raymond Scipione
Len Scoggins
Karen Scott
Sandra Scott
Susan Scott
Suzanne Scott
Jill Scroggs
Liza and Ari Seaman
The Sears Family
Barbara Sears
Brendhan Sears
Christina Bost Seaton
Stephen Seidl
Nancy Seitz
Patti Seliski
Liz Sepper
Mel Serafin
Bonnie Sermons
Jessica Setser
Sharon Settle
Lisa Shaker-Knopp
Emily and Jeremy Shallop
Lisa Shanahan
Felicia Sharpe
Anna Shastr,
David Shaw
Theresa Shea
Colleen Shepard
Joyce Shepard
Ms. Chris Shephard
Kimberly Sheridan
Mark Sheubrooks
Jerry Shillcock
Shore Athletic Club Holmdel International
Show Your Team Spirit
Mikhail Shpunt
David Shudo
Jamie Shulman
Sharon Siegel
Bud Sieglein
Rita Sierra
Steven Sievert
Susan Sifakis
Kristen Sigler
Liz and David Silberman
Maria Silvera
Jill Silverstein
Amber Silvey
Lillian Simon
Bernadette Sinner
Michele Sirois
Miriam Sivak
Abbie Skelly

Charlotte Skiffington
Cary Skinner
Brandon Skira
Jennifer Skolnick
Tami and Paul Slats
Daniel Slade
Larry Slaughter
Lawrence Sleeper
Matt Sleeper
Eric and Shelia Sletmoe
Lisa Sletmoe
Julie Slivinsky
Diane Smalley
The Smith Family
Josephine Smith-Parker
Allen Smith
Bruce Smith
Candace Smith
Hattie Smith
Jason Smith
Judy Smith
Julie Smith
Ken Smith
Todd and Kim Smith
Kimberly Smith
Kristin Smith
Linda Smith
Nancy Smith
Nora Smith
Rebecca Smith
Rick Smith
Tricia Snowdon
Patti Snyder
Andi Sobel
Mark Sobel
Nancy Soda
Roger Sonia
Baran Sonmez
Dianne Sorenson
Janet Southerland
$50 - $99 (cont.)

Susan Southwell
Christina Sowell
Claudia Spallanzani
Susan and Robert Speers
Amanda Spence
Libby Spence
Barb Sperduto
Barb Spies
Rebecca Spiros Hoyer
James Spoden and Family
Ragan Spooner
Jim Spoonley
Robert Sporter, MD, FAAAAI, FACAII
Keli Springer
Michelle Springfield
Bill St. John
Carol St. Louis
Tracy Stahl
Laurie Staiger
Matthew Stamper
Marlene and Fran Stankiewicz
Lynn Stasiak
State Street Foundation, Inc.
Ilana Steel
Linda Steenhoek
Phil Steffes
Linda Stein
Desiree Steinberg
Rachel Steinberg
Tammy Steinwandt
Rebecca Stepenosky
Ge Steph
Lori Stephen
Kristen Stephens
Rouxanne and Chuck Stephens
Beth and Steve
Mary Stevens
Debra Stewart

John Stewart
Carrie Stichman
Lois Stinson-Showers
Sharon Sundberg Stoddard
Jennifer and Donald Stokley
Lauren Stone
Regina Stone
Laura Stonehocker
Sarah Storey
Jean Stottlemyer
Bill Stout
Diane Stringer
Bradley Strong
Robert D. Stubbs
Christina Such
Annie Sullivan
Garrett Sullivan
Lori Sullivan
Ryan Sullivan
Daniel Sun
Eileen Sussland
Gentry Sutherland
Sebastian Sutton
Stacy Sutton
Stephanie and Steve Swinehart
Shannon Swoope
Janice Sydow
Timothy Sylvester
Paulina and Sylvia
Joy Syncox
Cort Szafarz
Kim Szarzynski
Tabitha and Madison
Elaine Talbert
Vicki Tandon
Martha Tarpay, MD
Michael Tarr
Ally Tawil
Carol Taylor-Hernandez
Amanda Taylor
Amy and Michael Taylor
Boyd Taylor
Colleen Taylor
Karen Taylor
Susan Taylor
Edward and Hazel Teal
Uncle Ben and Auntie Teej
Jeff Telford
Gregory Temple
Sandra Templet
Josephine Terranova
Rachel Terry
Pat Tewalt
Robert Tharnish
Tom Theisen
Kristin Theofanides
Melanie and Jason Thibault
Rich and Cindy Thiboutot
Frank Thomas
Jana and Julie Thomas
Joanne Thomas, MD
Kinzie Thomas
Becky Thomas-Mccombs
Eunice Thornton
Jenny Tibble
Kathy Tichenor
Lorrie Tietze
Lauren Tilston
Will Tilton
Richard and Nancy Tindall
Wendy Toguchi
Jeff Tolonen
Alex Torrez
Betsy Tracy
Haley Trager
James Travers

Carol Tressler
Kathleen Tribel
The Tritz Family
Sheree Tromblee
Karla Tropea
Nick Tsouris
Lauren B. Turgeon
Matt Turner
Lisa Turney
Richard and Gloria Tyler
Chris Ulreich
Tiny Umbrella
Union Pacific Give Plus Program
Michael Urda
Stephen Urquhart
Megan Ur-Taraszkiewicz
Michelle Utrup
Michael Vachon
Ann Vadnie
Mj Kilkelly and Mike Vadnie
Valco Insurance Services, Inc.
Christina Vallee
Nichole and Steve VanMeter
Terri Varady
Amaya and Aubrey Vargas
Patty Vargas
Ashley Varhol
The Varners
Anton Vayvod
Prabhu Velan
Luz Velez-Gonzalez
Carol Venuto
Linda Verity Dubos
Christine Vetault
Steve and Vickie
Kelly Viera
Irma Villalaz
Vikrant Viniak
Harold Vizian
Liz Vocal
$50 - $99 (cont.)
Sonia Vohnout and Steven Fietek
Valerie Volaski
Ryan Wade
Kathryn Wage
Kerstin Wagle
Ninad Wagle
Carol A Wagner
Constance Wagner
Marilyn Wagner
Jamie Walczak
Jim Waldvogel
Courtney Walker
Pamela Ward
Bruce Wallace
Elizabeth Ware
Elizabeth Waring
Joan Payne Warren
Andy Warywoda
David Wasser
Jack Watkins
Melissa Watkins
Diane Wattson
Wavelengths
Teina Weaver
Dan Weidner
The Weinberger Family
Laura Weiner
Sandrea Weiner
Russel Weinstein
Becca Weintraub
Holly Weisman
Karen Weiss
Theodore Weiss
Natalie Weithers
Jerald Weitzman
Adrienne Welch
Kevin Welch
Julie Wellborn
Faith Welty
Erika Werner
Jeremy Werner
Wescott
Annette West
Heidi West
Matt Wettstein
Corbin Weyer
Lori Whetzel
Michael Whisson
Kristin Whitaker
The Whitcomb Family
Jay White
Jesse White
Jo Ann White
Karen White
Karen White
Patricia White
Cindy Whitney
Paul Whitworth
Lori Wiese
Jean Wilde
Charissa Williams
Linda Williams
Rebecca Williams
Sharon Williams
Nicole Williams
Theresa Williams
Paul Wills
Ellen Wilsker
Debbie Wilson
Garrett Wilson
Mary Wilson
Andrew Windstanley
Justin Winstead
Andrew Winters
Bert Winters
Kacey Wiseman
Katchen Gerig Wittner
Deborah Woehr
David Wolf
Jake Wolf
*Stephanie Wolf
Pamela and John Wolfe
Rhonda and Roger Wolfson
Charlene and Robert Woodley
Molly Wong
Jennel Wood
Jodi Wood
Kayo Wood
Valerie Wood
Drew Woodcock
Drew Woodcock
William Wood
Kimberly Woodward
Elie Woolf
Kathy Woolner
Tammy Worcester
Allie Wright
Nancy Wright
Kelly and Burt Wrolsen
Patrick Wu
David Wydra
Lori Yalem
Christopher Yambor
Mariana Yanez
Georgina Yelenovsky
Tykesha Yim
Teresa Young
Courtney Yuen
Molly Zacker
Julie Zadow
Richard Zakalik
The Zambukos Family
Cheryl Zane-Schiefer
Sara Zebrik
Alfred Zelinka
Debbie Zender
Christy Zielinski
Lisa Zielinski
Chris and Melanie Zieree
Amy Zimmerman
Dave Zimmerman
Christine Zirges

Under $50
Anonymous (73)
Candice Aaron
Josh Abdi
Nabila Abdulla-Proske
Linda Abel
Luanne Abney
Betsy Abramson
Accupuncture & Wellness Center of RI, Inc.
Chance Adam
Brita Adams
Don Adams
Ellen Adams
Jeremiah Adams
Jim Adams
Nicholas Adams
Rebekah Adams
Sandra (Sandy) Adams
Jessica Adams-Pack
Aida Adawi
Jessica Addington
Sharon Adele
Shirley Adkins
Sakshi Aggarwal
Mary Aguilar
Daphne Ahalt
2019 DONORS

Under $50 (cont.)

Lorna Ahlberg
Emma Ahlfield
Sandy Ahmed
Damon Aiello
Trudi Ainsworth
Kaitlyn Akers
Danny Akright
Dylan Albers
Amanda Albright
Elizabeth Albuquerque
Nikki Aldum
Hanadys Ale, MD
Karyn Alessi
Homay Alexander
Jesus Alfonzo
Atif Ali
Rob Alicea
Moira Allbritton
Cajsa and Travis Allen
Lisa Allen
Silvia Allen
Rachel Allred
Chris Almodovar
Jose Almodovar
Gema Alonso
Michael Alpough
Dan Alsop
Christa Altobelli
Laura Alvarado
Misty Alvarado
Liz Alvarez
Robert G. Alvarez
Robin Alvarez
Tammy Alves Gray
Alladin Alwi
Keiffer Alwood
Melissa Ambrose
Brandon Ambrosino
Bruce Amdur
William Ames
Kathleen Amidon
Stephen Amy
Kris Anders
Helen Anderson Harrington
Allison Anderson
Barbara Anderson
Blu Anderson
Daniel Anderson
Janet Anderson
Jay Anderson
Jenny Anderson
Lauren Anderson
Leigh Anderson
Malia Anderson
Nicole Anderson
Rachel Anderson
Susan Anderson
Sydney Anderson
Tanya Anderson
Wayne Anderson
Elizabeth Andrasik
Ana Andres
Melissa Andrews
Michele Andrews
Nancy Andrews
Cameron Anenberg
Katie Angelidis
Susan Angelilli
Heather Angell
Lauren Angell
Vincent Antonio
Nancy Antonius
Diana Antunes
Isabel Antunes
Kevin Antunes
Rosa Carlos Antunes
Arnold Anzaldua
Sarah Anzalone
Carol Anzuoni
Lisa Applegate-Zimanyi
Denise Aragona
Rita Archer
Eileen Archibald
Christopher Archuleta
Kathy Ardoin
The Aregnano Family
Nicole Arey
Argosy Wealth Management
Mark Armstrong
Vonda Armstrong
Angela Arnold
Brigid Arnold
Linda Arnold
Ananta Arora
Elizabeth Aroyo
Pat Arrigal
Lisa Arrigo
Jillian Arrow
Nicole Arsenault
Hovig Artinian
Marcus Artis
Eric Asher
Rich Askey
David Askwith
Sara Ataiyan
Peter Atkin
Brooke Atkins
Ruth Atkins
Cortney Atkinson
Jerry Atkinson
Lola Atkinson
Marilyn Atlas
Patricia Atteley
Casey Aubel
Mark Aubel
Hope Aubert-Schall
Sarah Aubuchon
Mary Aubuchon-Healy
Joy Auker
Marion Avarista
Sandra Avarista
Amy Averett-Wagner
Ginger Avery
Jill Aver
Raquel Avila
Julie Ayers
Maureen Ayes
Smitha Ayyar
Allie Azersky
Julie Babat-Porter
Lisa Babette
Elizabeth Babler
Theresa Babler
Irina Babushkina
Debbie Back
Melissa Bacon
Andrew Bader
Jane and Mike Bader
Colleen Badger
Lynnette Badgley
Irmie Bady
Ann Marie Baer
Nancy Baggett-Kossik
Marni Baggett
Brittany Baierlein
Renee Bailey-Mason
Laura Bailey
Ricky Bailey
Shannon Bailey-Gates
Samantha Baird
Tori Baird
Stephenie Baird-Evans
Amanda Baker
Barb Baker
Brooke Baker
Diane Baker
Emily Baker
Jennifer Baker
Miranda Baker
2019 DONORS

Under $50 (cont.)

Pat Baker
Patricia Baker
Richard Baker
Diana Baldensperger
Misty Dawn Baldwin
Greg Ballard
Marie Ballard
Tracy Ballin
Jodi Balog
Teresa Baltzley
Beth Banaag
Richard Bania
Johanna Banker
Michael Bann
Vince Bannon
Jerome Baraquio
Karen Barash
Jenny Barbare
Elissa Barbosa
Alyson Bardsley
Matt Barham
Olga Barksdale
Emma Barlow
Pamela Barnal
Bryan Barnes
Cheryl Barnes
David Barnes
John Barnes
Julie Barnes
Susan Barnes
Tanya Barnett
Shelby Barnhart
Terri Barnhart
Sherry Barnsley
Jordan Baroni
Kerri Baronowski
Megan Barr
Peg Barr
Yvette Barr
Mary Bart
Melanie Barthel
Donna Barwald
John Baselice
David Bass
Susan Bassett
Heather Bateman
Janice and Raymond Bates
John Bates
Karen Batinsey
Axel Batte
Mo Batty
Patricia and Evan Bauer
Dorothy Deak Bauman
Christine Baumann
Tim Baumann
Paula Baumer
Frank Baxter
Sherri Baxter
Susan Baxter
Deborah Bayag
Staley The Bear
Adam Bearden
Arlene Beaton
Brooklyn Beaton
Dave Beaupre'
Marc Beaupre
Michelle Beaupre
Julie Bebey
Juan Becerra
Veronica Becerra
Diana Beck
Mary Ann Beck
Jackie Becker
Priscilla Becker
Tina Becker
Noah Beckham
Peggy Beckwith
Gerry Beddows
Marisa Bedgood
Nick Bednar
Matt Bee
Mary Glenda Beeler
Caren Beeman
Nick Been
Cynthia Beers Rosser
Michelle Beery-Brooks
Ellen Begley
Kelsey Behan
Fiona Behr
Mary Beight
Eryn Beisner
Timothy Beittel
Michael Bekier
Karen Belden
Julie Belindo
Christina Bell
Wanda Bell-Farrell
Ashlee and Kody Belt
Sarah Beltran
Brianna Bendinelli
Hillarie Benedict
Jackie Benham
Bobbi Benjamin
The Bennett Family
Michele Bennett
Patty Bennett
Scott Bennett
James Benninger
Debra Beno
Cheryl Benskin
Hannah Benson
Connie Bentley
Carol Benzen
Marisa Berardinelli
Keith Berg
Tony Berg
Garret Berge
Anita Berger
Marvin Berger
Alex Berglund
The Berk Family
Jamie and Steven Berkowitz
Andrea Berlin
Candida Bernier
Nate Berrett
Brian Berry
Pamela Berry
Linda Berthiaume
Frank and Maureen Berthold
Suzanne Bertram
Diana Bertran
Andrea Bertrand
Brian Bertsche
Laura Besecker
Ashlie Beshwayty
Jenn Bess
Jeremy Bestpitch
Kristi Betzwieser
Patrick Beyer
Lauren Biase
Jessica Bibbo
Adam Biccs
Kayla Bicol
Dorothy Biddle
Jenna Bieker
Marci Biel
Alli Bigelow
Betsy Billigmeier
Rose Mary Billiter
Kathi Bills
Allie Bird
Betty Bird
Erin Birden
Nina Birenberg
Patricia and Eugene Birkner
Meghan Birnbaum
Mike Biro
Mena Bisacquino
Linda and James Bishop
2019 DONORS

Under $50 (cont.)

- Sam Bissell
- Lorna Bissinger
- Laura Bittel
- Pat Bittner
- Patricia and Thomas Bixler
- Linda Bjorklund
- Damien Black
- *Tammy Black
- Kem Blackburn
- Brandon Black-Elk
- Lynn Blahnik
- Michael Blair
- Tessa Blair
- Brooks Blakemore
- Katy Blakey
- Laura Blalock Dell
- Quinn Blanchard
- Ronald Blanchard
- Jose Blanco
- Claire Blanton
- Debbie Blaylock
- Kristine Bliss
- Chris Blizard
- Stacey Block
- Amy Blondin
- Traci Bonquist
- Jonathan Bloom
- Blue Heron Holdings and Consulting, LLC
- Mike Blume
- Marilyn Blumenberg
- Brianna Boardman
- Cameron Boardman
- Elly Bockley
- Joan Bodnar
- Melissa Bognich
- Maria Bogoevska
- Barbara Bohn
- David Bohn
- Martha Boland
- Garry Bolen
- Steven Bolen
- Eden Bolger
- Jill Bollero
- Joel Bolton
- Cristina Bond
- Kathy Bond
- Bridgett Bonds
- Jenna Bonenfant
- Lois Bongard
- Sara Bonner
- Sharon Bonnette
- Tiffany Bontorno
- Gail Book
- Tamany Booth
- Debbie Borden
- Lisa Borgen
- Patrice Borgmann
- Bosco's Department Store, LLC
- Leah Bosler-Barszcz
- Anne-Rose Van Den Bossche
- Caroline Bossetti
- Pam Bostwick
- Lisa Bothereau
- Lisa Botsford
-Tester Botter
- Kimberly Boudwin
- Phoebe Boufeaux
- Troy Bouley
- Lynn Boulos-Schofield
- Katie Bounds
- Michael Bourg
- Susan Bourgeois
- Sarah Bourque
- Kelly Bowden
- Findlay Bowditch
- Angela Bowen
- Claire Bowles
- Patty Bowlus
- Susan Bowman
- Francene Boxer
- Blanche Boyajian
- Lesley Boyce Lehman
- Max and Megan Boyce
- Logan Boyd
- Roberta Boyd
- Shelby Boyde
- Tracey Boyd-McCorkle
- Anthony Boyle
- Colleen Boynton
- Connie Boyle
- Dawn Brabec
- Nick Brace
- Susan Bradbury
- Patti Bradfield
- Karen Bradley
- Maryellen Bradshaw
- Wendy Bradt
- Jaime Brady
- Kathy and Joe Brady
- Amy Brady-Thiel
- Andrea Bragg
- Rosemary Braginton
- Cathy Bramlett
- Susan Branch
- Emeric Brand
- Tot Tara Brand
- Paige Brandes
- Eric Brandoli
- Lenora Brandoli
- Maria Branson
- Amber Brant
- Emily Brash
- Jeffrey Brasher
- Dave Braun
- Crista Breaux
- Mark Breaux
- Chris Breazeal
- Connie Brachtel
- Lisa Bremer
- Rosemary Brennan
- Lori Brewster-Bennett
- Kim Bridgman
- Susan Briggs
- Paula Bright
- Barry Brimer
- Shannon Briscoe
- Sharon Britton
- Adam Brock
- Jacqueline Brock
- Antoinette Brocklebank
- Michele Brodecki
- Christal Bromley
- Diane Brooks
- Frank Brooks
- Hope Brooks
- Kevin Brooks
- The Broomfield Family
- Michael Brotherston
- Abigail Brous
- Max Brouse
- Sandra Broussard
- Stephanie Brower
- The Brown Family
- Keshia Brown Sanquist
- Bruce Brown
- Christina Brown
- Clare Brown
- Emily Brown
- Josh Brown
- Kathie Brown
- Meg Brown
- Patricia Brown
- Rick Brown, MD
- Tamra Brown
- Melvyn Browne
- Samantha Bruce
- Jennifer Bruchi
- M.P. Brugh
- Chassity Brugler
2019 DONORS

Under $50 (cont.)
Sheila Brune
Patricia Bruno
Tina Bruno
David Bruskin
Nicole Bruzik
Kate Bruzzi
Dan Bryan
Heather Bryan
Sarah Bryant
Julie Bryan-Smith
Deana Buck
Christine Buczynski
Courtney Budd
Charla Buddde
Gayle Buening
Lynn Bulgrin
Judy Bulik
Bob Bullen
Deb Buller
Susan Bumbulucz
Lee Bunn
Lauren Buote
Filipa Burcheri
Nicki Burchett
Nora Burchett
Jody Burdick
Jeannette Burdzinski-Selinger
Tracey Bureau
Ellen Burgess
Heidi Burk
Amanda Burkart
Eileen Burke
Emily Burke
Hannah Burke
Kayti Burke
Kristine Burkhalter
Katie Burkhart
Lisa and Wesley Burks
Jared Burnell
Georgia Burnett
Jerry Burney
Dewayne Burnight
Kyle Burns
Mark Burns
Heather Burrell
Michele Burrus
Ruth Ann Burt
Kelli Burton
Chris Bury
Kelly Busa
Helena Busby
Judy Bush
Mary Bushbaum
The Butkus Family
Alicia Butler
Kacey Butler
Lisa Butler
Qiana Lashea Butler
Rob Butler
Heidi Butzin
Angel Buzzbee
Rachel Buzzard
Amanda Bybee
Terrie Byrd
Ashley Byrne
Brenda Byrne
Pat Byrne
Liana Ca
Kris Cabreira
Juana Cadres
Ashley Caesar
Matthew Cafone
Rose Caleb
Jacqueline Call-Rauscher
Gary Call
Stacy Calvert
Clayton Camerman
Elizabeth Cameron
Sean Cameron
Linda Campbell Nicchia
Amber Campbell
Chris Campbell
Kathy Campbell
Lorraine Campbell, RN
M. Lisa Campbell
Michelle Campbell
Trisha Campbell
Isaiah Camunag
Geraldine Canalley
Laura Canasi
Olivia Cangiamilla
Mary Lou Cappellini
Jessie Carabajal
Roni Carbin
Brad Carey
Jason Carey
Leeann Caridi
Lucy Carle
Laurell Carlisle
Hanne Carlsen
J. Carol Carlsen
Jan Carlsen
Tabby Carlsen
Cliff Carlson
Jerome Carlson
Sherri Carlson
Sue Carman
Lorraine Carmona
Savannah Carnes
Melissa Carney Pope
Lawrence Carney
Kim Carnicom
Seda Carpenter
Will Carpenter
Alysa Carr Franck
Ariel Carr
Lise Carr
Rachel Carr
Kim Carrell
Erick Carrera
Erick Carreraa
Dawn Carroll
Hal Carroll
Hillery Carroll
Margaret Carroll
Elizabeth Carson
Maureen Carson
Lesley Carter
Shannon Carter
Jen Carver
Mary Jo Cascarelli
Kylee Casetta
Lisa Cashman
Sarah Casimiro
Roy Cass
Bradley Cassel
Meghan Cassel, RN
The Cassidy Family
Lindsay Castello
Karla Castillo
Mikki Catanzaro
Robert Catanzaro
Andy Cates
Susan Cathcart
Carol and Ben Caudill
Bill Causey
Cindy Cavallaro
Lori-Ann Cavallo
Kathleen Cavero
Judy Cecco
Ken Cecco
Jeff Cederbaum
Kathy Cellacurran
Karleen Celona
Lynnette Cennami
Olympia Cepeda
Eileen Cervera
Tami Chamberlain
Cathy Chandler
2019 DONORS

Under $50 (cont.)
Matt Chandler
Christopher Chang, MD
Stephanie Chang
Weijen Chang
Ed Chang
Linda Chapin
Marquise Chapman
Rebecca Chapp
Clint Chappell
Linda Chartier
Teela Ray Chase
Paulina Chatfield
Kristin Chatsworth
Krishna Chavali
Phyllis Chavarra
Shirley Chavez
John Chebator
Melissa and Darrell Cherry
Kathleen Chesto
Joanie Chevalier
James Khe Chha
Robin Chiang LCSW
Krystal Chiappini
Lea Chiarello
Chris Chico
Cindy Childers
David Chipman
Mike Chism
Joleen Chitty
Ginny Chole
Tania Chong
Ming Chou
Andrey Chow
Ellie Chrisman
Colleen Christensen
Diane Christensen
Christper Manning’s Curb Appeal Tree & Landscape
Laura Christian
Michael Christiansen
Regina Christine
Gary Christmann
Denise Christoni
Nicole Christy
Pamela Chura
Jan Church-Daily
Donald Church
Jim Ciallella
Jennifer Cilley
Caroline Cinque
Emily Cioffi
Michael Cipriani
Jean Ciroalo
Tommy Clanton
Anna Clark
B.J. Clark
Carolyn Clark
Dana Clark
Deb Clark
Ellen Clark
Jaime Clark
Paul Clark
Theresa Clark
Torrie Clark
Judith Clarke
Mike Clarke
Thomas and Marlene Clarke
Jennifer Clarkson-Smith
Jamiesha Clay
Scudder Clay
Shad Cleopatra
Sara Clute
Darlene Clyburn
Hymie (Coach) Glass
Beth Coady
Jennifer Combs
Jane Coen
Lori and Rodney Coffell
Linda Coffey
Lora Coffman
David Cohan
Jake Cohan
Cyndee Cohen
Kathi Cohen
Lori Cohen
Nikki Cohen
Ann Cohoon Jividen
Roman Coia
Kevin Coke
Anthony Coker
Dee Colbert
Dave Cole
Sarah Cole
Catie Coleman
Jo Ann Coleman
Lela Coleman
Kristen Coleman-Carlson
Vicki Coles
Nancy Colipano
Ellie Collier
Kristine Collins-Reisser
Christine Collins
Grace Collins
Heather Collins
Jessica Collins
Nancy Collins
Caren Colombi
Abraham Colon
Santa Colon
Johan Colson
Suzanne Colville
Eileen Condon
Joyce Conkin
Reilley Connelly
Kendra Conner
Janine Conrad
Dianne Cons
Gina Continenza
Christina Conway
Megan Conway
Mary Ann Conyers
Bobandfaye Cook
Chris Cook
Dave Cook
Forest Cook
Jackie Cook
Kevin and Trudy Cook
Sam Cook
Holly Coon
Michelle Coon
Judy Coonts
Austin Cooper
Helen Cooper
Kathi Copeland
Vanessa Copley
Annette Corbett
Jamal Corbit
Alan Cordero
Kristin Corgan
Caitlin Corrigan
Lauren Cortesi
David Cory
Saraj Cory
Dana Cosgrove
Ellen Cosgrove
Helen Costa Bennett
Jennifer Costa
Marcopolo Costa
Christopher Costabile
Danielle Costas
Jennifer Costea
Geraldeen Costello
Josephine Cotter
Audrey Cottingham
Pamela Court
Israel Coutin
Traci Covey
Diane Cox
Jeannie Cox
Robin and Glenn Cox
2019 DONORS

Under $50 (cont.)

Katelynn Crabtree
Janis Craig
Marjorie Craig
Melissa and John Crain
Neeley Cranford
Kathy Crawford
Stacy Crawford
Jen Creed Rego
Aj Creed
Andrea Creed
Cindy Creel
Peter Crescenti
Laura Crider
Caren Cronin
Cyndi Cronmiller
Russell Crook
Jennifer Crosby
John Crosier
Sandra Cross
Craig Crowley
Theron Crump
Karlene Cruz
Marisol Cruz
Marie Cnt
Jack Chuchran
Jay Cugtas
Elisa Cullen
John Culver
Jeffery Cummings
Tricia Sonsire and Terry Cummings
Elaine Cundiff
Al Cunningham
Colby Cunningham
Michael and Katharine Cunningham
Carrie Cupp
Giovanna Curatalo
Elizabeth Curda
Chris Curley
Donna Curry-Mcconnell
Patricia Curry-Hamilton
Zoe Curt
Ginny Curtiss
Virginia Curtiss
Mikee Cusack
Nikki Cusati
Karyn Cusimano
JP Cutter
Catherine Cuttre
Patricia Cuviello
Mary Czaplewski
Jackie Da Rosa
Stacey DaBaldon
Joanna Dabrowski
Kyoung Sim Dahlberg
Rob Dahlen
Erika Dahlenpetras
Mark Dahlquist
Lori Daiber
Dennis D’Alessio
Shawn Dalmado
Courtney Dalton
Sam and Julie Dalton
Maggie Daly
Michael Daly
Patrick Daly
Judith D’Amato
Donna Damphousse
Barbara D’Andrea Hastings
Betsy Dandridge
Kate Danella
Joanne D’Angelo
Jeanne Daniels
Jessica Dans
John Dantona
David J. Darcy
Joan Darcy
Drew Darling
Kathy Darnell
Lori Darnell
Ami Dash
Heather Davern
Liz Davids
Kathryn Davidson
Richard Davidson
Andy Davies
Christian Davila
Clint Davis
Dave Davis
Eden R. Davis
Jaye Davis
Marian Davis
Mary Davis
Melodie Davis
Ralonda Davis
Tammy Davis
Tammy and Ed Davis
Tracey Davis
Michele Davis-Elliott
Jessica Dawes
Andrea Dawn
Irina Dawson
Anna De Leon
Johnny Deadmon
Brian Dean
Marycarol Deane
Brandy DeArmond
Jo Deaton
Melissa Debuon
Donna and John Decker
Kiki Decker
Lisa Dederick
Sonja Deeds
Rocco DeFazio
Lisa DeFoney
Andrea Degley
Lori Degman
Mrs. Joanne Deignan
Monica Deily
Jason Deitz
Denise Dejarlais
Meredith Del Rossi
H. Christine Delaney
Beverly DeLaune
Raquel Delgadillo
Rick Delgadillo
Elena Delgado
Stacey DeLoach-Jackson
Vicki Delong Davidson-Hall
Annette Delouche
Peter Delvecchia
Peggy Del Vecchio
Tracey Demarest
Cyndi Demetriff Wilson
Jennifer Dempsey
Charlotte Denenberg
Cynthia Denis Rotella
Nicole Dennis
Byron Dennison
Westfall Dental
Chris Denver
Kathleen Denver
Maria Deoliveira
Chanmnati Deonarayan
Joan DeRitis
Joan Deritis
Stephanie Deritis
Cortney Desantis
Joanne Desiere
Kathi Desouter
Barbara DeThorne
Wendy Detky
Kimberley Van Deusen
Aileen DeVelbiss
Joann T. DeVito
Belinda Devore
Becca Devries
Ben Dew
Kelli Dewitt
**Under $50 (cont.)**

- Danny Dias
- Linda Dias
- Lisa Dibella
- Emily Dibiase
- Tina Dibiaso
- Vito and Barbara DiCamillo
- The Didich Family
- Austin DiDomenico
- Theresa Diederich
- Karen Diehl
- Amy Dielsi
- Steven Dietch
- Lauren Dietz
- Holli Diffin
- Debbie DiGiorno
- Cindy Diliberti
- M Dillon
- Margie Dilmore
- Frank Dimaio
- Jennifer DiMarco
- Melissa Dinas
- Linda Dineen
- Alicia Marie Dinsmore
- Lori Ann DiPalo
- Jason DiPlacido
- Bryan DiPrima
- Karen Ditzler
- Ann Divelbiss
- Andrea Dixon
- Marietta Dixon
- Sue-ann and Clyde Doebler
- Frank Doherty
- Joe Doherty
- Suzanne Dollaway
- Becky Dombek
- Peggy Dombrauskas
- John and Jean Donaphon
- William Donelson
- The Doolan Family
- Elizabeth Doran Washburn
- Colm Doran
- Louise Dorazio
- Judith Dorazo-Neé
- Anja Doreen
- Diane Dormeyer
- Morna Dorsey
- Kim Pine Dougherty
- Fallon Dougherty
- Gavin Dougherty
- Glenda Dougherty
- Sara Popkin Douglas
- Carol Douty
- Clare Dowd
- Mallie Dowdell
- Lisa Dowdy
- Ronald Dowe
- Nick Dowis
- Milena Downing
- Jason Downs
- Randa Downs
- Caden Dragelin
- David Drager
- Christine Drake
- Damien Drepaull
- Kathy Drepaull
- Alex Drews
- Sara and David Drews
- Jan Drobenia Schinsky
- Carola Duarte-Simmons
- Leni Dubois
- Matthew Duclos
- Kaitlin E. Duffy
- Sandy Dufren
- Shawn Dufrene
- Darlene Duger
- Sherra Dulock
- Katherine Dumont
- Sarah Dumont
- Bruce Dunbar
- Jan Duncan
- Duncanson
- Stephanie Dunfee
- Angela Dunlap
- Jennifer Dunn
- Laura Dunn
- Wendy Dunn
- Kirsten Dunsworth
- Derrin Duplessis
- Tenille Duplessis
- Tracie Duplessis
- Donna Duquette
- Mindy Duran
- Brenda Durand
- Dedra Duran-Holt
- Paige Dvorak
- Christine Dwight
- Cyndey Dwire
- Leslie Dwyer
- Dennis Dyke
- Joyce D-Zee
- Joseph Dzik
- Kaitlyn Eachus
- Lauren Eagar
- Leah Eagono
- Trigie Ealey
- Diane Easter
- Margaret Eastin
- Isabelle Eberhardt
- Karen Eccleston
- Lori Eckholm-Prang
- Colleen Eckmark
- Laurie Edenzon
- Jared Edgar
- Judy Edinger
- Kim Edmondson
- Tommaso Edoardo
- Kyle Edward
- Chantel Edwards
- Kristin Edwards
- Lynne Edwards
- Pamela Edwards
- Sherry Edwards
- Paula Egger
- Sarah Eggleston
- Gail Egle
- David Ehricke
- Bobbie Eid
- Charles D. Eid
- Donna Einhaus
- Karen Einhaus
- Andrew Eisnitz
- Brandi Ejoye
- Autumn Elaine
- Steve Elder
- Lisa Eldridge
- Anne Elgerd
- Abbey Elizabeth
- Courtney Elizabeth
- Jami Elizabeth
- Laura Elizabeth
- Leanne Elizabeth
- Barbara Ellis
- Dennis Ellis
- Mara Ellis
- Patricia A. Ellis
- Michelle Ellison
- Ashley Ellman-Brown
- Alex Elmendorf
- Eileen Elmendorf
- Denise Elwell
- Stephen Emanuel
- Marshall and Carol Emberton
- Jeff Emerson
- Arlene Emery, NP
- Chad Emke
- Malissie Emory
- Evelyn Endicott
- Lisa Enfinger
- Stephen England
2019 DONORS

Under $50 (cont.)
Rachel Enns
Lindsey Epperson
Anthony Erfe
Karen Erickson
Susan Erickson
Michael and Wendy Erlanger
Beth Ervin
Katy Eryilmaz
Rebecca Esche
Eduardo Eschenbach
Yanira Escobar
Beth Eskridge
Andrea Estomba
Courtney Etheredge
Sally Etris
Deborah Evancho
Kathy Evanina
Vickie Evans Lehman Mcclain
Joanne Evans
Jonnie Lyn Evans
Max Evans
Ty Evans
Scott Everhart
Sunnie Evers
Contessa and Ben Eversmeyer
Pam Ewald
Carl Ewert
Kristy Exner
Richard Eydt
Brad Eyler
Elyse J. Factor
Kelly Fagan
Michelle Falbo
Don Falenczykowski
Scott Falgoust
Frances Falk
Jason Falk
Rachel Falk
Stephens Fam
Asal Farhadi
Jake Farias
Amanda Farina
Danielle Farley
Jane Farmer
Debra Farnam-Salisbury
Ferha Farooqui
Tate Farrah
Meredith Farrell
Sharon Farris
Carrie Faughn
Jennifer Faulkner
Mark Faulkner
Nerissa Faulkner
Melissa Favaloro
Emily Fay
Joseph Febles
Brendan Feeley
Mende Feeley
Martha Feferman
Jon Fein
Laurie Feinman
Caren Feldman
Susan Feldman
Jill Felicetti
Ryan Felix
Joann Felker
Diana Felmann
Dale and Helen Feltmeyer
Sharon Feltri
Michael Fenech
Karen Fenton
John Ferber
Amber Ferguson
Linda Ferguson
Rachel Fernandez
Frank Ferrandino
Morgan Ferrarotti
Jerry Ferry
Sydney Festa
Theresa Fetrow
Melissa Fetter
Tess Fettig
Andrea Fichter
Vicki Fiedler
The Fields Family
Sarah Fields
Barbara Fielitz
Alice Filipiak
Linda Filomio-Klimaszewski
Andrew Finger
Joshua Fink
Julie Fink
Jennifer Finkey-Hermann
Lisa Finn
Cirsti Fishback
Alex Fisher
Brian Fisher
Ellen Fisher
Jessica Fisher
Julie Fisher
Kathleen Fisher
Kelly Fisher
Lisa Fisher
Michele Fisher
Julia Fitz
Shannon Fitzgerald
Erin Fitzpatrick
Gayle Fitzpatrick
William Flagler
Julie Fleet
Kirsten Fleming
Lisa Fletcher
Stacey Fletcher
Beatrice Flett
Jackie Flores
Alexandra Florez-Garcia
Wendy Flottman
Melonia Fluet
Shannon Fluet
Carmen Flurie
Danielle Flynn
Kathleen Flynn and Liam Thomas
Sean Flynn
Heidi Flythe
Livi Fogarty
J. Barton Fogleman
Belinda Folb
Eric Fontenelle
Kiana Fontes
Pat Ford
Sheri Ford
Tiffany Ford
Mary Lynn Foristall Murphy
Stephen Forrest
Cassie Forsyth
Mike Forsyth
Christina Forte
Alexandria Forte-Nijssen
Deborah Foss
Carl Foster
Janee Foster
John Foster
Jordan Foster
Robert Foster
Margaret Fourhman
Debra Fournerat
Lori Foutch-Denton
Caren Fowler Stiver Panizzo
Raymond Fowler
Tom Fraatz
Gayle Frage
Jennifer Frame
Gail France
Chiara Franchini
Julie Francis
Jonathan Franck
Jackie Frandsen
Lindsey Frank
Marvinandlee Frank
2019 DONORS

Under $50 (cont.)
Jay Goree
Kathy Goria
Pam Goslar
Laura Goss
Ac Gott
Lauren Gottlieb-Mora
Tj Gouge
Emily Gould
Mary Gould
Sean Gould
Spencer and Betsy Gould
Michelle Gowen
Stephanie Gower
Jeremy Gowing
Helen Goytizolo
Amy Goze
Joe Graber
Kim Graber
Helen Grace
Marilyn Graglia-Pastre
Kat Graham
Regina Grant-Medvedev
Amy Grashow-Pecora
Ivan Grau
Lo Graves
Mason and Eleanor Gray
Bill Graydus
Jance Greco
Brooke Green
Cj Green
Noreen Green
Sonja Green
Janis Greene
Joseph Greene
Linda Greenfield
Michele Greenwald-Hoecker
Melissa Gregg
Kathleen M. Gregory
Hailey Greist
C. Grejduš
Julianne Grenham
Delilah Grett
Kimberly Gretzula
Kathy Greve
Byrne Griibbin
Lisa Griffin-Augustine
Jen Griffin-Wilson
Kristina Griffin
Sandra Griffin
Linda Griffith, MD, PhD
Marsha Grim
Jon Grimley
John Grisham
Mike Griswold
Benjamin Grodsky
Rebecca Groeteke
Iris Gross Cavallo
Kevin Grove
Kevin O. Grove
Diane Groves
Wendy Groves
Allie Grubb
Robert Grunwald
Candice Guajardo
Al Guarini
Kathy Gudenau
Tim Guerriero
Douglas E. Guffy
Mark Gugel
Tonya Guglielmetti
Christine Guglielmo
Jose Guido
Rene Guim
Natalie Guio
Emma Gully
Arlene Gumm
Liz Gumm
Joseph Gundelfinger
Dick and Lu Gunn
Emerald Guntle
Ravi Gupta
Sara Gustafson
Evy Gutierrez Gullo
Mucki Lily Lace Gutierrez
Harry Gutshall
Jason Haas
Anne Haber
Ginny Hackett
Andrew Hadsell
Jan Hagesfeld-Bohinc
Judy Hagmayer
George Hahn
Beth Hainline
Matt Hainzey
Kaes Haivala
Carol Halamicek
Darlene Halatek
Dina Halatek
Vicki Halden
Vicky Hale
Jessica Hall
Jill Hall
Kosti Hall
Liz Hall
Donna Hallenbeck
Mark and Nancy Hallenbeck
Nancy Hallenbeck
Michele Hallihan
Matthew Halminiak
Randy Halper
Carol and John Halverson
Juli Halweg
Tanya Hamann
Jacleena Hamilton
Michelle Hamilton
Patricia and Thomas Hamilton
Tanya Hamilton
Amy Hamm
Will Walton Hammatt
William Hammer
Alyssa Hammond
Beverly Hampton
Martha Handrich
Steve Hanisch
Janice Hansen
Mark Hansen
Alicia Hansford
Chad Hanson
Eric Hanson
Jamie Hanson
Rhonda Hanson
Stephanie Hanson
Alex Hantman
Dan Harding
Kris Harding
Cindy Hargett
Vishnu Harilal
Susan Harkins
Marilu Harl
Missy Harmon
Noel Harmon
Amy Harmon-Jenich
Cindy Harper
Katherine Harper
Trasell Harper
Danielle Harpine
Kara Harres
Ileta Harris
Jim Harris
William L. Harris, Jr.
Terry Harris
Tina Harris
Debra Harrison
Faye Harrison
Faye Harrison
Marie Harrison
Rebekah Harrison
Robert Harrison
Ronald Harrison
2019 DONORS

Under $50 (cont.)

Theresa Harrison
Alecia Harshaw
Carol Harszy
Melissa Hart
Stephanie Hart
Carole Hartley
Elizabeth Hartley
Michelle Hartman
Holly Hartner
Colleen Hartness
Sandra Hartnett
Lisa Hartney-Iannotta
Teresita Hartz
Stephanie Harvey
Hazzan Mimi Haselkorn
Mimi Haselkorn
Alyssa Haskaj
Jillian Hastings Gayed
Lauren Hastings
Terry Hastings
Lola Hatcher
Jeanne Hatfield
Kathleen Hathaway
Mary Haubrich
Tom Haugen
Linda Haupt
Bobbie Havens
Greg Hawes
Trish and Chris Hawks
Cathy Hawn
Kaytee Hayden
Ron Hayes
Martha Hayes-Hudspeth
Carmen Haynes
Kathy Hayrynne
Katelyn Hayworth
Kathleen Hazelton
Michelle Haznedar
Susan Healey
Michael Healy
Rebecca Heap
Patricia Heaston
Lora Heath
Lori Heaton
The Heavrin
Maggie Heck
Curt Hedberg
Elizabeth Hedden
Tracy Heemstra
Paula J. Heenan
Molly Heermans
Lee Heft
Karen Heidebrecht
Kimberly Heim-Long
Daniel Heims
Jaki Dieckmann Heinrich
Brandi Heinz-Brown
Brooke Held
Amy Helfer
Dawn Helfrich
Carol Hellstrom
Cheryl Helfrich
Jamie Hempfling
Judy Henderson
Thomas Henderson
Heather Hendrickson
Cindy Henglein
Tina Henize
Marjorie Henkin
Donna Henne
Patrick Hennessey
Joann Henson-Ferry
Linda Hentschel
Marty Herbeck
Nancy Herbeck
Alicia Herbert
Alyssa Herbert
Candy Hergert
Amelia Hernandez
Freddy Hernandez
Michelle Hernandez
Bobbi Herrera
Rosanna Herrera-Garcia
Becky Herring
Azania Herron
Michael Herter
Carol Hertz
Cherie Hess
Rebecca Hester
Angela Heverling
Paula Hewes
Sherri Hewson
Bob Heydman
Barbara Heywood
Jennifer Hickenbottom
Elena Hickey
Autumn Hicks
Melissa Hicks
Carletta Higginbottom
Matt Higgins
Justin Higley
Amanda Hildreth
Cory Hildreth
June Hileman
Tina Hill Labarba
Mindy Hill
Rob Hill
Mj Hiller
Kirsty Hillier
Melissa Hilton
Kerry Hinkle
April Hipp
Janice E Hirneisen
Lynn and Dick Hirsch
David Hiskens
Anneka Hitch
John Hlywiak
Donna Hoban
Sherri Hoden
Katie Hoden
Nathan Hoden
Cynthia Hodge
Joseph Hodkin
Joel Hodroff
Kathy Hoertz
Tom Hoertz
Althea Hofer
Brooke Hoff
Kacie Hoffman
Meghan Hoffman
Nancy Hoffman
Sonya Hoffman
Lisa Hofknecht
Peter Hofrenning
Jon Hogue
Terah Hohman
Mark and Jodi Holck
Kimberly Holcomb
Donna Holden
Ward Holder
Elise Holderrread
Debbie Holl
Maggie Holl
Karen Holladay
Kara Holleran
Bob Holliday
Jenae Hollier
Carol Hollinger
Elizabeth Holloway Crook
Donna Holloway
Alison Hollowell
Holly and John Redford
Emma Holman
Janis Holoffe
Jacque Holt
Randy Holt
Shannon Holt
Tom Holt
Claudia Holtzman
2019 DONORS

Under $50 (cont.)

Debra Holzhausen
Richard Homer
Debbie Honea
Melinda Hood
Nathan Hood
Kaeo Hoopai
Monika Hoot
Shelley Hoover
Melissa Hope
Joanne Hopkins
Todd Hoppmeyer, Sr.
Ken Horacek
Michael Horick
Keya Horn
Nancy Horn
Heather Hornik
Tina Horowitz
Joyce Horrigan
Christina C. Horton
Mary Hoskins
Mary Hoskyns
Alec Hosterman
Jolene Hough
Kathleen Houlihan
Chris House
Anthony Howard
Burley Howard
Cass Howard
Tamara Stocking Howard
Cathy Howe
Keri Howell
Lorrie Howerton
Jon Howie
Marcy Howlett
Kim Hubbard
Chris Huckins
Cynthia Hudson
Tomy Hudson
Heidi Hudson-Bennett

Kenya Hughes
Leslie Hughes
Jennifer Hull
Doug Hulse
Dana Hulst
Jaden Hummel
Pam Humphreys
June Hundley
Richard Hungerford
Danielle Hunsberger
Hillary Hunt
Sandy Hunt
Carolyn Hunter-Patterson
Heather and Christopher Huot
Paul Huot
Jessica Hurlbert
Bridget Hurley
Jan Hurley
Nora Hurley
Brittany Hurst
Jason Husgen
Alissa Huston
Rebecca Hutchins
Emily Hutchinson
Nicole Hutchinson
Jennifer Hutson-Cardillo
Lynn Huynh
Amy Hyatt
Dan Hylman
Michelle Hylton
Mollie Hyman
Ted Hyymiak
Joan Iacono
Karen Igoe
Kaylin Ikeda
Diann Ilkenhons
InCrowd
Drew Ingardia
Jodi Ingle
Brenda Ingram

Jillian Ingram
Sara Inserra
Lynn Inverso
Michele Irving
Cassidy Irwin
Mary Isakson Anderson
Renee Isbell
Debbie Isgrigg
Tori Isleib
Melissa Isley
Nanette Israel
Peg Ivanyo
Michelle Jack
Just Jackie
Angela Jackson
Barb Jackson
Dennis Jackson
Dlynda Jackson
Mary J. Jackson
Sophie Jackson
Ashley Jacobs
Bruce Jacobs
Jessica Jacobs
Rita Jacobson
John Jacques
Hunter and Jade
Deana Jaffe
Naveen Jain
Elizabeth James
Freddy James
Libby James
Michael James
Amirah J. Jane
Danielle Janousek
Lindsay Jansen
Hillary Janzen
Fernando Jaquez
Maria Jaramillo
Yolanda Jaramillo
Pamela Jardine

Sandy Jarka
Nadia Jarquin
Jim Jarvis
Tracy Jaskiewicz
Rylea Jayde
Brenda Jayne-Young
Franci Jezek
Penny Jeanes
Annie and John Jebens
Barbara Jedrzejek
Norah Jefferies
Erin Jelencich
Gracie Jenkins
Karen Jenkins
Nadine, Stew and Jenny
Heidi and Jerry Jensen
Cheryl Jessen
Alyssa Jessie
Elizabeth Jessie
Rhonda Jessie
Rubina Jetley
Mary Beth Jilek
Holly Jimenez
Miranda Jinks
Dave Jirs
Katelyn Jirs
Michael Jirs
Tiana Jn
Lisa Joachim
Kindra Johancen
Kari Johll
Josh Johns
Mary Johns
Amy Johnson
Anne Johnson
Arlene Johnson
Brett Johnson
Caitlin Johnson
Cody Johnson
Dejesus Johnson
Under $50 (cont.)
Erik Johnson
Heather Johnson
Jacob Johnson
Jennifer Johnson
Jerry Johnson
Jill Johnson
Karen Johnson
Karen and Helge Johnson
Megan Johnson
Robin Johnson
Ruby Johnson
Sonja Johnson
Stacy Johnson
Susan Johnson
Tina Johnson
Valerie Johnson
Wanda Johnson
Vickie Johnson-Bischof
Anne Johnston
Jane Johnston
Tracie Johnston
George Jonas
Heidi Jonas
Olivia Jonasen
Amanda Jones
Amanda Jones
Breda Jones
Cynthia Jones
Davey Jones
Janey Jones
Jessica Jones
Jordan Jones
Kathleen Jones
Martha Jones
Randy Jones
Ronald Jones
Sharon Jones
Tyler Jones
Wanda Jones
Naomi and Artemio Jongco
Malinda Jonker
Sanne Jonkmans
Andrea Jordan
Francine Jordan
Linda Jordan
Louize Jordan
Rebecca Jordan-Jacob
Dominique Jordann
Renata Jordao
Lori Jorgensen
Joshua Howard
Karen Joslin
Soraya Juarbe-Diaz
Lana and Brian Julian
Deborah Junk
Geri Justi
Anita Konig
Laurie Kabes
Susan Kadasch
Diane Kadelac
Daryl Kadlecik
Joni Kahler
Steven Kahn
Tamara C. Kaiser
Monique Kalachi
*Debra Kaldenberg
Gerry Kaminski
Chrystenn Kammerer
Maribeth Kane
Steve Kane
The Kanes
Margaret Kaplan
Marsha Kaplan
Mike Kapusta
Adam Karron
Aaron Karstadt
Marjorie Kase
Tommy Kasik
Deborah Kasman
Katherine Miller
Amy Katherine
Stephanie Kathleen
Ellen Kaufman
Taylor Kaufman
Michael Kavky
Stephen Kavolus
Thomas Kavolus
Mika Kawai
Akiko Kawai-Marbet
Alyn Kay
Kathryn Kaysen Jackson
The Keane Family
Jill Kear-Jones
Christine Kearney
Richard Kearney
Mary Kearns
Carmen Kee
Diane Keefe
Kimberly Keefe
Sarah Keena
Jen Keenan-Stryska
Diane Keigley
Sarah Keiran
Carole Kelley
Donna A. Keliher
Laurie Kelliher
Richard Kellis
Margaret Kelly
Nichole Kelly
Rick Kelly
Sarah Kelly
Sylena Kelly
Becky Kemp Robbins
Samantha Kendall
Jay Kendrick
Emily Kennard
Billy Kennedy
Brandi Kennedy
Lisa Kennedy
Melissa Kennedy
Rebecca Kennedy
Maurine Kenny
Alex Kent
Haley Kent
Tammy Kenyon
Jackie and Jim Keppler
Karen Kerkhove
Evonne Kern
Jennifer Kern
Laura Kern
Lauren M. Kerr
Marilyn Kerschen
Karen Kessler
Lori Kessler
Thawn Kham
Shilale Kids
Ninarae Kieffer
Joseph Kiernan
Rachelle Kiesel
Erica Kilcoyne
Michaelina Kilvitis
Mee Jin Kim
Aimee King
Donna King
Jorene King
Lonnie King
Tabitha King
Tyler King
Jennifer Kingma Altermott
Njambi Kingori
Jenny Stern Kingsbury
Sheri Kipperman
Bobby Kirby
Tomette J Kirk
Spencer Kirkemo
Aaron Kiser
Kristine Kish
Eric Kitchel
Patricia Kittredge
2019 DONORS

Under $50 (cont.)

Aimee Kivior
Kate Klaes
Sandy Klaudt
Gail Klein
David Kleiner
Diane Klen Cannon
Kathleen Kline
Cindy Klingberg
Melissa Klinger
Julia Klosk
Brenda Klowzek
John Knapton
Ashley Knecht
Ashley Knicely
Bethany Knight
Misty Knight
Trudi Knight
Jennifer Knirk
Peter Knoblauch
Tara Knowles
The Knox Family
Deborah Knuth
Marcy Koch
Matt Kocy
Patricia Koenig
Matt Koeninger
Benno Kohler
Anna Kohut
Jason Kohut
Cindee Koll
Jill Komm
Valeria Kondratenko-Orr
Adrian Konikow
Nick Kontas
Matt Kony
Korrey Kooistra
Abbey Kooman
Katie Kopeny
Tessa Kopetchny
Brad Korer
Maureen Kornecki
Phyllis Koss
Sharon Kostiner
Barbara Kosztowniak
Carly Koumoutseas
Matej Kovacic
Ronald Kowalewski
Lori Kozik
Josh Kraft
Marcy Krasnoff
Tracy Krause
Donna Kreller
Helen Kressley
Makenna Kressley
Marie Kriner
Kim Kring-Strum
Sujatha Krishnan
Uma R. Krishnan
Becky Kritz
Carol Krog
Kevin Krogman
Jennie Krogulski
Monika Kross
Julie Krumholz
Tracy Krupka
Barbara Krzyzkowski
Marie Kucharski Mora
Michael Kuehn
Nancy Kuenzig
Gillian Kujawski
Dawn Kulcsar
Kathie Kunkel
Rebecca Kunselman
Kathi Kurcon
Kathy Kurek
Roxie Kurian
Philippe Kurzweil
Lisa Kusaba
Trixi Kutzmarski
Hayley Kuypers
Nicole Kuzowsky
Kimberly Kwasniewski
Topher La Luz
Jeff Lada
Jill Ladner
Kelly Laferriere
Suzanne LaFleur
Anthony Laforest, II
Christy Lagourney-Young
Vince Lahey
Melissa Laidlaw
Maria Lainez
John Laino
Lindsay Lair
Manny Lalonde
Brooke Lam
Koda LaMadrid
Karen and Kedra Laman
Maryellen Lambert
Sheree Lambert
Caryn Lamonica
Emily Landry
Trinice Landry
Nicki Lane
Mickey Lang Strassman
Stephanie Lange
Patricia Langley
Tara Langness
Connie Lanham
Joe Lanier
Mary Ann Lanier
Lois Laning
Colleen Lanthrip
Bettina Lanyi
Janice Lapalm Horgan
Kaitlin Lapham
Gary Laredo
Claire Larose
Dana Larose
Barbara Larsen
Tim Larson
William and Marcia Larson
Josefina Lascano
Jane Lassner
Andrew Latham
Kathrine Latham
Sonya Latimer
Dean Latour
Shavonne Lau
Stephanie Lauer
Joann Laughter
Aslin Luna J. Laureano
Catherine Lavertu
Bill LaVigna
Debbie Lavigne
Steve Lavin
Cathy Lavioie
Laura Lawless
Jamie Lawrence
Judy Lawson
Karen Lawson
Kathleen Lawson
Laura Lawson
Joan Lay
Cori Leach
Danielle Leach, MPA
Zoe League
Christopher Lease
Morris Leavins
The Leblanc Family
Tessa LeBlanc
Lilly Ledbetter
Beth Lee
Elena Lee
Jennie Lee
Michelle Lee
Nathan Lee
Karen and Mark Lefkowitz
Terri Legassie
2019 DONORS

Under $50 (cont.)
Renee Legendre
Terri Lehan
Vicki Lehrer
Jenna Leiby
Kirstin Leiby
Carol Leigh
Presley G. Leighton
Adan Leija
Rachel Leininger
Kim Leising
The Leitch Family
Ali LeMay
Corinne Lemmon
Patricia Lemon Perkins
Crystal Lenahan
Elizabeth Lenoach
Jessica Lenoir
Fanny Leon
Jeannette Leonard
Maura Leonard
Carolee Leone
Sandie Lerner
Joyce Lesh
Debbi Douglas Lester
Bellatrix Lestrange
Patricia Leszkowicz
Michele Letscher
Ira Levee
Naftali Levenbrown
Brian Leventhal
Ashley Levesque
Jhanna Levin
Ken Levin
The Levine Family
Andrea Levine
Kaylee Levine
Allison Levinson
Kaitlyn Levisohn
Erin Levzow
Lee Lewalski
Lisa Lewalski
Robert Lewandowski
Robin Lewers
Becky Lewis Vivian
Champ Lewis
David Lewis, MD
Gretchen Lewis
Irene G. Lewis
Mallory Lewis
Kimberly Lex
Hannah Li
Rivka Librow-Greenberg
Liberty Estates Corp.
Britney Lichtenfeld
Justin Lichterman
Matthew Lichtman
Michelle Lignieres
Tammy Lind
Barbara Lindley
Keira Lindsey
James Ling
Jenn Linski
Lori Linski
Dan Lipka
Debbie Lipman
Victoria Liquori
Nick Litchney
Dana Little
Valerie-Galen Littleton
Susan Lively
Brenda Livingston
Pat Livingston
Rita Livingston
Marina Llamas Iglesias
Donna Locke
Steve Lockwood
Katlyn Loftis
Star Loftus
Glen Logan
Mike Logan
Sue Logas
Jennifer Logue
Lois Nelson
Ruthann Lok
Jill Lollar
Rea Lolley
Erika Lomeli
Julia Long
Mack Long
Stephen Long
Kim Longo
Katie Loo
Diane Lopez
Ignacio Lopez
Justine Lopez
Marshall Lopez
Michelle Lopez
Rick Lopez
Tucker Losh
Pat Lottes
Susan and Erik Lottes
Linda Lou
Natalie Louis
Darus Love
Penny Love
The Loves
Mikeyb Loveslife
Louis Lovoy
Natalie Lowman
Theresa Lowry
Taylor Lucchese
Dennis Lucero
Andy Ludi
Jocelyn Ludlow
David Lueck
Iris Lugo
Gary Luhr
Ena Luis
Skip Lumpkin
Rosie Luna
Signe Lund
Brittany Lundberg
Brianna Lunsford
Courtney Lupton
Jennifer Lusk
Wayne Luu
Michelle Ly
Jenn Lyke
The Lynch’s
Jean Lynd
Amanda Lynn
Jaime Lynn
Katrina Lynn
Ruthie Lynn
Stephanie Lynn
Taylor Lynn
Amy Lyon
Colin Lyons
Jeremy Lyons
Mark Lyons
Lori Mac
Allison Macdonald
Catherine Macdonald
Michelle, Mallyah and Macen
Jen Mach
Mary Macioce
Audrey Mack
Karen and Steven Macker
Michele Mackey Zwier
Nicole Macwilliams
Erin Madison-Fleck
Felipe Magallon
Marc Magee
Kelly Magnusson
Rae Mahali
Sallie Mahan
Jeremy Maher
Peter Maher
Jennifer Mahone
2019 DONORS

Under $50 (cont.)
Collette Mahoney
Judy Mahoney
Bob Mahr
Kelsey Maier
Cindi Major
Debbie Majors
Anonya Majumdar
Ann Makohon
Brenda Makumbi
Crystal and Jared Maldonado
Lee Ann Maldonado
Joe Malek
Sangeeta Malhotra
Dick Maliska
Gloria Mallia
Sabrina Malloch
Ellen and Michael Malloy
Robby Mallozzi
Kevin Mamakas
Irene Mancini
Lexi Mancini
Joe Mancuso
Melinda Manente
Sarah Mangus
Maria Manicalco
Harold Mann
Sandy Mannella
Yolanda Manns
Anita Mannur
Nancy Manz
Lamont Mar
Heather Marcel
Mary Marcel-Matthews
Anna Marchio
Jude Marcotte
Karen and Joe Marfisi
Alyssa Marie
Angel Marie
Anita Marie

Boris Marie
Christine Marie
Jane Marie
Kelly Marie
Kylie Marie
Lisa Marie
Susan Marinoff
Dorothy Mark
Richard Markham
Ashland and Denae Markin
Katelyn Markovits
Angie Markowski
Lawrence Marks
Anna Marlin
Thomas Marlowe
Holly Marquedant
Al Marra
Kathy Marsh Thompson
Randy Marsh
Brendan Marshall
Laura Marshall
Abigail Martell
Mary Martens
Amanda Martin
Charlene Martin
Dee Martin
Jason Martin
Mileyvis Martin
Nicole Martin
Randal Martin
Robbie Martin
Jessica Martinez
Tiffany Martinelli
Amanda Martinez
Gina Martinez
Isabel Martinez
Lupe Martinez
Cassandra Martins
Michele Marziano
Charlotte Masey

Olivia Masey
Katelyn Masket
Taylor Masket
Austin Maslen
Jennifer and Jimmie Maslen
Curtis Mason
Holly Mason
Mikki Mason
Tom Massa
Jane Massengale
Bailey Massey
Jack Massey
Jenny Mast
Jared Mastroianni
Mike Mastrosimone
Brenda Matalik
Kristina Matarazzo Moran
Jen Matlack
Rachel Matt
Jenna Matthews
J.J. Matthews
Martha-Jane Matthews
Nicole Mattina-Alvarez
Sasha Mattis
The Matusiak Family
Dan Mauger
Samantha Maultbay
Nancy Maurer
Ashlie Maxwell
Jack Maxwell
Megan Maxwell-Ranjbar
Barbara May
Laura May
Laurie Maycock
Chrystal Mayes
Jenai Mayo
Mary Mayo
Naynaz Mazak
Gina Mazza
Pat Mazzola

Molly McAlister
Bonnie McBride
Kevin McBride
Samuel McBride
Kim Mcabee-Propper
Richard Mccallum
Zachary McCann
Patrick McCarthy
Rick Mcclure
Stephanie McClure
Joy Mcconnell
Moe and Jay McConomy
Randy McCorkhill
Cahtlin McCormick
Masayo Mccormick
Drema McCoy
Gayle Mccrea
The Mccullough Family
Glenn Mccullough
Debra Mcdavid
Virginia McDevitt
Analee Mcdonald
Denise McDonald
Didi Mcdonald
Faith Mcdonald
Erin Mcdonough
Katie Mcdonough
Sue Mcdonough
Laurie Mcdowell
Jenny Mcelroy
Chuck Mcenroe
Allyson Mcghan
Trisha Mcgarry
Monica Mcgee Newman
Pat Mcgee
Kathy Mcgettigan
Kalvin Mcghee
Mallory Mclnty
Michelle Mckoldrick
Tatum Mcdoldrick
2019 DONORS

Under $50 (cont.)

Heather Mcgough
Dawn Mcgovern
April McGowan
Pamela McGowan
Cindi McGrath
Heather McGraw
Tim Mcgregor
Renee Mcgroarty
Chris Mcgugan
Peggy Mcguire
Mark Mchaley
Alissa Mcnherney
Linda McIntosh
Suzanne Mcintosh
Michael McIntyre
Elaine Mckay
William Mckean
Jc Mckee
Karlinta Mckeever
Delanie Mckendrick
Catharine McKenna
Jenni Mckienzie
Adam McKinley
Susan Mckinley
Ross Mckinney
Dave Mckinniss
Conner Mcnenni
Kerstin Meyers
Janet Mcnault
Daniel Mcneil
Janet Mcphail
Tommy Mcpherson
Sandy Mcqueen
Cathy Mcquinn
Michelle Meachem
Catherine Meadors
Emily Meadows
Martha Mecimore
Ashley Medina
Lily Medinilla
Erin Medovich
Sonja Meeks
Laureen Mehlert
Brian Meier
Laurie Meinhold
Lindsey Melancon
Melanie Ruffner
Alicia Mendoza
Jesus Mendoza
Maria Mendoza
Susan Menendez
Janet Menton
Gayle Mercado
Shirley Merchant
Merri Mercon
Brian Merkler
Brian Merrell
Heather Merritt
Mark Mesco
Katie Mesjak
Victoria Meskers
Joy Messenger
Ann Messina Janecek
Joy Metcalf
Elizabeth Mette
Cameron Metz
Deborah Meyer, RN
Jen Meyer
Kerstin Meyers
Melissa Meyers
Megan Mginty
John Micallef
A.J. Miceli
Fitzpatrick Michael
Joseph Michael
Seth Michaels
Michele Michalcewiz
Dan Michel
Michelle
Katie Michelle
Ariela Migdal
Tadej Miholic
Alisa Milano
India Military
Amy Miller
Brandon Miller
Brittney Miller
Carrie Miller
Donna Miller
Jack Miller
Jessie Miller
Joe Miller
Johanna Miller
Keith Miller
Laura Miller
Louise Miller
Melissa Miller
Paula Miller
Sarah Miller
Sheila A. Miller
Stewart Miller
Tiffany Miller
Tim Miller
Tracy Miller
Trudy Miller
Alysia Miller-Goldstein
Tracy Millhouse
Darin Mills
Kaitlyn Mills
The Milne Family
Breana Milowe
Kay Mimick
Christi Minars
Brittany Mindel
Jackie Mindel
Norm Mindel
James E Miner
Dina Minernd
Cindy Minetti
Cindy Minore Ventrella
Pam Mine
Kristin Mishou
Amy Mikeell
Stephanie Mistretta Wiltshire
Carolyn Mitchell
James Mitchell
Jill Mitchell
Simone Mitchell
Meredith Martin Moats
Melissa Mobley
Dom Moceri
Gail Mocerino
Melody Mock
Nancy Modlin
Julie Moerman
Sara Jane Moffei
Andrew Mofford
Tara Mogel
Jack Mohlenhoff
Ann Mohler
Hillery Moise
Larry Moller
Patrick Monahan
Josefina Monclova
Dana Moncrief
Carmen Mondelli
2019 DONORS

Under $50 (cont.)
Paula Monette
Alyssa Monico
Amber Monohan
Mary-Margaret Monser
Jessica Montano
Jill Montague
Kim Montague
Dave Montalvo
Rebecca Montano
Paula Monte
Lauri Monteyne
Caely Montgomery
Kim Moody Roer
Bradley Moody
Carolyn Moody
Joanne Moody
Maighan Moody
Danielle Mooney
Sandra Moore Berthel
Alicia Moore
Andrea Moore
Dianne Moore
Donna Moore
Emily Moore
Erica Moore
Jennifer Moore
Kevin Moore
Lauren Moore
Lynn Moore
Michelle Moore
Lori Moorehead
April Morales
Elbin Morales
Susan Moravec
Gabriella Morea
Robert Moren
Helen Moreno
Steven Moretto
Ashley Morgan
James Morgan
Kevin Morgan
Venetia Morgan
Susan Morici
Dawn Morningstar
Laura Morrill
Benjamin Morris
Kathi Morris
Keni Morris
Kim Morris
Karla Morrison
Tyler Morrison
Jayne Mortenson
Paul Mosa
Kaitlyn Moseley
John Moses
Karen Moses
Julie Moss
Karen Moss
Nicholas Moss
Marybeth Mouriz
Erik Moutenot
Catie and Philip Moyer
Joshua and Holly Moyer
Natasha Mueller
Hope Mugerwa
Vickie Mukovozov
Antoinette Mulai
Glenna Mulhall Dimartino
Melanie Redmond Mulholland
Wadia Mulla
Sue Mullarkey
Charline Muller
Pia Mullings
Rhonda Mullins
Uma Mulnick
Emily Mungua
Trina Muniz
Jackie Munsey
Rachael Mura
Claire and Thomas Murphy, MD
Mary Ann Murphy Kellam
Corey Murphy
Laura Murphy
Suz Murphy
Vanda Murphy
Liz Murray
Lynn Musa
V.M. Mycyk
Craig Myers
Jeanette Myers
Joy Myers
Lori Myers
Regina Myers
Conor Myles
Charity Nace
The Nackley Family
Julia Nader
Katie Nadler
Lindsay Nadratowski
Jori Naegele
Parvin Naficy, MD and Alan Doktor, MD
Rich Nagle
Steven Nagle
Nicole Naji
Michael Nally
Joey Napier
Maria NapituFULU
Jamie Napolitano
Lori Napolitano
Nicole Nardi
Muhammad Nashagh
Kimberly Natelli
Heather Nave-Lane
DJ and John Naylor
Stephanie Neal-Irons
Rose Nealon
Judy Nee
Susan Neese
Chris Nellinger
Anthony Nelson
Jenni Nelson
Jessica Nelson
Joan Nelson
Julie Nelson
Kelly Nelson
Michelle Nelson
Kami Nemcik
Maureen Nestor Liquori
David Nettles
Barbara Neustadt
Jessi Neustadt
New England Raider Boosters
Chris Newcomb
Kelsi Newcomb
Lee Newman
Jessica Newsom Hall
Elsie Newton
Missy Newton
Antoinette Newton-Acquah
Tiffany Ngaya
Tram Nguyen
Dama Nichols
Mary Nicholson
Holly Nicole
Kaylan Nicole
Tennille Nicole
Whitney Nicole
Jacquelyn Niegocki
Laura Niefieh
Sarah Niemietz
Joe Nienhaus
Marcia Nikirk
Nelda Nikirk
Andrew Nilsson
Betsy Nissenbaum
Janet Nite
Candy Nixon
Chrissy Nixon
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Griffin Ogg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Oglesby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucine Ohannessian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer O’Hare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nechama Okonov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Okorn Fortier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molly Older</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pamela Oldham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan O’Leary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steve Oliveria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aeleysia Olsasky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Olsen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Olshever</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Olson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle Olson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marge Olson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Olwell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akiko Omura</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie O’Neal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark O’Neil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irene O’Neill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patty Onichowsky Skwirut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon O’Niel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Orsigo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernadette Orazi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaina Orgeron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Orlowitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda Orr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Ortega</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine L Ortiz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Ortiz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debbie O’Shea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travis Ost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathy Ott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Oversmith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dana Overstreet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabreann Overstreet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nick Owen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Owens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joanna Owusu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xander Oxman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Pacey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randy Moss and Nadia Pacrault</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Padgett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kella Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daisy Paige</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa and Paige</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Paige</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Palacios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Palczynski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joe Palermo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom Palermo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Palmadesso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janet L. Palmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terry Palmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Palmisano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William and Judith Palmisciano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roxanne Palomino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denise Palter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Panas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Pancoast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salvatore Pane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monica Pani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valerie Panosian Oleksiak-Wilkinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robin Pansing-Campbell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Papaelthemiou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dan Pappo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dianne Pardee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carli Parham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mari Paritz Kohnstamm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Parker Mcdonough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea Parker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Parker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Parker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Parker, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pam Parker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda and Marti Parks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawkins Parnell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andy Parsons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carolyn Parsons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrin Parsons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Parsons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandy Partrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Pasalides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michele Pasch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deb Paschal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doug Passon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pamela Pasternack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Patchin Knab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aalap Patel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zarana Patel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaun Patrick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Patterson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Patterson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawn Patti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marykay Patton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matt Patton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pamela Pau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeff Paul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carolyn Paurowski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Paveglio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristy Pavek-Bader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rick Pavia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corinne Payette-Rafterty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katy Payne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Payne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelley Payne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Peabody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandy Pearcy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debbie Pearson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Pearson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim Peck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deana Pecorale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalle Pedersen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabella Pedersoli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Peekstok</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2019 DONORS

Under $50 (cont.)
Jerad Peer
Sara Pegley
Rabi Peifer
Ellen Peixoto
Kim Pelkey
Rebecca Penders-McDonald
Aaron Penn
Alexa Penn
Gina Penn
Kira Penn
Jennifer Penna
Chris Pentz
Linda Peoples
Timika Peoples
Sandi Pepoli
Thomas Peralto
Danaee Perez
Patricia Perez
Sergio Perez
Victor Perez-Falcon
Cecilia Perfecto
Darlene Perkins
Emily Perks
Sara Perle
Charity Pero
John Perrone
David Perry
Jeanie Perry
Zach Perry
The Perrys
Catherine Peska
Fred Peska
Diana Peters
Michele Peters
Christopher Peterson
Jenny Peterson
Tina Peterson
Laurel Petno
Robert Petracco

Dan Petrossi
Maureen Petrucci
Natalie Pettigrew
Kelley Pettit
Makena Pezzuto
Desiree Pfister
Julie Pfluger
Laura Pflugfelder
Lily Phan
Coleson Phelps
Douglas Phelps
Caren Phillips
Charlene Phillips
George Phillips
Jana Phillips
Judith Phillips
Karen and Jeff Phillips
Lexie Phillips
Margaret Phillips
Stephanie Phillips
Wolf Phillips
Amber Phillipsen
Debbie Pia
Jamie Piasecki
Becky Platt
Phillip Piazza
Terrell Pickett
Stacy Picou
Kody Pierce
Nancy Pierce
Evelyn Pigott
Anna Pilling
Lorraine Pillow
Caridad Pimentel
Shirley Pina
Larry Pinkerton
Livia Pinto
John Pires
Kelsey Piro
Gay Pitman
Lewis Pitre
Patti Pittock
Fred Plata
Karen Platt
Heidi Plavecsky
Joe Plesko
Joey Pluta
James Policastro
Gino Polimeni
Cheryl Pollick
Wendy Pollitzer
Cathy Polzinelli
Ann Polto
Wilda Pomales
Gail Ponne
Maria Ponto
Amelia Poole
Danny Poole
Pavadee Poowuttipkul, MD
Savannah Popadich
Lucy Pope
Ruby Pope
Beth Porfiri
Robert Porstman
Alana Porter
Kelly Porter
Kirsten and Scott Porter
Bryant Poss
Debbie Poston
Barb Potter
Caren Poulun
Colleen Powell
Mary Beth Powell
Scarlett Powell
Dave Power
Deb Powers
Lauren Powers
Steph Prahl
Andrea Pranaitis
Brian Pranke
Sandra Prescott
Caylee Preston
Pamela Preston
Ann Price
Becky Price
Carolyn Price
John Price
Juli Price
Kai Price
Nick Price
Steve Price
Kel Ptrim
Jayne Prin
Nick Prince
Tina and Maggie Prinzi
Kelly Proctor
Ben Proske
Paula Provencio-Polyak
Dom Provenzano
Mark Pryor
Margaret Pucci
Victoria Pugh
Angelo Puglisi
Carol Pullin
Michael Purse
Roger Pusey
Sue Putek
Tammy and Christian Pyle
Alexis Qualls
Erin Quay
Tina Quercia
Nelda Quigley
Holly Quiles
Chris Quinlan
Kathleen Quinn
Rebekah Quinn
Carmen Quinones
Viviana Qumsia
Dia Rabin
Lindsay Raby
2019 DONORS

Under $50 (cont.)

Zlatina Radeva
Kathy Rael Veenhuizen
Angela Rafiki
Sarah Ragan
L. Railey
Aaron Rajasaari
Vidya Raman
Jana Rambo
Julie Ramel
Christine Ramirez
Megan Ramirez
Alexis Ramos
Robert Ramos
Jack Ramoy
Emily Ramsey
Patricia Ramsey
Tom and Sharon Ramsey
Jennifer Rand
Mitch Ranky
Debbie Rannou Mcadams
Kavitha Rao
Gerald Rappaport
Jane Rathbone
Kathleen Rattican
Jennifer Rattien
Susan Ratz
Joan Ravallo
Sarah Ravech
Samantha Rawlinson Jenkins
Marallise Ray
Rita L. Raye
Gail and Jerry Raznov
Glynnis Rea
Abby Reay
Meghan Rebecca
Oriana Recoba
Delischa Reddic
Amber Reddy
Samantha Redfield
Suzann Redman
Brenda Reed
Brenda Burnett Reed
Kathryn Ann Reed
Melanie Reed
Missy Reed
Janice Regalo
Liz Regan
Abby Reich
Crystal Reichman
Alicia Reid
Kim Reiko
Cindy Reilly
Clare Reilly
Colleen Reilly
Nalani Reimann-Panisi
Jessica Reitz
Jennifer Rejewski
Julie Rekeweg
Kay Relvas
Ali Remigio
Theresa Rende
Dayna Rene
Leslie Renjilian
Tom Reopelle
Robin Resteghini
Rob Retzew
Michael Retzer
Rachael Rever
Kate Rey
Karina Reyes
Valerie Reymond
Barbara Reynolds
Donna Reynolds
Lizzy Reynolds
Mindy Reynolds
Beth Rhodes
Dana Rhodes
Taylor Rhorer
Angela and Nolan Rhyme
Michael Ricci
Jimcarolyn Rice
Marilyn Rice
Nicki and Jake Richard
Cyndie Richards
Tania Richmond
Terry Richmond
Etta Richters Shrum
Tracy Ricketts
Alana Rico
Paul Riddle
Joyce Rife Snyder
Daniel Riger
Elizabeth Riggleman
Brittany Rigoni
Patty Riley, RN, BAN
Esther Rincones
Melissa Rinehart
Ashlee Riningier
Lance Riningier
Dina Rios
Faythe Rippeon
Sarah Ritch
Kevin Ritcheson
Jenna Ritchie
Joanne Rittenberg
Kelly Ritter
Michelle Ritter
Carly Rivadeneira
Marie River
Marlene Rivera
Char Rivette
Steve and Gail Rizzi
Dan Roach
Lisa Roach
Mackenzie Roach
Madigan Roach
Glenn Roath
Howard Robboy
Barbara and George Roberts
Jean Roberts
Jessica Roberts
Ray Roberts
Timothy Roberts
Carol Robertson
Carol Robichaud
Nancy Robins
Amy Robinson
Brenda Robinson, RN, BSN, CRNI, OCN
Dana Robinson
David Robinson
Diana Robinson
Janet Robinson
Jordan Robinson
Nicole Robinson
Stephen Robinson
Thomas Robinson
Norma Rocca
Diane Rochelle
Joe Rochelle
Simon Rodenberg
Gena Rodgers
Merideth and Harper Rodgers
Patricia Rodgers
Astrid Rodriguez
Karlye Rodriguez
Manuel Rodriguez
Mateo Rodriguez
Zane Rodriguez
Sandra Roe
Steve Roenker
David Roeser
Ana Rofe
Judy Roff
G. A. Rogers
Kate Rogers
Kelly Rogers
Mary Rogoz
Laurie Rohde
Sharon Rohling
2019 DONORS

Under $50 (cont.)

Marci Roiter
Christy Rojas
Maria Rosa Rojas
*Kiera Roman
Edgardo Romano
Steve Romei
Cynthia Romero
Christian Roos
Antonio Rosado
Christina Rosario
Davin Rosborough
Bianca Rose
Julianne Rose
Molly Rose
Nancy Rose
Sharon Rose
Art Rosen
Evan Rosen
Bobby Rosenberg
Ellen Rosenberg
Emily Rosenblum
Jon Rosenfield
Yael Rosenzweig
Adrienne Ross
Andrew Ross
Justin Ross
Richard Ross
Sylvia Rossett
Anne Rossillo
Wendy Rothschild
Janelle Rouse
Jeff Routh
Michael Roy
Lori Royer
Stacey Rubinstein
Mica Ruck
Audrey Rucker
Edith Rudko
Robert Rudolph
Harriet Ruebsamen
Patrick Ruehle
Susan Ruel
Christopher Ruffin
Peter Rumm
Bryce Runge
Susan Runkle
Constance Ruppender
R.h. Rusef
Mary Rush
Robin Rush
Kay Russell
Michael Russell
Paula Russell
Denise Russo
Laura Ruth
Renie Rutledge
Melissa Rutter
Sheryl Rutzen
Joan Ryan
Kevin Ryan, DDS
Brendan Rys
Laurel Sacks
Sara Sade
Jenny Sajevic
Bob Sakakeeny
Eslam Salah
Maria Salas
Nina Salazar
Tamara Salgado
Donna Salin
Jonathan Cornelius Salvilla
James Salyer
Mark Samorian
Christine Sample
Jenna Sampson
Hamman Samuel
Naima Samuel
Nousheen Samuel
Sheila Sanai
Marylin Sanchez-Gonzalez
Kathy Sandberg
Shelley Sandbulte
Daniel and Roxanne Sanders
Ann Sandhorst
Cochil Sands
Cochleen Sands
Danielle Sanford
Mark Sanford
Becky Sanitate Edwards
Kerrily Sapet
Saraiya Law
Julie Saunders Burdyshaw
Karen Saunders
Erica Sauve
Courtney Scanavino
Lenny Scandaglia
Courtney Scarborough
Trudy Scarr
Laura Schaal-Delpercio
Maridonna Schaal
Marsha and Justin Schaal
Jeanine Schaefer
Larry Schafer
Lauren Schaffel-Braunstein
Adam Schaffer
Rita Schallengerber
Jackie Lyons Scharle
Sandra Scheer
Kara Scheid
Josh Scheiner
Zona Scheiner
Jordan Schelberg
Sarah Scheuer
Philomena Schiano
Laura Schilling
Jerimy Schilz
Dena Schlegel
Patricia Schlick-Ruetenik
Courtney Schmidt
Kathy Schmidt
Mike Schmidt
Corey Schnee
Caleb Schneider
Steve Schneider
Nancy Schoell
Lori Schoenith
Melanie Schoffelmeer
Rita Scholes
Michelle Scholten
Allan Schott
Emma Schroeder
Eunice Schroeder
Stacy Schubert
Wendy Schueller
Megan Schug
Mary Beth Schulz
Kirstin Schuller
David Schulman
Brooke Schulmeister
Sylvia Schultz
Amanda Schulze
Peggy Schuster
Herbert Schwartz
Jan and Matt Schwartz
Maribeth Schwartz
Melissa Schwartz
Susan Schwartz
Karista Schwarz
Donald Schwegler
The Schwenk Family
Stephen Scopa
Ann and Gary Scott
Betty Scott
Jenifer Scott
Katie Scott
Natalie Scott
Terry Scott
Jeannie Scown
Christine Scroggins
2019 DONORS

Under $50 (cont.)
Helen Marion Seaman
Robert Seaman
Denise Sears
Seashore Bear Enterprises Inc., Ltd, LLC
Diane Sebastian
Sharon Seckler
Sue Seiden
Kevin Seifert
Scott Seifert
Susan Seiger
Sally Seip
Katherine Seitz
Tracy Selbert
Angie Sell
Ken Selzer
Heather Semplice-Scott
Kocaw Senada
Molly Sepulveda
Harriet Sessa
Jeneane Sessum
*Carolyn and John Seymour
Maria Shadden
Amy Shaevel
Luanne Shafer
Shripal Shah
Lester T. Shane
Carla Shank
Pamela Shannon
Jordan Shapot
Martin Sharkey
Erin Sharon
Avrial Sharp
Frances Sharp
Mary Sharp
Rosemary Sharp
Wayne Sharp
Sara Sharpe
Thadd Sharrett
Jenelly Shaw
Joanne Shaw
Peggy Shaw
James Shawhan
Rick Shea
Sharon Shea
Christine Shearer
Emily Shearer
Nicole Shearer
Pam Shearer
Carol Shedlin
Paula Sheehan
Christine Sheelor
Chris Sheldon
Georgie Sheldon
Lisa Sheldone
Geraldine Shen
Andrew Shenk
Edith Sherburne
Joal Sheridan
Carol Shiffler
Carol Shilliday
Sue Shilling
The Shillington Family
Molly Ship
Traci Shoemaker Davies
Tom Shoenfelt
Judith Shokoor
The Short Family
Shiela Shoun
Vicki Shuck
Anne Shughart
Stacey Shulman
Chaya Shuman
Penelope Shuman
Rachel Shymanski
Penney Sick
Dawn Sickles
Elisa Sicuranza-Heitman
Michelle Siegel
Cathy and Randy Siegmund
Dave Sielschott
Suzanne Silverman
Janet Silvey Fitch
Matt Silvia
Erin Sim
Ashley Simms
Karen Simms
Audrey Simon
Patricia Simonson
Jaime Simpson
Molly Simpson
Nan Simpson
Lavaughn Sims
Kristy Sipe
Rick Sisser
Jeremy Sivillo
Rochelle Sklar
Stephanie Sklar
Frank and Janie Skolnick
Linda Skolnik
Elaine Skov
Melanie Skurbe
Bridget Slaasted
Nick Slater
Carolyn Slaughter
Linda-Lee Slesinger
Amalia Sletmoe
Barbara Sletmoe
Terri Sliker
Susan Slim
Angela Sloan
Jody Sloan
Timmy Sloan
Tracy Sloan
Josephine Slocum
Janet Slosar
Morgan Slowek
Brittany Small
Karen Small
Andrew Smalley
Sarah Smalley
Whitney Smalley
Rachael Smallwood Nixon
Kurt Smart
Brent Smiley
Meghan Smiley
Kim Smith Storer
Adelyn Smith
Alexis Smith
Amanda Smith
Anne Smith
Betsy Smith
Brian Smith
Cindy Smith
Danielle Smith
Dawn Smith
Deanne Smith
Don Smith
Douglas R. Smith
Homer Smith
Jean Smith
Jerry Smith
Lindsay Smith
Maia Smith
Marissa Smith
Mark Smith
Mary Smith
Pat Smith
Patricia Smith
Sandy Smith
Savannah Smith
Scott Smith
Shane Smith
Shea Smith
Skip Smith
Steven Smith
Suzanne Smith
T. Andrew Smith
Tom Smith
2019 DONORS

Under $50 (cont.)

Drew Smithson  
Jessi Smits  
Kaitlyn Snider  
Kathy Snider  
Kira Snider  
Andrew Snowdon  
Chip Snyder  
Laura Snyder  
Maralee Snyder  
Mary Soderholm  
Ryan Soe  
Carol Solberg  
Jayne Solberg  
Rebecca Solimeo  
Joe Solomon  
Tyler Solomon  
Mandy Sommerfeld  
Ryan Sommers  
Jeanne Soreson Childers  
Donna Sorrell  
Gaynor Sorrell  
Petra Sosa  
Marianela Soto  
Stacey Soule  
Derek Sousa  
Darlene Souto  
Jennifer Sowden  
Justin Spack  
Rita Spantideas  
Amber Sparks  
James Sparks  
Shawn Spartz  
Jonathan Spears  
Teresa Spell  
Nicole Spellman  
Zach Spencer  
Sandy Spengler  
Rosemary Speranza  
Bridget Sperl  

Tony Spielberg  
Beth Spiegelmyer  
William and Margaret Spiro  
Dan Spitale  
Michelle Spitale  
Monica Spitale  
*Stacy Spoonley  
Joe Sporer  
Joseph Sporer  
Laura Sprinsky  
Lorren Spurbeck  
Nicole Squire  
Kristen Sroka  
Catherine St. Arnold  
Shirley St. Cyr  
Carmen St. Paul  
Rimme St. George Buck  
St. Helena's Church  
Steve St Arnold  
Beverly St.Onge  
Jay Staab  
Kim Stacey  
Grannie Stacy  
Stacey Stacy  
Chris Stahl  
Stahovec  
Dawn Stallings  
Tina R. Standifer  
Tabitha Stang  
Kimberly Stanislawski  
Aaron Stank  
Taylor Stanzione  
Cynthia Staples-Quinn  
Steve Starck  
Cheryl Staritz  
Terry Starkey  
Linda Starr  
Sue Stasiuk  
Jacqueline Staten  
Erin States  

Martha Staton  
Jon Stauff  
Cheryl Stauss  
Donna Steel  
Lori Steele  
Erica Steen  
Robert Steider  
Chuck and Debby Stein  
Cynthia Stein  
Kelley Stein  
Nancy Steinberg  
The Steinberger Family  
Susan Steiner  
Kathy Steinmetz Simonds  
June Steinvorth  
Jjeannine Stellin  
Jeff and Stephanie  
Dana Stephens  
John Stephens  
Julie Stephens  
Cheryl Stephenson Blonde  
Shannon Stephenson Smaldino  
Suzanne Stephey  
Shelley Stern  
Beth Stevens  
Erin Stevens EMT-P, TNS  
Heather and Daniel Stevens  
Jeanne Stevens  
Larry Stevens  
Tomoe Stevens  
Michelle Steward  
Cheryl Stewart  
Latonya Stewart  
Marti Stewart  
Lisa Stidham  
Rianne Stier  
Kathy Stikeleather  
Erik Stine  
Shirley J. Stocking  
Christine Stockton  

Carolyn Stolhand  
Shari Stoll  
Alicia Stollenwerk  
Michael Stollenwerk  
Matthew Stolz  
William Stolz  
James Stoner  
Heather Storie  
Rick Stout  
Dan Stowell  
Kristen Strack  
Dawn Straight  
Sarah Streets  
Cynthia Strohschein  
Cheryl Strong  
Lucas Strong  
Ashleigh Stroot  
Michelle Strosin  
Amy Strus  
Lynn Stuart  
Mary Stuart  
Carine Stubbs  
Nancy Student  
Tara Stukonis  
Julie Sturgill  
Lynda Sturner  
Erica Su  
Kelly Suchy  
Daniel Sudduth  
Dorothy Suehle  
Rony Suez  
Patricia and Edward Suffern, Jr.  
Barry Sullivan  
Bill Sullivan  
Connie Sullivan  
Donald Sullivan  
Janice M. Sullivan  
Joey Sullivan  
Katie Sullivan  
Kim Sullivan
2019 DONORS

Under $50 (cont.)
Peggy Sullivan
Tammy Sullivan
Benjamin Summerton
Anthony Surace
Kerrin Surette
Amanda Surratt
Coleman Surratt
Conrad Surratt
Harrison Surratt
Alexandra Susi
Amanda Sutcliffe
Nick Sutherland
Pam Sutlief-Morris
Nathan Sutton
Shaquia Sutton
Sue Sutton
Tasha Svendsen
Andrea Swanson
Mary Swanson
Misty Swartz
Stephanie Sweatt
Laura Sweeney
Renee Sweeney
Susan Sweetman
Amanda Swider
Daniel Swider
Richard Syberg
Larisa Syrow
Melissa Szasz
Anna Szczypka
Patricia Sztenderowicz
Michelle Szypulski
Tricia Ta-Dow
Patricia Taffs
Molly Talbot
Ann Marie Talerico
Stephanie Talley
Elizabeth Tango
Chuck Tannenbaum
Stephanie C. Tanner
Sherry Tanno
Mary Tatum
Tara Tatum
Alisa Taub Lippman
Debbie Taub
Rudiel Taveras
Allison Taylor
Colleen Taylor
Courtney and Taylor
Gayle Taylor
Jazmine Taylor
Jeremy Taylor
Katherine A. Taylor
Lori Taylor
Davera Taylor-Orr
Brittany Teague
Lauren Tedford
Adnil Tee
Dawn Teigeler
Claudia Tellez
Sandra Temple
Joey Templet
Sonia Templet
Tullie Templet
Will Templet
Danielle Tene
Astrik Tenny
Ann Teodorczy
Karen Terry
Nick Tesch
Mich Test
Rhonda Tharpe
Maryann Theranger
Jojo Thervil
Regina Thibudeau
Kathleen Thibodeau
Kelly Thomas Loreman
Ashley Thomas, RN
Cadidra Thomas
Dustin Thomas
Joann Thomas
John Thomas
Kathleen Thomas
Lauren Thomas
Melissa Thomas
Peter Thomas
Renny Thomas
Tara Thomas
William Thomas
Melissa Thompson Loch
Ann Thompson
Brian Thompson
Cheryl Thompson
Cindy Thompson
Gabe Thompson
Janelle Thompson
Jeanette Thompson
Jessica Thompson
Judy Thompson
Justin Thompson
Kathy Thompson
Melissa Thompson
Susan Thompson
Marcy Thorner
Lauri Thornton
Caroline Thrasher-Smith
Lynn Thurgood
Jane Tibbit
Teresa Tiibel
Frank Tierno
Thomas Tiffany
Julie Till
Janet Tillison
Carol Timbrook
Michelle Tindira
Mart Tinker
Tanya Tinney
Victoria Tinsdale
Jessica Tipton
Linda Tipton
John Tisch
Karen Tiso Martin
Amanda Titus
Mei Tjoa-Wiriadja
Allie Todd
Casey Todd
Rita Todd
Sherril Toft
Mary Tokarz
Kerem Tokel
Sunday Tollefsø
Melissa Tomamichel
Brandon Toman
Peter Tomasi, III
Aimee Tomei-Pavek
Lynn Tomko
Tara Tonello
Mary and Leo Topjian
Ron Torlucci
Tina Torman
Johnny Torok
Ricardo Torres
Tobey Torres
Victoria Tortorella
Clay Toula
Lydia Towery
David Towne
Joan Trabucco
Nikki Trahan
Dana Trahan
Shirley Trammell
Tabitha Tran
Betsy Trask
Joanne Trask
Deeann Traum
Shelley Treadaway
Hazel Treece
Stella Treiber
Kevin Trevins
2019 DONORS

Under $50 (cont.)
Robert Trierweiler
Beth Trifiletti
Merri Trifiro
Darlene Trimble
Dorothy Trimboli
Peggy Trippel
Kristine Trites
Robert Troiano
The Troup's
Jeanie True
Debbie Trust
Matt Trust
Chas Tryon
Patrick Tsao
Michael Tschupp
Hilary Tsukakoshi
Jack Tucker
Kurt Tuckett
Camela Tufts
Jim Tuomey
Maria Turco
Celine Turgeon
Lauren B. Turgeon
Barb Turner
Cindy Turner
Esther Turner
Kellee Turner
Lisa Turner
Beth Tuthill
Madeline Tyree
Heather Uehling
Lisarose Uliano
Dc Ulness
Jessica Umana
Matthew Umhoefer
Michael Ungerman
Robin Vachon
Sean Vadnie
Louise Valdez
Lori Valentino-Chiappardi
Michelle Valentino
Daria Vallario
Andrea Vallejo
Marlana Valley-Brash
Carol Van Arsdale
Gwen Van Surksum
Sandeep Kumar Vanama
Kathy Vance
Catherine VanCuren
Dawn Vandeursen-Dworak
Christy Vangennip Roberts
Sandra Van-Harris
Don Vanhorn
Jill Vanvoorhis
Victoria Varela
Juan and Elvira Vargas
Maria Jose Vargas
Pinkly Varghese
Mark Varitek
Jill Varnum
Katie Varrone, RN, MSN, CPNP
Amy Vaske
Wilfredo Vasquez
Tara Vasser Author
Sally Vaughan
Audrey Vaughan
Paul Della Vecchia
Jim Vecchio
Nancy Vecchio
Ash Vega
Miriam Vega
Ramon Vega
Eileen Veit
Rob Vejdani
Juanita Velez
Marisol Velez
Gina Venturini
Lynn Vera
Alison Vergeront
James Vermilyea
Jim Vermilyea
Kathy Verna
Brandt Versteegh
Lesa Vest
Liz Vickerd
Charlene Vickers
Joe Vickers
Fred Vietri
Katie Vigdal-Olson
Raelynn Vigil
Prithvi Vijayanand
Adriana Villalba
Karen Villamizar
Kitty Vincent
Tayla Vines
Denise Violett
Catherine Viveiros
Cassandra Vodicka
Dianne Vogt
Erin Volk
Vera Volk
Marissa Volpe
Carole Volpi
Shope Vonlichtenstein
Victoria Vorotilkina
Carolyn Voss
Vicki Voss
Jason Voyna
Cinda Vozary
Ljupka Vrteva
Suzana Vrteva
Alen Vukobrad
Theresa Wacker
Marie Wagenaar
Jon Wagner
Richard Wagner
Stephanie Wagner
Mary Kathryn Wahl
Jen Wainwright
Kara Wainwright
Lisa and Wais
Lisle Waits
Renee Walchak L'Ecuyer
Ryan Walczak
Dena and Jerry Wald
Jessica Walden
Susan Walker vanden-Heuvel
Jeff Walker
Kathy and Nathan Walker
Lauren Walker
Mark Walker
Melissa Walker
Shawn Walker
Vickie Walker
Tina Wallace Breen
Cassandra Wallace
Chris Wallace
Tonya Waller
Anne Wallner
Brigid Walsh
Kristi Walsh
Mimi Walsh
Nancy Walsh
Susan Walsh, MD
Anthony Walters
George Walters
Theresa Walthes
Johnna Walton
Lei Lei Wang Ekvall
Swapnil Waradkar
Deborah Ward
Dennis Ward
Jenni Ward
Maureen Ward
Rolanda Warford
Gerald Warren
Sara Washicko
Dorothy Wass
Gayle Wasserman
2019 DONORS

Under $50 (cont.)
Charlie Waters
Linda Waters
Sabastian Waters
Shane Waters
Karen Watkins
Barbara Watson
Thomas Watson
Elizabeth Watts
Jessica Weaver
Linda Webb
Laura Weber
Angela Webster
Joe Webster
Mikey Wechsler
James Weiden
Diane Weigle
Janice Weil Frollo
Catherine Weiler, MD, PhD
Ann Weilert
Weinberger Consultants, Inc.
Ami Weiner
Elona Weiner
Ellen Weinstein
Amber Weiss
Michael Weiss, MD
Polly Weiss
John Weizeorick
Cecelia Wellborn
Kristen Wellington
Carol Wells
Molly Welsh
Penny Welsh
Christi Welter
Richard Wendt, MD
Tracey Wendt
Katharine Wengryn
Barbra Wenig
David Wenstrom
Cheryl Werner Porter
Carl Werner
Elizabeth Werner
Jeremy Werner
Lucille Werner
Adrienne Wesson
Rahn Westby
Gwen Westendorf
Roxanne West-Johnson
Cristal and Jared Westover
Laura Wexler
Jennifer Whaley
Doneane Wheat
Beth Wheaton
Carol Wheaton
Ann Wheeler
Kimberly Wheeler
Linda Wheeler
Jan Whelan
Lori Whetzel
Lynn Whistle
Eve Whistler
Austin White
Dreama White
Frances White
Joni White
Mary White
Mike and Angela White
Sarah White-Harvey
Brandon Whitehead
Tracie Whitfield
Whitman Hanson Regional School District
Danielle Whitten
Amy Whittington
Jeremy and Jamie Whittle
Cortney Wianekci
Connie Wick
Elizabeth Wickel
Melissa Wickert
Jess Widmer
Jill Wiegel
Lisa Wieland
Teresa Wieman
Terri Wiesbrook-Barth
Ruth Wiggins
Harry Wiggleson
Briannah Wiglesworth
Debra Wikler
Danny Wilbers
Mike Wilcove
Alyssa Wilde
Emily Wilder, RN, BSN, CRNI
Tina Wiley Trudeau
Lindsey Wilkins
Elena Willenborg
Erika Willey
Mary Jane Williams Obremski
Beth Williams
Cash Williams
Eddie Williams
Elizabeth Williams
Janice Williams
Kelli Williams
Kimberly Williams
Lauren Williams
Max Williams
Pamela and Michael Williams
Rhonda Williams
Shellie Williams
Tamera Williams
Tyrondia Williams
Katie Williamson
Nancy Williamson
Erin and Sean Willis
Lynda Willis
Michael and Diane Williams
Barbara Wilsey
Amanda Wilson
Brynda Wilson
Chris Wilson
Debbie Wilson
Janetmel Wilson
Leslie Wilson
Lisa Wilson
Mary Wilson
Maureen Wilson
Ron Wilson
Susan Wilson, RN
Ann Wilson-Carfora
Lois Wilson-Goldberg
Robin Wilt
Jan Wiltshire
Doniella Winchell
Yvonne Winchell
Traci Winget
Kath Winnell
Dina Winter
Justin Winter
Mike and Lin Winter
Cindy Wintheiser
The Wislockis
Wyatt Witges
Gina Woess
Jeannie Woess
Charmarie Wold
Donna Woleben
Adrienne Wolf
Amy Wolf
Charlie and Terri Wolf
Kathy Wolf
Melissa Wolf
Vicki Wolf
Gracie Wolff
Shannon Woloscuk
Bennet Wolper
Kimberly Wolski
Tina Wolter
Shanda Womack
Kristina Wong
*Sharon Wood
Pam Woodard
2019 DONORS

Under $50 (cont.)
Geena Woodley
Robyn Woodley
Maggie Woods
Mecca Woods
Michael Woodward
Jennifer Woody
David Woolard
Maxine Woosley
Katrina Wralby
Allison Wrede
Ann Wright
Gia Wright
Martha and Karl Wright
Rose Wright
Danielle Wunker
Taylor Wutkin
Mike Wuttke
Matt Wutzke
Doris Wyman
Drew Wymore
Sue and Rob Wynkoop
Laura Yacoubian
Gopal Yadavalli
Nancy Yang
Audrey Yannitty
Mary Ybarra West
Marie Yeager-Ward
Jerri Yeargan
Joe Yelenovsky
Kasara Yocum
Trena Yoder
Michelle Yonke
Mark Yost
Tyler Youderian
Lindsay Youmans
Traci Youmans-Dant
Aubray Younce-Walton
Andy Young
Barbara Young
Chanique Young
Danny Young
Diana Young
Lindsey Young
Steve Young
John Yount
Karl Yu
Grace Yuen
Jennifer Yurch
Kristin Zabriskie Archibald
Kay Zagaris
Steven Zalar
Rochelle Zalstein
Julie Zannoni
Rosiri Zapata
James Zdrojeski
Paul Zeiler
The Zeisler Family
The Zempkos
Myles Zeri
Felicia Zerilli
Amy Zielinski
Matt Zimmer
Laura Zimmerman Tully
Theresa Zimmerman
Jaclyn Zimmermann
Char Zinda
Wayne Zitkus
Ginger Zona
Kali Zuckweiler-Perales
Tracy Zuliani
Kathy Zumbo
Angelo Zurica
Jessica Zylstra
Kara Zylstra

*President's Club Members
Anonymous (3)
Laura Bekier
James Betsworth
Tammy Black
Tara and John Boyle
Patsy and Michael Broge
Elizabeth Bunn
Gloria Caligiuri-Perdue
Fernando Cardoza
Brenda Carrera
Lesley Carter
Karen Chester
Karl Yu
Grace Yuen
Jennifer Yurch
Kristin Zabriskie Archibald
Kay Zagaris
Steven Zalar
Rochelle Zalstein
Julie Zannoni
Rosiri Zapata
James Zdrojeski
Paul Zeiler
The Zeisler Family
The Zempkos
Myles Zeri
Felicia Zerilli
Amy Zielinski
Matt Zimmer
Laura Zimmerman Tully
Theresa Zimmerman
Jaclyn Zimmermann
Char Zinda
Wayne Zitkus
Ginger Zona
Kali Zuckweiler-Perales
Tracy Zuliani
Kathy Zumbo
Angelo Zurica
Jessica Zylstra
Kara Zylstra

Matching Gift & Payroll Deduction Companies
Anonymous (2)
Aetna Foundation
Allstate Giving Campaign
AmazonSmile Foundation
American Express Charitable Fund
America's Charities
Ameriprise Financial Employee Giving Campaign
Bank of America Matching Gifts
Best Buy Employee Giving Program
BNY Mellon
Bright Funds Foundation
Bristol-Myers Squibb
Charities Aid Foundation of America
Cybergrants LLC
Duke Energy Foundation
Employees Charity Organization of Northrup Grumman
ExxonMobil Foundation
GE Foundation
Give With Liberty
GlaxoSmithKline
IBM Employee Services Center
Johnson & Johnson Matching Gifts Program
JP Morgan Chase Foundation
JP Morgan FM Global Foundation
Kaiser Foundation Health Plan of the Northwest
Kauffman Foundation Matching Gifts
Menic
Merck Foundation
Network for Good
2019 DONORS

Matching Gift & Payroll Deduction Companies (cont.)
Paypal Giving Fund
Progressive Casualty Insurance Company
Raytheon
Shell Oil Company Foundation
Target Corporation
The Benevity Community Impact Fund
United Way California Capital Region
United Way of Central Maryland
United Way of Central Ohio
United Way of Greater Philadelphia and SNJ
United Way of King County
United Way of Long Island
United Way of Massachusetts Bay and Merrimack Valley
United Way of Metro Chicago
United Way of Monmouth & Ocean Counties
United Way of Pierce County
United Way of the Capital Region
United Way of the Greater Capital Region, Inc.
United Way of Washington DC
Verizon
The Walt Disney Company Foundation
Wells Fargo Community Support Campaign
Williams-Sonoma Foundation
YourCause, LLC

IDF Walk for PI Teams
#FINNFIGHTERS
#Sparkkindness
#TaylorStrong
#teamHailey
A Rare Find

Abby's Enforcers
Accredo
Accredo Ft. Lauderdale
Accredo’s Zebra Coalition
Addy’s Army
ADMA
AJ’s Team
Alejandro & Andrew
Allen-Simpkins
Allergy Asthma Specialists
Allergy Partners of North Texas
Alyssa’s Avengers
Amanda’s Herd
Amber Fought
Andrew’s Army
Angels Are Real
Annabelle’s Stampede
Anti-Bodies in Motion
Antonio’s crusaders
Antonio’s Warriors
Arrow Angels
Ashley’s Zebracorn’s
Aubree’s Pack
Audra’s Village
Ava Love’s Army
Baby Mikey
Banditos
Beach zebra’s
Bean Squad
Bear’s Paws
Benjamin’s Hooves for Hope
Between a Walk and a Herd
Pace
Born this way
Boston Medical Center
Boynton Beach
Bradley’s warriors
Brandy’s Herd
BrionaRx Infusion Services
Brockin’ Zebras
Brooklyn Zebras
Bruno
Bruno Brigade
Building Bridges
Butterflies 401
Caeden Strong
Cal’s Crew
Capital City Zebras
Carol’s Crew
Carol’s Closet Crusaders
Carrée’s Candoers
Carter’s Crew
Casey
Caton Courage
Cats Peeps
Central GA Z’s
Chang Gang
Chelsea’s Herd
Children’s Hospital and Medical Center
Children’s Hospital of Michigan
Children’s Mercy
Chop Challengers
Cincinnati Super Zebras
Cirque d’ sore legs
Clements Clan
CNY Zebras
Corrin’s Z’s
Courageous Zebras
Courtney
Courtney’s Crusaders
Covington
Cruising for Zebras
CSL Behring
CSL Behring Chicago 2019
CSL MACON
CSL PLaasma 410
CSL ZEBRAs
CT Zebras
Cumberworth Crew
CVS Health
CVS Health!
Daisy’s Squad
Danny Bruce
Debbie’s Inspired Ones
Deutzi
Didi’s IDF Team
Dina LaVigna Breath of Life
Duffy-Schneider
Easton Warrior
Elizabeth’s Zany Zebras
Em’s Team
Fellows of the Bob
Flange
Fontenot Zebras
Friends Peer Pressuring Nicol to Walk
Gang of Gotts
Gatesville Zebras
Gavin’s Jedi
Geneva Walkers
Germ Busters Team Crisp
Gigi
Gilbert Strong
Ginger’s Gems
Gio strong
Glennon Zebras
Going for Owen
Good’s Gang
Gracie Strong
Grandpa’s Gang
Greater Kansas City Allergy Society
Grifols
Grifols Givers
Guernsey’s Girls
Haemonetics
Hafetz & Associates
Halper’s Helpers
Harry Angels
Hart & Soul
Hawk
2019 DONORS

IDF Walk for PI Teams (cont.)

Heavy Medl
Helen DeVos Children’s Hospital Immunology
Henry’s Heroes
HewZees
HighSteppin
Hike For Life!
Hinman
Holly Golightly
Honor 4 Conner
Hooker Family
Horizon
Horizontal Stripes
Hudson
Human Proteins
IgG 37
IGG strong
IGGirls!
ImMOnity
In It 4 The Cause
Intactivists
Isa Is A Fighter
Isabella’s Immunogladiators
Jake & Tyler
Jared’s Warriors
JDCH Immunology
Jenkins Zebras
Jesse Guido
Jodi’s Team
Johns Hopkins Allergy and Clinical Immunology
Jones
Jordan Strong
Joshua’s Journey
Joy’s Zebra Team
Kaeser’s Krew
Kaileys superheroes
Kanarek Allergy Immunology
Kane’s Gang
Kate’s Fight Club
Kathy’s Herd
KedPlasma
KedPlasma Myrtle Beach
Kedrion
Kelly’s Krew
Kelsi Newcomb
Kenner’s Krew
Konen Brigade
Kristians Krew
Kroger Specialty Infusion Ig Warriors
Kyler’s Krusaders
LA+MD
Lady Bugs
Lainey’s Krew
Lani’s Light
Laura’s Awesome Zebras
Leapin Lizards
Life With Liam
Life with stripes
Linda Tepe
Liquid Gold
Livy Bugg
Lucas’ Super Squad
Maddie’s Herd
Maldonado Marchers
Mandy’s Immune Platoon
Mary’s Tribe
Matsons
Maverick’s Mission
Melanie’s Zebra Crusaders!
MeletteandRobbie
Melissa’s Team
Miami
Miami/Ft Lauderdale
Michael Blair #MBM313
Michelle’s Mouseketeers
Mighty Macrophages
Mighty Mighty Mason
Miles 4 Mo
Mimi’s Dazzle of Strength
Mountain Man Honey
Mountain People
MUSC Immunology
Nana’s Zebra Helpers
Nanas Family
Nast
Nichole’s Purple Zebra’s
NOLA Primary Immunodeficiency
Norcal Primary Immune Deficiency
Northwell Allergy & Immunology
Not Fast, Just Furious
Octapharma
On Your Marks
Option Care
Option Care Health - Los Angeles
Pam’s Team
Parker’s Herd
Peninsula Zebras
Penna
Petemonia
PI Pals
Pippi’s Zebra Zoo
Pray for J
Presley’s Pack
Pretty in Zebra
Primary Immune Defenders
Princess Alli
Race for a Cure
Rachel Green
Rachy Pach
Rainbow River Medical
Raney
Redline Specialty Pharmacy
Reed’s CVID Walkers
Reisman Rocks
Rhonda’s rowdy walkers
Ride for Alex
Riley’s Zebra Squad
Rimmer Zebras
River’s Rascals
RMS
Rob’s Squad
Rookie Zebra & Friends
Rory’s team
Rose family
Rowe Zebras
RUSD for IDF
Ryan’s Army
S.A.D. No More
Samantha’s Herd
Samuels Warriors
Sanctuary
Sandra’s dazzle
Sara Strong
Saraiya Law
Sara’s Stripes
Savanna’s Herd
Savier’s Saints
Savta
Schroeder
SCID Angels
Seaber Strong
See Jane Walk
Silver Goose
Sky Blue Pink
Sliders
Sonia Vohnout
Southern Zebras
SprinkleswithLoves
Stefanie’s Platelet Posse
Stephen’s Strollers
Striding Zebras
Stripe Power
Stripes and Strides
Sub-Q-Tees
Sugar Hill Gang
Sunbathing Zebras
IDF Walk for PI Teams (cont.)
Sunbathing Zebras 2
Surf, Sand, IVIG in Hand!
Syd’s Soldiers
Takeda
Takeda Los Angeles
Talithas journey ended
Taryn’s Tiptoers
Taylor’s Dazzle
Team “BeBe”
Team 00
Team Accredo
Team Accredo Healthcare
Team Addie and Kenzie
Team Aidan / Team SCID
Team AIR Care
Team Alexa
Team Andrew
Team Ashlee
Team Bashy
Team Ben
Team Boyle
Team BriovaRx Infusion Services
Team Brooklyn Harper
Team Cailleach
Team Caleb
Team Carahsoft
Team Charlotte
Team Clark
Team Clint
Team Cream
Team Crescenti
Team CSL Atlanta
Team CSL Baltimore
Team CSL Boca
Team CSL Boston
Team CSL Chicago
Team CSL Cleveland
Team CSL Conway
Team CSL Dallas
Team CSL Des Moines
Team CSL Kansas City
Team CSL Leesburg
Team CSL Los Angeles
Team CSL New York
Team CSL Omaha
Team CSL Orange County
Team CSL Orlando
Team CSL Philadelphia
Team CSL Portland
Team CSL San Antonio
Team CSL San Francisco
Team CSL St. Louis
Team CSL St. Paul
Team CSL Tucson
Team CSL Warwick
Team CuKo
Team D&B
Team Delta
Team Dubner
Team Dylan
Team Eh
Team Eileen
Team Ellie
Team Emmett
Team Enzyvant
Team Eric
Team Fox
Team Gavin
Team Gradiators
Team Isabella
Team Jacob
Team Jirsa
Team Joel
Team Josiah
Team Julian
Team Kaleb
Team Kaysen
Team Kimmy
Team Kirsten
Team Kohut
Team Konikow
Team Kroll
Team Lauer
Team Liam
Team LinZebra
Team Lois
Team Lukas & Danny
Team Lynne Joan
Team Lyons
Team Mama Bear
Team Mass General Hospital
Team McCollister
Team McStripes
Team Mighty Quinn
Team Missy
Team Missy Laurel
Team Monica
Team Muris (CGD)
Team Murphy
Team Nate
Team Nathan
Team Nolan Brys
Team Penna
Team Peralto
Team Princess Leah
Team Rachel
Team Reed
Team Riley- Fight Pi for Ry
Team Sama
Team Samantha
Team Sandi
Team Sean
Team Soleo
Team Spencer
Team Stern
Team StuPify
Team Superman
Team Teach
Team Terry
Team Thomas H
Team UCLA
Team United
Team Weaver Insurance
Team Wyatt
The BA-Team
the five-tens
The Go Getters
The Jokesters
The Kings
The Oliver Tree
The Purple Zebras
The striped horses
The Striped Life
The Taters
The Tortoise and the Zebra
The Zebrateers
The Zooming Zebras
TheEvelynFactor
Tracy’s Troops
United Zebras
Vada & Her Voyagers
Vampire Zebras
Vic59
Vicki Bays Zebras
Viking Zebras
Walk to a Different Hoofbeat
Walk With Wyatt
Walker “SCID Warrior”
Walking With Stripes
Walton Warriors
War Stripes
Washburn Warriors
Washington University
Wonky Walkers
Wright’s in Stripes
X4 Pharmaceuticals
Xander’s Zebras
Xavier’s Super Hero’s
## 2019 DONORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IDF Walk for PI Teams (cont.)</th>
<th>Zebra Apocalypse</th>
<th>Zebra Nation</th>
<th>Zebra's Eye</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yellow Bears</td>
<td>Zebra Friends</td>
<td>Zebra SCID</td>
<td>Zebras in Tiaras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zak Attack</td>
<td>Zebra Friends walking team</td>
<td>Zebra Striped Genes</td>
<td>Zebrasaurus Rex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zany Zebras</td>
<td>Zebra Frogs</td>
<td>Zebra strong</td>
<td>Zebros</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zebra Alumni</td>
<td>Zebra Grams</td>
<td>Zebra Vegetables</td>
<td>Ziggy zoo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zebra Herd ATL</td>
<td>Zebra Wings</td>
<td>Zzebras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zebra N</td>
<td>Zebra Zierers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Immune Deficiency Foundation makes every effort to ensure the accuracy of donor and fundraiser lists. We extend our deepest regrets to any donor who may have been inadvertently omitted from this report. If you have a concern or correction, please contact us at 800-296-4433 or email us at development@primaryimmune.org.

Thank you for your support!